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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 General Introduction

The scientific study on the generation of short wavelength radiation from laser produced
plasmas has traditionally taken advantage from the various applications. Each new ap-
plication imposed its specific requirements on the plasma properties, and research has
responded accordingly. Studies of the plasma properties and the processes leading to
short wavelength emission have resulted in optimized plasma conditions which, in many
cases, were essential for the different applications. Due to by their compact size, an ap-
parent advantage with respect to the alternative synchrotron light sources, laser plasmas
have been successfully applied to X-ray microscopy [70], spectroscopy [38], fluorescence
analysis [43], soft X-ray projection lithography [19] and proximity-print X-ray lithography
[24]. The latest, and by far most demanding application, is Extreme UV lithography.

1.1.1 Extreme UV Lithography

Extreme UV Lithography is a new form of lithography that uses Extreme Ultraviolet
(EUV) radiation with a wavelength of 13.5nm. In the past decades, optical projection
lithography, using wavelenghts in the visible and UV part of the spectrum, has been the
prime imaging technique used in high-volume manufacture of integrated circuits. It is gen-
erally foreseen that improvements in this technology will allow it to remain the semicon-
ductor industry’s main manufacturing technology for circuits with smallest features down
to 70 nm or even below. However, around 2007, so-called Next-Generation Lithographies
will be required. At this moment EUV Lithography (EUVL) is one of the most promising
technologies to become the successor to optical lithography. Other technologies considered
so far are proximity print X-ray lithography [56], nano-imprint lithography [67], ion-beam
projection lithography [69], and electron-beam projection lithography [74].

Projection lithography is the technology used to print the basic patterns that define
integrated circuits onto semiconductor wafers. The mask patterns are imaged by a highly
accurate imaging system onto a silicon wafer coated with photoresist. The continued
improvements in optical lithography have enabled the printing of ever finer features, the
smallest feature size decreasing by about 30% every two years. This has allowed the
integrated circuit industry to produce ever more powerful and cost-effective semiconductor
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1.1 · General Introduction

circuits. On average, the number of transistors in a state-of-the-art integrated circuit has
doubled every 18 months. This historical development is known as Moore’s law [7].

To be able to meet the industrial demand for printing of continuously smaller features,
lithography equipment manufacturers have gradually reduced the wavelength of the light
used for imaging and have designed imaging systems with larger numerical apertures
(NA). The reasons for these changes can be understood from the equations that describe
the fundamental characteristics of imaging systems: its resolution (RES) and depth of
focus (DOF ). These equations [54] are usually expressed as

RES =
k1λ

NA
(1.1)

and

DOF =
k2λ

NA2
(1.2)

where λ is the wavelength of the radiation used for imaging, NA is the numerical aperture
of the imaging system, and k1 and k2 are application dependend coefficients. The case
k1 = k2 = 0.61 corresponds to the definition of diffraction-limited imaging (Rayleigh
criterion). Due to the substantially reduced wavelength, EUVL is expected to be capable
of printing features of 40nm and smaller. At the same time, the DOF is up to about
0.5µm since imaging systems with a relaxed NA of about 0.1 to 0.25 can be used.

Though EUVL resembles optical lithography in aspects of the imaging geometry and
the basic resolution and depth-of-focus scaling, there are significant differences. One of
the most important differences is that EUV radiation is strongly absorbed in virtually
all materials. EUV imaging must be carried out in vacuum; the partial pressure for
hydrocarbons must be < 10−7−10−8 mbar, and for water < 10−6−10−7 mbar. Absorption
also rules out the use of refractive optical elements, such as lenses and transmission masks,
and entirely reflective systems must be used. The EUV reflectivity of individual materials
at near-normal incidence is very low, and the surfaces must be coated with multilayer,
thin-film coatings also known as artificial Bragg reflectors [98]. The highest reflectivity
of these, around 70%, is achieved at 13.5nm using Mo and Si. Since also in standard
photoresists the EUV absorption is high, new resists and processing techniques will be
required.

1.1.2 EUV source development

One of the main obstacles towards the realization of EUV lithography is the lack of an
adequate source of EUV radiation. Several source concepts, all based on hot plasmas, are
under development. These include electrically driven plasmas including variants based
on different electrode geometries, like the z-pinch [72], star pinch [68], plasma focus [65],
capillary discharge [55], or hollow cathode discharge [71]. Also several laser produced
plasma concepts are pursued [57, 73].

The two most important requirements of a source for EUV lithography are firstly, to
produce enough in-band EUV power so that a collector optic can deliver the necessary
power to the mask illuminating optic, and secondly, doing this without damaging the

2



Chapter 1 · Introduction

collector optic. The amount of power which is required for a lithography system is 115W
in a 2% bandwidth (BW ) at the so-called intermediate focus, i.e. a focal position just
after the collector optic [66]. The highest EUV powers reported to date are typically
about 10W and are produced in gas discharge plasmas running at frequencies of up to
several kHz. The highest EUV powers reported from laser plasma sources are between 2
and 3W . Further scaling seems to meet technological limits, e.g. in case of gas discharge
sources it is the huge electrical input power which leads to fundamental cooling problems
at the electrodes: 100W of EUV power would require 10 kW input power (at ∼ 1%
conversion efficiency) into an electrode volume of less than a cubic centimeter.

Surfaces close to the plasma need to be cooled to avoid erosion due to the radiation load
and the ion bombardment. In case of laser plasmas generated from liquid jets, the plasma
can be positioned at a distance of several centimeters from the target providing nozzle, and
therefore this target concept constitutes less of a problem. Nevertheless the required driver
power is also a critical issue. The laser power required is not available at the moment,
and it is not trivial to produce 10 kW of laser power. With a laser efficiency of 18% the
required electrical power would be ∼ 50 kW . This value of conversion efficiency from
electrical to laser radiation was presented by S. Elli (Powerlase) at the 2nd International
EUVL Symposium, Antwerp (2003). Typical values are 10% or less (100 kW ). The source
specifications as required by the lithography companies include [66]:

- EUV power at the intermediate focus 115W in 2% BW
- repetition rate > 7− 10 kHz
- energy stability ± 0.3%, in 3 σ over 50 pulses
- source cleaning interval > 30 000 hours of operation
- maximal etendue of source output 1− 3.3mm2sr
- max solid angle into illuminator 0.03− 0.2 sr
- intensity between 130 and 400nm ≤ 7% of the integrated intensity

The gas discharge plasmas and laser plasmas meant for producing such high EUV
powers are currently under development. The main parties are companies like Philips
Extreme UV, Extreme Technologies (combined activity of Lambda Physik and Jenoptik
Mikrotechnik AG1), Cymer2, Plex LLC3, EXULITE4 (combined activity of Thales, CEA,
Alcatel), Powerlase5, and the Japanese EUVA consortium6 consisting of 10 EUV related
companies.

Universities and scientific institutes perform studies on specific issues, e.g. the iden-
tification of emission lines and their dependence on plasma properties (O’Sullivan, Uni-
versity College Dublin7, and Koshelev, Institute for Spectroscopy Troitsk8), damage to

1www.jo-mikrotechnik.com
2www.cymer.com
3www.xuv.com
4www-drecam.cea.fr/spam/themes/gap/exulite.htm
5www.powerlase.com
6www.euva.or.jp
7www.ucd.ie
8www.isan.troitsk.ru
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1.1 · General Introduction

surfaces by ions of a high degree of ionization (Gillaspy, NIST9), or debris mitigation
based on a discharge plasma (Ruzic, University Illinois10), and tin-based source develop-
ment (Richardson, University of Florida11).

1.1.3 Position of current thesis research

The extended effort of hundreds of men-years active on primarily technical efforts at com-
panies and research institutes world-wide is still in contrast with the modest research
on more fundamental processes to produce EUV radiation using hot plasmas. Though
extensive literature on laser plasma soft x-ray sources exist e.g. [77, 100, 89], the specific
application to lithography necessitates detailed research on the type of plasmas needed
for 13nm radiation. The current development status of EUV sources, and in particu-
lar the inability to reach the required EUV power levels using inherently clean, reliable
sources, would justify a larger research effort on fundamental issues such as production
of plasma EUV radiation [33]. Obviously, the application of such knowledge would relax
the requirements on the source electrical input power and enhance the general viability
of the source.

The results of the current thesis research indicate that the plasma EUV yield can be
increased by

1. applying an EUV transparent buffer gas to significantly reduce the EUV absorption
losses in expanded, low-density areas of the target material (Chapter 4).

2. selecting the proper laser pulse duration and pulse energy, taking into account that
the EUV intensity responds highly non-linear to laser pulse energy and intensity due
to the time scale to produce the proper ionization equilibrium of the EUV emitting
plasma (Chapter 5).

3. application of a pre-pulse to produce a shockwave (locally increased density), that
results in an increased EUV intensity, the delay between pre- and main pulse is used
to control the position of the EUV emitting plasma and to reduce EUV absorption
losses (Chapter 6).

The parameters explored in this research are gas density and density distribution,
laser pulse duration, laser pulse energy, power density, and laser wavelength. The results
on EUV yield enhancement have been obtained following the concept of a gaseous target
supply through sonic and supersonic jets. It is noted however, that any of these yield
enhancement methods can be applied to any of the alternative target concepts pursued
elsewhere, including liquid Xe or Sn targets, cryogenic Xe targets, and even discharge
produced plasmas in the geometry of conventional gaseous target supply or laser ablation
target supply systems [62].

9www.nist.gov
10starfire.ne.uiuc.edu
11lpl.creol.ucf.edu/research.htm
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Chapter 1 · Introduction

1.1.4 Selection of target materials

Radiation at EUV wavelengths is produced via relaxation of excited states of target
atoms. These excited states require partly ionized atoms, and are mainly produced via
electron impact excitation. Figure 1.1 can be used as a guide to select elements for EUV
generation [38] for certain specific heating conditions (not plotted in the figure is lithium
(atomic number A = 3) which has an emission line (1s−2p) at 13.5nm [90]). The source
requirement on the absence of debris is met best when using a rare gas. Of these gases Xe
(A = 54) was considered most suitable and has been most frequently applied, though the
yield will not be maximal. From figure 1.1, elements having an atomic number A ∼ 30,
A ∼ 50 and A ∼ 75 are likely to produce the highest yield.

The not-optimal EUV power level achieved using Xe, about a factor of 10 is yet missing
for the lithography application, brought some of the research back to the spectrally much
more favorable element of tin (A = 50), in spite of the huge debris problem which is to
be expected.

Figure 1.1: Dependency of the conversion efficiency (CE) at 13.5nm on the atomic number
A of the target material. The CE was measured on laser plasmas at a power density of
1012 W/cm2 [38]

The intensity of Xe emission around 13.5nm is mainly due to 4d8 − 4d75p transitions
of the Xe10+ ion (or Xe XI in spectroscopic notation). Figure 1.2 shows the position of
the lines from the relevant Xe ions in the XUV wavelength range of interest. The width of
the bars indicates the transition probability. The lines from the Xe10+ ion are relatively
weak compared to the lines of the same ion around 11.2− 11.3nm.

The Xe transition arrays with high intensity lines found around 11nm, are in case of
Sn found around 13.5nm. A Sn source will therefore produce a higher EUV yield also
since emission at 13.5nm is from lines of higher intensity, and from the contribution of
several ionization stages.
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Chapter 1 · Introduction

1.1.5 Generating gas jets

Generation of x-rays from laser produced plasmas using a gas jet as a target was demon-
strated by Fiedorowicz already in 1993 [27]. Jet and sprays containing mixtures of liq-
uid/solid, and gaseous Xe have been reported more recently [37]. An advantage of a gas
jet target is that it allows one to vary the target conditions during the experiments, e.g.
the target density and its distribution can be adjusted over almost an order of magnitude
(Chapter 2).

The main disadvantages of gas jet targets are a) an initially low density and b) the
expansion of the target gas into a volume which is much larger than the focal spot resulting
in a reduced gas density. The second disadvantage, though not unique for gas jet sources,
is the loss of EUV, due to the large neutral gas volume in which the plasma is embedded.
The EUV needs to propagate through the neutral gas, or gas of a low degree of ionization
in order to reach a mirror or detector [51]. In Chapter 4 a technique will be presented to
reduce EUV losses by applying an EUV transparent buffer gas. This technique can also
be used to increase the Xe density.

In this work most investigations have been carried out using supersonic, convergent-
divergent nozzles to generate the Xe gas jets, though initial experiments were carried out
with a sonic nozzle. The latter nozzle consisted of a cylindrical orifice through which
the target gas was expanded, resulting in a low density at the laser focus due to the
three-dimensional expansion in a large volume.

When selecting a small divergence angle of the supersonic nozzle, the expansion was
almost one-dimensional close to the nozzle, i.e at a distance of 1−2 exit diameters from the
nozzle exit. Therefore the density dropped less quickly. The distance between focal spot
and nozzle exit, i.e. typically 0.5− 1mm, was taken several times the plasma dimension
in order to reduce ablation of the nozzle by the plasma. Chapter 2 discusses the design
of nozzle geometries in detail, and the techniques that were used to characterize the gas
jets.

The gas jet properties and jet images were studied using an x-ray backlighting tech-
nique. The density was then calculated from the images using an Abel inversion method
[22]. This technique and method are discussed in Chapter 2. Results on gas jet densities
are presented in the same chapter. The density of the plasma will be of about the order
of the neutral gas density n which was 1018 − 1019 atoms/cm3, and is about the maxi-
mum that could be obtained without pre-cooling the target gas. The electron density ne

will range from 1019 − 1020 electrons/cm3, when using Z = 10+ as an average degree of
ionization.

1.1.6 Debris mitigation

All sources based on hot plasmas will require several debris mitigation systems. Even in
case of potentially clean sources, e.g. Xe plasmas, it will be necessary to remove fast or
highly charged ions to avoid sputtering or mixing of the top layers of multilayer mirror
optics exposed to the source. The foil trap method [39], applied in this thesis, consists
of trapping debris particulates by an optically transparent assembly of foils positioned
radially around the source in a buffer gas environment. A high trapping efficiency is
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1.2 · Relevant physics processes

achieved due to scattering and retardation of particles in the buffer gas and subsequent
deposition on the foils. This technique is described in Chapter 7. Each debris mitigation
technique, however, results in a loss of EUV power due to absorption in e.g. a buffer gas,
the finite thickness of the foils in the foil trap, or other residual losses.

1.2 Relevant physics processes

In this introductory part an overview is given of the main physics processes of relevance
to describe laser plasmas generated on gas jets with nanosecond laser pulses as well as the
generation of soft x-ray and XUV radiation12 radiation from such plasmas. After a first
estimate of the required plasma conditions, we discuss the process of optical breakdown
in gas irradiated at high laser power densities, including the phase of generation of free
electrons in a neutral gas which is initially transparent to the laser radiation. Then we
discuss kinetic models which can be used to describe the dynamics of the population
of ionization levels in such a plasma (including ionization), and the characteristic times
needed to establish an ionization equilibrium. We conclude with a brief discussion of
relevant physical features connected with plasma expansion, and will describe optical
thickness effects, which, in principal, may play a significant role in the generation of XUV
radiation.

1.2.1 Selection of required plasma temperature and heating con-
ditions

The temperature necessary to produce photons having an energy of hν = 100 eV (13.5nm,
or EUV) can be in principle be estimated using Wien’s law, though valid only for a black
body radiator in equilibrium. The relative yield at hν = 100 eV will be maximum at a
temperature of T = 35 eV . At higher temperatures the absolute yield at photon energies
of 100 eV increases but so does the integrated yield. The relative yield at hν = 100 eV
decreases because more energy is emitted at other wavelengths, and this results in a lower
EUV conversion efficiency. The desirable electron temperature for an EUV source will
therefore be up to 35 eV .

By using Stefan-Boltzmann’s law, the intensity was calculated at which the plasma
will radiate when having a temperature of T = 35 eV . This results in an intensity of
1.5×1011 W/cm2, again for a black body radiator. In order to sustain the temperature of
the plasma, it should be heated with a power corresponding to 1.5 × 1011 W/cm2. Such
power densities can be readily obtained with ns lasers.

1.2.2 Primary ionization and electron density growth processes

The production of plasma in gases which are transparent at the laser wavelength, occurs
via laser-induced optical breakdown, i.e the generation of free electrons and the formation
of the initial stages of ionization of the target material. We note that the quantum energy
hν of the infra-red radiation from a Nd:YAG laser, for example, is only slightly greater

12soft x-ray is generally used for 0.2-30 nm, and XUV for 0.2-90 nm
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Chapter 1 · Introduction

than 1 eV , while the ionization potential of Xe is 12 eV . Yet these low energy quanta
readily interact with the gas to excite and ionize the atoms. At first sight such interaction
should not occur since the photon absorption can only occur into an allowed atomic state
of corresponding energy.

The reason why the optical breakdown is possible lies in the large power densities and
photon fluxes attainable in focused beams, basically enabling a multi-photon ionization
process. Most lasers easily achieve a power density I in excess of 1012 W/cm2. For a
Nd:YAG laser used at the fundamental wavelength hν = 1.17 eV , the photon flux F
amounts to ∼ 1030 photons/cm2.s. In an interaction between one of these quanta and
an atom, the atom can absorb the photon to create a virtually excited state of the atom
which has a very short life time, determined by Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle to have a
duration ∆t which must be less than about h/hν. Typically this is less than about 10−14 s
for the visible and infra-red radiation generated by the solid state lasers commonly used.
If during this very short time interval the excited atom interacts with a second quantum
a higher energy virtual state may be created having a lifetime ∼ 1/2ν; a third quantum
in the beam may be absorbed to create an even more energetic virtual state, and by
the successive absorption of quanta, higher energy states of increasingly shorter lifetime
can be formed. Ultimately an allowed state of excitation, and subsequently the state of
ionization is reached, solely by photon absorption. This process is known as multiphoton
ionization. Evidently very intense photon fluxes are needed: F ∼ 1030 photons/cm2.s of
visible light will cause multiphoton ionization in most common and inert gases.

Associated with such intense and powerful light beams is an equally intense electro-
magnetic field. Poynting’s theorem shows that the electric vector E (V/cm) is related to
the intensity by E = (2I/(εoc))

1/2. When I is about 1012 W/cm2, E is about 107 V/cm.
Such a strong field can seriously perturb the allowed atomic energy levels and might result
into resonance with an integral value of hν or a multiple of it. This would clearly enhance
the probability of multiphoton ionization.

The laws governing multiphoton ionization processes, their dependence on the inten-
sity, wavelength and polarization of the laser light and the electronic configuration of
the irradiated atoms have been studied extensively by Bakos [13], Delone [14], and Grey
Morgan [18, 15]. The probability W that a beam of intensity I or flux F composed of
identical quanta of energy hν will ionize an atom of ionization potential Ei in unit time
is given by W = AF k = A′Ik where A and A′ are constants for a given atomic species
and radiation wavelength hν, and k is the next integer larger than Ei/hν [15]. The coeffi-
cients A and A′ depend on the laser beam polarization and involve the photon absorption
cross-section σ into a virtual state. In an idealized and simplest form A can be expressed
as A = σk/νk−1(k − 1)! and differs from A′ only by a numerical factor relating photon
flux to beam power density.

The form of the dependence of W on k suggests that low ionization-potential gases
and vapours are the ones most readily ionized by multiphoton absorption. Consequently
small traces of these acting as impurities in a ambient, i.e. ’pure’ gas, of large Ei, can
provide some initial ionization which may be amplified rapidly by the collisional ionization
processes between electrons and atoms in which the electrons gain energy by photon
absorption from the laser beam. This additional process of photon absorption is known
as inverse-bremsstrahlung absorption, this is discussed in the next section. In many ways
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1.2 · Relevant physics processes

the ionization process is similar to the more familiar ionization mechanisms of collisional
ionization which occur in conventional spark discharge and breakdown phenomena in
gases subjected to strong static or alternating electric fields.

Many of the observed phenomena of laser-induced gas breakdown can well be de-
scribed in classical terms involving elastic and inelastic electron-atom collisions under
the influence of an applied alternating electric field, i.e. by an extrapolation of the mi-
crowave theory of gas breakdown to optical frequencies. For this reason laser-produced
gas breakdown is sometimes referred to as ’optical frequency breakdown’ and the ion-
ization growth mechanism by inverse bremsstrahlung absorption as ’cascade’ growth or
’avalanche’ growth.

More specific data concerning quantitative dependences of breakdown characteristics
(mainly concerning the breakdown time scale) will be discussed in Chapter 5, where we
demonstrate a significant influence of these processes on generation of EUV radiation.

1.2.3 Laser-plasma coupling, inverse bremsstrahlung

The inverse bremsstrahlung process consists of the absorption of a photon by a free
electron whose energy is increased accordingly. The momentum conservation law requires
that this process can take place only in the presence of an ion, which then carries the
extra momentum. This absorption process is important particularly at very low energies,
below the absorption edge of the ions or atoms, and is most important for photons having
energies of a few eV and less. This is the main absorption process for laser radiation in
the conditions applied in this thesis research. The absorption coefficient (κIB = niσIB in
m−1) decreases inversely as the third power of the photon energy hν. Since at such low
energies the wavelength is rather long, collective absorption by the plasma electrons has
to be taken into account. The inverse bremsstrahlung absorption coefficient κIB [12] is

κIB =
16πZneNie

6 ln Λ(ν)

3cν2(2πmekbTe)3/2(1− ν2
p/ν

2)1/2
(1.3)

where Z is the ion charge, ne the electron density, ni the ion density, ln(Λ) the Coulomb
logarithm [99] (which is typically 5− 15 for our plasmas), ν the laser frequency, me the
electron mass, kb constant of Boltzmann, Te the electron temperature, νp the plasma
frequency, and c the speed of light. The Coulomb logarithm is about 15 at the start; at
a low electron temperature and low electron density. It decreases to 5 at temperatures of
∼ 30 eV and electron densities of ∼ 1019 cm−3. The plasma frequency νp is nee

2/(meεo).
In our case collective effects have a negligible influence, because ν � νp. The inverse
bremsstrahlung absorption coefficient can then reduces to

κIB =
13.49

λ2
Z

(
ne

nc

)2
ln Λ√
1− ne

nc

1

T
3/2
e

(1.4)

where λ is the laser wavelength (m), Z is the average ion charge, ne the electron density
(cm−3), nc the critical electron density, and Te the electron temperature (K). The critical
electron density can be calculated using nc = 1.12× 1021 × λ−2 with λ in µm and nc in
cm−3.
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The kinetic energy, gained by the electrons due to inverse bremsstrahlung absorption,
is transferred to ions via electron impact ionization and electron impact excitation. The
time scale to heat the plasma has a lower and an upper limit. The lower limit is due to
the relaxation time of the plasma which is described in the next section. The upper limit
is due to the expansion of the plasma, because when the density has decreased strongly,
the laser radiation will not be absorbed due to a small inverse bremsstrahlung coefficient,
i.e the plasma becomes optically thin for the laser radiation.

1.2.4 Kinetic models

The radiation of interest from EUV sources is emitted as a result of a radiative transition
between two bound states of Xe ions. The observed intensity of the radiation depends on:

a the population of excited level of the specific Xe ion

b the atomic probability of the radiative transition, and

c the probability of the photons, which are produced, to escape from the volume of the
plasma without being reabsorbed.

Considerable simplification in the description of the plasma is achieved if the effect of
the interaction of radiation with the plasma (absorption) is considered separately from
the other (collisional) processes. We will continue the discussion assuming that this is the
case, i.e. that the plasmas are optically thin.

The distribution of ions over the available energy levels is determined by collisions with
other particles and by radiative processes. The dominating collisional processes of level
population are - excitation by collisions with free electrons, and - three-body, radiative
and charge-exchange recombination.

The calculation of the transition probability is performed in atomic quantum theory.
We need to note that, in case of high-Z elements like Xe it is a difficult task, because of the
large number of electrons that have to be taken into account. Experimental verification is
also difficult because of the large number of often overlapping emission lines which have
to be identified in the spectra.

1.2.5 Local thermal equilibrium model (LTE)

While in general the calculation of population of levels is a complicated procedure, for
which exist limiting cases where the description of the level population and of the differ-
ent ions abundance is sufficiently simplified. In the LTE model it is assumed that the
distribution of population densities of the electrons is determined exclusively by particle
collision processes (in optically thin plasmas) and that the latter take place sufficiently
fast that the distribution responds instantaneously to any change in the plasma condi-
tions. In such circumstances each process is accompanied by its inverse process and these
pairs of processes occur at equal rates. Thus the distribution of population densities of
the energy levels of the electrons is the same as it would be in a system in complete
thermodynamic equilibrium. The population distribution is determined by the statistical
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mechanical law of equipartition among energy levels, and does not require knowledge of
atomic cross-sections. Thus, although the plasma temperature and density may vary in
space and time, the distribution of population densities at any instant and point in space
depend entirely on local values of temperature, density of the plasma [96, 85].

It is known (see e.g. Wilson [4] and Griem[5]) that there are conditions when the LTE
model cannot be applied, e.g. at sufficiently low density when the probability of a radiative
transition becomes comparable to or even exceeds the probability of the corresponding
collisional transition. Since in an optically thin plasma the emission of a photon is a
process that is not balanced by absorption, the population distribution among the levels
deviates from the value predicted by the Boltzmann equation.

Since the electrons, because of their greater velocity, are the most efficient particles in
causing collisional transitions (i.e. excite ions), their collision rates need to be compared
with the radiative decay rates. Thus ions in a level m suffer from transitions to a lower
level n due to electron de-excitation. The rate at which these transitions take place may
be expressed as:

Collisional transition rate = nenmXd,mn (1.5)

where Xd,mn is defined as the collisional de-excitation coefficient. For radiative decay
rates to cause less than 10% departures from LTE, the collisional rates must be at least
ten times the radiative rates. That is for all levels m and n:

nenmXd,mn ≥ 10nmAnm (1.6)

where Xd,mn can be calculated using the excitation coefficient Xmn via

Xd,mn =
N∗

n

N∗
m

= Xmn =
gn
gm

exp

(
∆Emn

Te

)
Xmn (1.7)

where gm and gn are the gaunt factors, ∆Emn the de-excitation energy, and Te the electron
energy. Equation 1.6 can be expressed as ([84] and chapter 3 in [92]]

ne ≥ 9× 1017

(
∆E

13.6

)3
Te

13.6

1/2

(1.8)

where ∆E is the energy of the first excited level. We recall that the typical gas density
will be of the order of 1mg/cm3, which corresponds to about 5 × 1018 atoms/cm3, at
∆E ∼ 100 eV , and Te ∼ 35 eV . As a result at our conditions expression 1.8 becomes
ne ≥ 6 × 1020 e/cm3, while the electron density is expected to be about 10× 5 × 1018 =
5× 1019 e/cm3. This means that the plasma during our experiments cannot be described
straightforward using the LTE model. Nevertheless, LTE could still be applied for the
description of a relative population for some groups of levels (e.g. levels closely located
in energy space).

1.2.6 Corona steady state model (CM)

The CM model was first applied to explain features of the spectrum of the solar corona
e.g. [102, 2]. Unlike in the local thermal equilibrium (LTE) model in which each collision
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process is balanced by its inverse collision process, the balance in the corona model is
between collisional ionization (and excitation), and radiative and dielectronic recombina-
tion (and spontaneous decay). It is also often assumed that the radiation escapes without
interacting with the plasma (optically thin approximation).

It is necessary to justify the application of this model with respect to the LTE model,
which was described briefly in the preceding section. It was already mentioned that in the
low-density limit of the LTE model, radiative processes begin to compete with collisions in
influencing population densities. Suppose that the plasma density is further lowered until
only the strongest collision processes are left with any influence. Consider the process of
collisional ionization and three-body recombination which must take place at equal rates
in LTE:

e+NZ ↔ NZ+1 + e+ e (1.9)

The ionization rate is proportional to ne and the recombination rate to n2
e. Positive ions

may also recombine with electrons via a radiative process:

e+ AZ+1 → AZ + hν (1.10)

where hν represents the radiated photon. The rate of this process is proportional to ne,
so that at a sufficiently low electron density it is more important than three-body recom-
bination. Then the ionization equilibrium is a balance between radiative recombination
and - since in an optically thin plasma the radiation density must be low - ionization
by electron collisions. Such a plasma is called a corona plasma and clearly it refers to
plasmas of much lower density than the LTE model. Unlike the LTE model its quantita-
tive interpretation depends critically on atomic cross-sectional data. It is assumed that if
there is a change in plasma parameters, it takes place sufficiently slow for the population
densities to take up their new steady-state values at each instant. The equations which
describe the steady-state corona model may now be formulated.

a It is assumed that the electrons of the plasma have a Maxwellian velocity distribution.
It is not necessary to make any specific assumption about the velocity distribution
of the heavy particles, except that their mean energy should be of the same order
or less than that of the electrons, otherwise ion-ion collisions may be important.

b It is consistent with this model that compared with the ground level only negligible
numbers of ions are in their excited levels. Thus the equation expressing the ion-
ization and recombination balance may be written

nen
Z
g S(Z, g) = nen

Z+1
g (αr(Z + 1, g) + αd(Z + 1, g)) (1.11)

this leads to the corona equation:

nZ+1
g

nZ
g

=
S(Z, g

α2(Z + 1, g)
(1.12)
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where S(Z, g) is the collisional ionization coefficient, α2(Z, g) is the two-body re-
combination coefficient α2 = αr + αd, αr is the radiative recombination coefficient,
and αd the dielectronic recombination coefficient. We recall that dielectronic recom-
bination involves a continuum electron to recombine in an excited state of the ion,
and the extra energy is taken up by one of the bound electrons, which is then ex-
cited to an upper state, and ends with radiative decay. Evidently the distribution of
ions in the corona model is independent of the electron density. At higher densities
three-body recombination will also contribute, then αr+αd needs to be replaced by
αr + αd + neα3b, and this model is called collisional radiative (CR).

c The population densities of the excited levels m → n are determined by a balance
between the rate of collisional excitation from the ground level balanced by the rate
of spontaneous radiative decay thus:

nm

ng
=

neXmg

Σn<mAmn
(1.13)

where Xmg is the collisional excitation coefficient for g → m, and Σn<mAmn is the
sum of all possible transition probabilities from m → n, so that for a plasma which
is optically thin in all the lines of this ion, the intensity of a line for m → n is given
by

Imn =
1

4π

∫
nmAmnhνmnds =

1

4π

∫
nengXmgAmn

Σi<mAim

ds (1.14)

where the integration is over the depth of plasma viewed by the detector. The
intensity I of a line corresponding to a transition m → n is therefore proportional
to n2

e because neng = n2
eZ (Z= the average charge state). We emphasize that this

model should only be used if the fractional population in the excited states is small,
nenm/ng 
 1, i.e. most of the ions are in the ground state. Otherwise stimulated
emission needs to be taken into account. The ratio Amn/Σi<mAim is called the
branching ratio. In the absence of branching, when only one radiative transition
is possible, when Amn = Am = Σi<mAim, the intensity does not depend on the
transition probability.

The corona model was developed for plasmas of very low electron density and for
ion densities sufficiently low to ensure that the number of ion-ion collisions is negligible.
The question arises at which electron density the corona model is no longer valid. This
limit of maximum density is reached at the point where collisions start to interfere with
the assumption that the only mechanism of decay is via spontaneous decay. The most
probable collision process of this nature is the collision between an excited ion and an
electron where the ion makes a transition to a neighboring excited level. In this way the
radiative decay of the excited level is inhibited. The limit can be formulated as

Σi<mAim ≥ neXmn (1.15)

which is comparable to the limit discussed in case of the LTE description.
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However, there exists an intermediate range of electron densities where conditions for
corona model and LTE are not valid, when A ∼ neX. The plasma model which should
be used when the electron density is in this range is the collisional radiative (CR) model,
mentioned previously.

Colombant and Tonon [11] have published that at electron temperatures Te = 30 eV ,
neα3b 
 αr even holds at an electron density of ne = 1021 cm−3. Thus the nanosecond
laser plasma generated on a gas jet is expected to be described well using the corona
steady state model. We note that Colombant and Tonon [11] found that in the corona
model description the following relation is a good approximation:

Z ∼
2

3
(ATe)

1/3 (1.16)

where A is the atomic mass in atomic units and Te is the electron temperature in eV .
All plasmas from the LTE model, CM model, CR model will cool down because when
excited states are produced, photons are emitted and these will leave the plasma because
we assumed that the plasmas where optically thin. This causes a steady cooling of the
plasma. In order to sustain the temperature of the plasma it needs to be heated, which
in our case is done using laser radiation (see section 1.2.3).

1.2.7 The time-dependent corona model

In the steady-state corona model it is assumed that changes in the population densities
of the energy levels caused by variations in the electron temperature or density take place
at a rate that is slow compared to the intrinsic rate of relaxation of the atomic processes.
In this section consideration is given to the rates of the ionization and recombination
processes. However, it is assumed that the same basic processes cause ionization and
recombination.

Suppose that the conditions in a corona model plasma suffer a sudden change. For
example the electron temperature might increase suddenly. The bound electrons have
a finite relaxation time into the new population distribution. This relaxation time is
controlled by the slowest processes that influence the population distribution. These
turn out to be the lowest ionization or recombination rates, which are determined by the
coefficients for the last ion to be produced in the plasma, i.e. for an ionizing plasma the
ion of greatest charge and for a recombining plasma the ion of least charge.

Consider a plasma very close to its steady state. The rate at which the last ion to
be found (of charge Z) is formed, is determined by the rate of ionization (recombination)
from the previous ion, and its own rate of recombination (ionization) to give the previous
ion. The intrinsic relaxation time (τ) characteristic of the final approach to the steady
state is given by Appendix A.1 (eqn A.10 on page 109):

neτ =
1

S(Z − 1) + αr(Z)
(1.17)

where S is the ionization coefficient and αr the radiative recombination coefficient. It
turns out that the values typically are ∼ 10−11 − 10−12 cm3/s, McWirther in [87]. This
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leads to the very simple conclusion that for any corona model plasma the atomic relaxation
time τ is given, to an order of magnitude by the equation τ ∼ (1011 − 1012)/ne (s).

In a time-dependent corona model plasma the spectrum is no longer a unique function
of the local conditions in the plasma but depends also on the past history of the density,
temperature, and state of ionization of the plasma.

1.2.8 Plasma expansion and generation of shockwaves

In general laser plasmas are quasi-neutral. This is one of the main properties that de-
termine the laser plasma expansion. The plasma expansion is driven by the electron
pressure, but it is limited by the inertia of the ions through their mass. The attraction of
the electrons to the ions causes the plasma to be quasi-neutral. In this process the rela-
tively mobile electrons move out of the plasma more rapidly than the relatively immobile
ions. Hence an electric field is created which slows down the electrons and accelerates the
ions outwards. This results in an oscillating motion of the electrons while the ions move
outward (so-called ambipolar diffusion). The thermal expansion velocity of the plasma is
defined by [77]

vexp =
γkbZTe

M

1/2

(1.18)

where γ is the ratio of the specific heats and usually 5/3 (monoatomic gases), kb the
constant of Boltzmann, Z is the average charge state, Te the electron temperature, and
M the ion mass. As an example, we will use Z = 10, γ = 5/3, Te = 4× 105 K (= 35 eV ),
and M = 131 atomic units (Xe) which gives vexp = 2.1 × 104 m/s (=21 µm/ns). This
velocity is typically 2 orders of magnitude higher than the sound velocity in Xe at room
temperature. As a good approximation, the local gas jet properties can be considered
constant during the expansion of the plasma.

We just discussed plasma expansion perpendicular to the optical axis of the laser
beam, or in case the pulse has ended, in all directions. Along the optical axis a shockwave
is produced after breakdown has occurred, and the shockwave will propagate towards the
incident laser beam. This effect will be briefly discussed below.

The initial shock front, produced after breakdown, changes the transparent cold gas
into a dense cool, absorbing plasma (the inverse-bremsstrahlung absorption-coefficient
varies approximately as n2

iT
−3/2). The incident laser energy is therefore deposited imme-

diately behind the shock front. The steady-state solution for a plane wave in the light of
constant irradiance [88] results in an axial velocity vaxi of

vaxi =

[
2
(
γ2 − 1

) If

ρ

]1/3

(1.19)

where I is the irradiance on the front (W/cm2), where a fraction f of the laser power is
absorbed, and ρ the gas density. For a Gaussian beam whose semi-angle of convergence is
α, the irradiance Iz on the axis at a distance z from the focus is related to the irradiance
Io on axis at the focus by the expression
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Iz ∼= Io
r2
f

2z2(1− cosα)
(1.20)

where rf is the radius of the focal spot. The resulting velocity vaxi becomes

vaxi =
dz

dt
=

[
(γ2 − 1) r2

fIof

z2(1− cosα)ρ

]1/3

(1.21)

The effect of a finite beam is to produce a plasma that can expand laterally. The lateral
boundary vlat = vexp (expression 1.18) is given approximately by the speed of sound in
the plasma, and the ratio of vlat and vaxi is

vlat
vaxi

∼= γ

1 + γ
(1.22)

which for Xe is about 0.63, so the lateral velocity is less than the axial velocity. An
example of an experimental result is published by Mandel’shtam et al. [8], in which, at
conditions similar to ours (using air instead of Xe), vlat ∼ 60 km/s (= 60µm/ns) and
vaxi ∼ 105 km/s is found. The larger lateral velocity was mainly due to the low atomic
mass of the ions.

With a finite beam diameter the shock front thickness may become important too.
In order to apply the plane wave theory to a beam of radius r with a detonation front
thickness ∆z, the effective laser irradiance If should be replaced by If ′, where

f ′ =
f

1 + ∆z/r
(1.23)

If therefore the absorption length of the plasma for the laser light (which defines the front
thickness) is comparable with or larger than the beam radius, significant slowing down of
the shockwave is to be expected. The traveling shockwave will result in a shift in position
of the plasma as function of target density and irradiation conditions.

1.2.9 The effect of radiation trapping

In general, radiation produced in the interior of a plasma interacts with the plasma as
it travels out to the plasma boundary. This has two effects. Firstly the absorption of
radiation modifies the population densities of the energy levels. Secondly the intensity
observed is not the simple sum of the incremental intensities from little volume elements
along the line of sight.

Suppose a beam of radiation intensity I(ν) falls on a layer of thickness ds, mass density
ρ, and absorption coefficient X(ν). The loss of intensity on passing through this layer is

dI(ν) = I(ν)X(ν)ds (1.24)

It is common to write this in the form

dI(ν) = I(ν)dτ(ν) (1.25)

where
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1.2 · Relevant physics processes

τ(ν) =

∫
X(ν)ρds (1.26)

which is called the optical thickness of the plasma at frequency ν.

1.2.10 Optical thickness

The optical thickness in a resonance line is [83]

τ = C × 10−20 λ2

∆λ
fnil (1.27)

with C a constant, λ the wavelength in Å, and ∆λ the line width in Å, f is the oscillator
strength, ni the ion density in (cm−3) and l the characteristic dimension of the plasma in
(cm). The constant C depends on the line shape, it can vary between 0.5 (Gaussian line
profile) and 0.7 (Lorentzian line profile).

In case the plasma dimension is larger than the optical depth, radiation will be ab-
sorbed in the plasma, which is called self absorption. In case the radiation ’life time’ of
the atom (ion) level which was excited as a result of this absorption, is much smaller than
the collision time of de-excitation of this level (e.g. due to collisions with free electrons)
then the photon has a high probability to be re-emitted again. Such situation is typical for
corona plasmas, where even multiple absorption processes, and the corresponding inverse
(re-emitting) processes do not have a significant influence on the total radiation yield from
the plasma. In LTE plasmas photon absorption leads to collisional de-excitation of the
atomic level, and the (photon) energy is converted into thermal energy of electrons.
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Chapter 2

Gas jet generation and
characterization

2.1 Gas jet generation

The simplest nozzle geometry that can be used to generate gas jets emanating in vacuum
is a cylindrical orifice. In such case the gas expands into three dimensions, resulting in a
rapidly decreasing gas density [45] and thus in a low target density at the focal spot. The
intensity of the radiation from the plasma is expected to increase with the gas density,
therefore a high initial gas density is needed. The use of a cylindrical orifice also results
in a large area with expanded neutral or partly ionized xenon, and thus a low EUV yield
due to absorption.

Our specific application calls for a high gas density, and limited expansion of the
gas. Furthermore a minimum, ’safe distance’ between nozzle exit and focal spot position
needs to be used, otherwise the nozzle will be ablated by the hot plasma. This minimum
distance is given by the dimension of the laser plasma, which in a pilot experiment was
measured to be ∼ 0.3mm full width at half maximum (FWHM). We note that the laser
is focused into the gas jet perpendicular to the nozzle axis. During experiments it was
found that the nozzle was not noticeably ablated at the more practical distances between
0.5− 1.0mm. Such a large separation, though, calls for a limited expansion of the target
gas at the focal spot position.

It is possible to limit the volume into which the gas expands in a way that, near the
nozzle exit, the gas expands almost one-dimensionally. Such expansion is called supersonic
and can be generated using convergent-divergent (Laval1) nozzle geometries. The gas
expands in this case mainly along the nozzle axis. In the ideal case the gas jet should
have a cross-section, which is elongated parallel to the laser optical axis. The intersection
of the laser beam waist with the gas jet determines the plasma length (long axis), while
the beam waist diameter or pulse duration determines the short axis. The plasma can be
considered having an ellipsoidal shape, while the diameter of the plasma is determined by
the diameter of the beam waist and the laser pulse duration.

1Gustav de Laval, Swedish engineer and inventor (1845-1913)
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2.1 · Gas jet generation

2.1.1 Variable area flow

To obtain a one-dimensional flow from a convergent-divergent geometry the rate of change
in cross-sectional area as function of the distance along the symmetry axis of the geometry
needs to be small, i.e. a slightly divergent geometry is needed. In this case the expansion
occurs mainly parallel to the axis of the geometry, and we may assume the flow to be
quasi-one dimensional. We also assume that the effects of changes in area on the flow are
isentropic everywhere except through any shockwaves that may occur in the flow. This
assumption neglects any effects of friction and heat transfer. Usually this is adequate since
the effects of friction and heat transfer are usually restricted to a thin boundary layer along
the wall of the nozzle in the types of flows here being considered and their effects can often
be ignored or be adequately accounted for by correcting the cross-sectional area for the
effects of the displacement thickness of the boundary layers. An important relation, which
is valid under these assumptions, and found in e.g. Oosthuizen [94], is the cross-sectional
area-Mach2 number relation:

1

A

dA

dx
=

(
M2 − 1

) 1
v

dv

dx
(2.1)

where x is the distance along the nozzle axis, A is the area of a cross-section, dA/dx the
change in A, v the velocity at x, dv/dx is the change in velocity, and M the Mach number
(ratio between the local gas velocity v and local speed of sound a).

In case when M > 1, i.e. supersonic flow dA has the same sign as dv. This means that
when the cross-section increases, the velocity increases proportionally. The continuity
equation demands that

ρAv = mass flow rate = constant (2.2)

where ρ is the density. The acceleration of the gas inside a divergent geometry results
in a decrease of density ρ, when the area of the cross-section A, or velocity v increases,
or both increase. When designing a nozzle for our application, the Mach number needs
to be chosen such that the gas flow is supersonic. At the same time the Mach number
cannot be chosen too large otherwise the density will decrease significantly.

The sonic velocity of the gas (M = 1) is reached at the narrowest part of the geometry
(dA = 0) (equation 2.1), the critical diameter or so-called throat diameter. The flow from
the high pressure reservoir until the convergent part to the throat is subsonic.

2.1.2 Design parameters for convergent-divergent geometries

The parameters which specify a convergent-divergent geometry are the throat diameter,
half top angle i.e. the angle between the divergent part and the axis of symmetry, and
the exit diameter. The geometry of the convergent part is not of significant importance
for the supersonic flow properties, however, it can limit the mass flow rate through the
critical diameter if friction plays a role. In the ideal case the intersection of the gas jet
with the beam waist would match the plasma dimensions, i.e. an elliptical cross-sectional
geometry.

2Ernst Mach, Austrian physicist and philosopher (1838-1916)
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Chapter 2 · Gas jet generation and characterization

The design Mach numbers were chosen between 4−5 for an axi-symmetrically nozzle.
These Mach numbers would enable a rather high density, and at the same time low diver-
gent beam. The conical part which produces the supersonic flow was slightly divergent,
i.e. the half top angle was 2o. The area ratio was calculated using the area-Mach number
relation:

Ae

A∗
=

1

M

(
2

γ + 1

[
1 +

γ − 1

2
M2

]) γ+1
2(γ−1)

(2.3)

where Ae is the exit area, A∗ the throat area, and γ is the ratio of the specific heats [94].
The throat diameter was determined by the production process, i.e. the smallest possible
hole which could be manufactured, we expected as smallest possible diameter 80−100µm.
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Figure 2.1: Ratio of pressure p(x) and the reservoir pressure po as function of the position
in the nozzle, showing four different operating regimes, po is fixed while pb decreases.
Adapted from [94]

.

At the bottom of figure 2.1 is shown schematically a longitudinal section of a convergent-
divergent nozzle through its axis of symmetry. This kind of nozzle is called Laval nozzle,
and it has a curved convergent section which changes smoothly into a curved divergent
section. The nozzles that were machined, approximate the Laval nozzle with a linear
convergent and a linear divergent section. In case the divergent section is left out, also
a supersonic expansion is generated [10, 23]. This option was not considered because it
was not known whether the nozzle would generate a supersonic jet in case when applying
a co-flowing buffer gas from an annular nozzle. Pilot experiments with a sonic nozzle
showed that applying an EUV transparent buffer gas, the EUV yield could be increased
[45, 44]. An argument to leave out the divergent section would be that a higher target
density could be achieved because the laser focus can be positioned closer to the throat,
which would result in a higher gas density in the focal volume.
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2.1 · Gas jet generation

2.1.3 Operating regimes of convergent-divergent nozzles

Four separate flow regimes can be identified, which depend on the pressure ratio over the
nozzle, i.e. the back pressure pb divided by the reservoir pressure po.

3 The pressure in the
volume in which the gas flows when leaving the nozzle is called the back pressure, it is in
our case equal to the base pressure of the vacuum system. The four regimes are shown
in figure 2.1. It shows the ratio of pressure p and the reservoir pressure po as function of
the position in the nozzle, where pe is the pressure at the exit plane of the nozzle. When
p = p∗ (p∗ being the critical pressure) M = 1, which occurs at the throat. These regimes
will be discussed briefly for a decreasing back pressure pb, while the reservoir pressure po

is taken fixed:

1. Subsonic flow throughout the nozzle when pb/po ∼ 1.

2. Supersonic flow in a part of the divergent section, M = 1 is reached at the throat
(critical cross-section), while there is a normal shock downstream of the throat inside
the divergent part of the nozzle. This shockwave changes the supersonic flow into a
subsonic flow, and the gas leaves the nozzle as a subsonic jet. Once a Mach number
equal to 1 has been reached at the throat, further reductions in the back pressure
pb cannot affect conditions upstream of the normal shock and therefore cannot alter
the mass flow rate through the geometry. The flow that results is called choked
flow.

3. This regime is entered when there is a supersonic flow throughout the divergent part
with a normal shock at the exit of the nozzle. When further decreasing the back
pressure pb the nozzle produces a flow called ’over-expanded’, with the exit pressure
pe being less than back pressure pb. The gas in the jet needs to be compressed to
reach the back pressure pb. When decreasing pb further, the shockwaves in the flow
become weaker. Eventually a point is reached at which the pressure in the jet equals
the back pressure pb, then the nozzle is said to be operating at its ’design’ pressure
ratio (pd/po), and there are no shockwaves inside or outside the nozzle. We note
that the pressure pe at the exit plane of the nozzle is independent of the pressure
ratio in this regime.

4. When the back pressure pb is reduced further, it becomes smaller than the pressure
pe at the exit plane of the nozzle, and the expansion from the ’high’ pressure in
the jet to the ’low’ back pressure takes place through a series of expansion waves
outside the nozzle, in the jet. This is indicated schematically in figure 2.2. This
flow is called ’under-expanded’ because pe > pb, therefore additional expansion is
needed when the gas has left the nozzle.

The jet is ’under-expanded’ when the back pressure pb < pd, the design pressure pd

can be calculated from:

3The pressure of the gas before it enters the convergent part, is called reservoir pressure or stagnation
pressure. We assume that close to the throat the pressure of the gas is equal to the reservoir pressure.
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Figure 2.2: Flow near the exit of an under-expanded convergent-divergent nozzle.
Adapted from [94]
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We note that it is incorrectly given by Oosthuizen et al [94]. Using the typical area ratio for
our nozzles A∗/Ae ∼ 10, regime 4 is entered when po/pb > 270 (for γ = 5/3). The pressure
ratio po/pb at our conditions was typically 4× 106, using po = 20 bar, and pb = 4mTorr.
We note that such a low back pressure was needed to reduce the absorption losses. We
therefore conclude that the gas jets during our experiments are in the ’under-expanded’
regime.

2.1.4 Supersonic nozzle designs

Three supersonic nozzles have been designed and built, one ’large’ and two ’small’ nozzles.
An axial symmetry was selected avoiding any machining difficulties required for ellipsoidal
symmetry. An axial symmetry also imposed a smaller risk to produce the small and
delicate nozzles, the dimension of the critical orifices being close to the technical limit of
any of the available machining techniques.

Figure 2.3(a) shows the supersonic part of a ’small’ nozzle, with the throat diameter
specified to be 0.1mm and the exit diameter 0.33mm. Figure 2.3(b) shows the assembly
of the supersonic geometry. The convergent part was designed such that a standard teflon
poppet could be used to control the gas flow by blocking the throat. Figure 2.3(c) shows
the nozzle housing with a cap designed such that an annular orifice is left after screwing
it on top of the supersonic part. Figure 2.3(d) shows the fully assembled nozzle with a
connection for a solenoid valve to control the buffer gas flow. The annular orifice is used to
apply a buffer gas around the target gas jet. Special solenoid valves were selected because
they enabled us to use high reservoir pressures up to 75 bar, and fast opening times (less
then 0.2ms). Series 99 valves from General Valve were applied4. The dimensions of the
supersonic part of the nozzles, as confirmed by optical microscopy after machining are
listed in table 2.1. Gas jets from small nozzle #1 have not been characterized because
it was damaged in experiments before it could be characterized. It was used only for ps

4Parker Hannifin Corporation, General Valve division, 19 Gloria Lane, Fairfield, NJ 07006 USA, tel
+1 973-575-4844
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2.3: Technical drawings of cross-sections of supersonic nozzle geometries; a) super-
sonic part of the small nozzle, assembly of the supersonic geometry, c) like b) with a cap
screwed onto it, to obtain an annular orifice for the buffer gas, and d) the fully assembled
nozzle.

nozzle D∗ De Dai Dao

large 0.33 1.14 2.00 2.40
small #1 0.13 0.25 2.47 4.04
small #2 0.15 0.41 1.25 2.00

Table 2.1: Supersonic nozzle dimensions (in mm), where D∗ being the throat diameter, De

the exit diameter, Dai the inner diameter of annular nozzle, and Dao the outer diameter
of the annular nozzle. The half top angle in each case is 2o.

pre-pulse experiments which are described in section 6.2. In case a co-flowing buffer gas
is applied, the gas jet could be operating in a different regime than the under-expanded
regime (section 2.1.3), due to the larger back pressure.

2.1.5 Production process

The process that was used to produce the nozzles is spark erosion, in which a spark is
induced between a thin wire and a piece of metal. This spark erodes it, while material is
flushed away by an isolating liquid which is fed through the thin wire. With this process
the nozzle could be made from one piece. Spark erosion would enable also the machining
of nozzles from other materials including tungsten, and even carbon which has a very low
sputter yield.
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Increased surface roughness inside the nozzle will result in a thicker boundary layer
which will reduce the effective area available for the flow at the throat. In the worst
case an irregular or unsteady flow will be produced. In such case the nozzle would not
produce (reliable) supersonic jets. It was demonstrated that using spark erosion of a flat
RVS 304 surface, an average roughness of 0.25µmRA5 could be obtained, sufficiently low
for our application. The nozzles were produced using spark erosion in RVS 304 at the
Instrumentele Groep Fysica from University of Utrecht6, while the smallest parts were
spark eroded by Koese Engineering7. The demands on the production process were close
to the limit which is technically possible.

Alternative techniques to produce these nozzles are laser ablation, and electrochem-
ical deposition. Laser ablation was in a highly experimental stage of development and
therefore not considered. In case of the electrochemical deposition process a mould was
required, and its accuracy would determine the performance of the nozzle.

5arithmetical mean roughness
6Instrumentele Groep Fysica, Sorbonnelaan 4, Utrecht (The Netherlands), tel + 31 30 253 1710
7Koese Engineering, Groenloseweg 135, 7104 GA, Winterswijk (The Netherlands), tel +31 54 353 0878
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2.2 Gas jet characterization methods

The gas jets were characterized using an x-ray backlighting technique and a Rayleigh
scattering technique. X-ray backlighting is an imaging method in which x-rays are used
to cast a shadow of a semi-transparent object onto a detector [52]. For axi-symmetric
objects, images of the projections can be inverted to calculate the density distribution
using an Abel8 inversion technique [22]. Rayleigh scattering was used to determine the
effect of changes in condensation in the gas jet. Rayleigh scattering will be discussed in
section 2.2.2.

As an alternative to the x-ray backlighting technique, interferometry could be used.
Both are non-intrusive techniques to measure the amount of mass directly; x-ray back-
lighting by absorption of radiation in the jet, and interferometry by the phase difference
due to the change in refractive index of the medium. These techniques are therefore more
favorable than schlieren and shadowgraphy, which measure the first and second derivative
of the refractive index respectively [94]. The latter two techniques can not distinguish
between different homogenous density distributions. X-ray backlighting was selected over
interferometry, to take advantage of the large variation of the absorption coefficient in the
X-ray range. An advantage to use inferometry would be a higher resolution which is in
case of x-ray backlighting limited by the plasma dimension (typically about 50µm).

2.2.1 X-ray backlighting

In backlighting, a semi-transparent object is illuminated by a source having an intensity
distribution Io(x) at the object (Fig. 2.4). The intensity distribution I(x) is due to partial
absorption of radiation in the axi-symmetric object, i.e. circular cross-section of the gas jet
perpendicular to the nozzle axis. The function P (x) is defined as P (x) = ln(I(x)/Io(x)),
which is actually the optical thickness of the object for different paths. This function
P (x) will be used to reconstruct the density profile by inversion.

ρ(r)

r

x

P(x)

transmitted
radiation I(x)      

projection of 
object

semi transparent
object

incident
radiation I (x)O

Figure 2.4: Schematical drawing of backlighting, with r radius of the axi-symmetric object,
ρ(r) its density distribution, and P(x) is defined as ln(I(x)/Io(x)) which represents the
projection of the density distribution, i.e. optical thickness (see section 1.2.9 page 17).

8Niels Henrik Abel, Norwegian mathematician (1802-1829)
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The density ρ(r) of an axi-symmetric object can be found using Abel inversion e.g.
[1], Appendix B.1 (page 111), and implementation is presented in Appendix C.5 (page
116):

ρ(r) =
−1
πκ

∫ R

x=r

dP (x)/dx√
x2 − r2

(2.5)

where κ is the specific absorption coefficient in m2/kg.
This integral cannot be evaluated analytically, therefore numerical quadrature schemes

are required [22, 25]. Before inversion was carried out, noise was filtered from P (x).
Inversion was carried out using two methods: direct integration (trapezoid method), and
the so-called ’onion peeling’ method [25] (Appendix B.2, page 112). The results of these
methods were compared in order to verify the calculated density profiles.

2.2.2 Rayleigh scattering

Parra et al. [48] have reported that when very large clusters or micro-droplets are present
in the focal volume, of typically several micrometers diameter, the laser plasma was
heated more efficiently on a ns timescale. The expansion time of such micro-droplets is
comparable to the laser pulse duration. The density during the laser pulse in these cases
is close to the solid density and therefore a more efficient heating could be observed. The
result from Parra et al. was an important motivation in this work to measure any changes
in average particle size in the gas jet as a function of reservoir pressure and distance from
nozzle exit.

Scattering of electromagnetic waves can be used to determine the average particle size,
the shape of the particles, and the density of the medium. The amount of scattered light
from a particle depends on the ratio between the wavelength and the dimension of the
particle, and the optical properties of the particle [101, 91]. Rayleigh scattering is used
to describe the case when the wavelength is much larger than the size of the particle (i.e.
more than an order of magnitude).

In an expanding gas jet the temperature decreases due to the Joule-Thompson effect,
e.g. [95]. When the temperature drops below the maximum inversion temperature, clus-
ters of atoms or molecules can be produced. The extent of atomic clustering in our gas
jet can be estimated using Hagena’s empirical scaling parameter Γ∗ [10, 23],

Γ∗ = k
(d/ tanα)0.85po

T 2.29
o

(2.6)

it is dependent on d, the throat diameter of the nozzle (in µm), α the jet expansion
half-angle, po the reservoir pressure (in mbar), To the reservoir temperature (in K), and
k the condensation parameter. The condensation parameter is an empirical constant that
depends on the gas, for Xe k = 5500, k = 1650 for Ar, and k = 4 for He [23]. Our
Rayleigh scattering experiment was performed for the large nozzle. In case of the large
nozzle d = 410µm, α = 2o, and To = 293K, with a reservoir pressure po = 20 bar, Γ∗ was
calculated to be 7 × 105. Published scalings of cluster size with the Hagena parameter
indicate that the onset of massive condensation in the gas jet (where the majority of
atoms condense into clusters of > 100 atoms) occurs at Γ∗

∼ 1000 [23]. This implies for
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our conditions massive clustering. To estimate the average size of the clusters a similar
way is not possible. Results published by Hagena et al. [10] indicated that we expect to
produce clusters having 1000−10000 atoms/cluster. The average cluster diameter would
be in the range of 2− 4nm.

We can make a simple estimate of the time-scale τ (disassembly time) for the expansion
of an atomic cluster in a strong laser field by considering the thermally driven expansion
of a small collection of atoms from near solid density no to the average density na of the
gas [48]:

τ ∼
ro
vexp

(
no

na

)1/3

(2.7)

where ro is the initial cluster radius, and vexp is the plasma expansion velocity (see section
1.2.8, page 16). The disassembly time for 2−4nm clusters is orders of magnitude smaller
than the duration of a typical ns laser pulse. As a result just after the start of the laser
pulse the clusters will be destroyed and the target will consist of gas only. As a conclusion
we expect no effect on the EUV yield due to the presence of clusters.

Scattering of radiation when particle size d ∼ wavelength λ
The wavelength used for backlighting (0.8 − 1.2nm) was expected to be comparable to
the average particle size. There might be a systematic error due to scattering. The ex-
tinction efficieny Qext, the efficiency by which light is absorbed or scattered, is equal to
Qsca + Qabs where, Qsca is the scattering efficiency and, Qabs the absorption efficiency.
The scattering efficiency is about four orders of magnitude smaller than the absorption
efficiency. This is due to the fact that the real part of the refractive index is very close to
one. The imaginary part therefore dominates in the interaction of these x-rays with Xe
atoms. This case of absorbing particles is discussed in detail by Van der Hulst in section
11.23 of Ref. [101]. Scattering of x-rays during backlighting can therefore be neglected.

Rayleigh scattering, d 
 λ
As pointed out above the expected dimensions of the clusters are expected to be 2−4nm,
which is much smaller than the wavelength of the laser that was used for Rayleigh scatter-
ing (514nm). In case the dimensions of the particles would have been considerably larger,
but still smaller than the laser wavelength, lobes of scattered light would be observed when
measuring the angular distribution of scattered light. By analyzing the number of lobes,
and the angles at which they are observed, the average particle size could be calculated.

In the present case of small particles, a spherical angular distribution will be observed
when linearly polarized light is used, when the angle of the polarization is perpendicular
to the scattering plane (the plane defined by the incident beam and the observation
direction). The scattering intensity I of a vertical polarized incident wave of intensity Io
is described by

I = Io

(
8π4a6

r2λ4

) (
n2 − 1

n2 + 2

)2

(2.8)

with a the particle radius, n the refractive index, λ the wavelength and r the distance
from the particle [91]. This intensity will be observed when the incident laser beam,
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observation direction and polarization are orthogonal. The scattering intensity I for a
horizontally polarized incident wave of intensity Io is described by

I = Io

(
8π4a6

r2λ4

) (
n2 − 1

n2 + 2

)2

cos2 θ (2.9)

with θ being the scattering angle. In this case the direction of polarization is parallel to
the scattering plane. In figure 2.5 a polar plot is shown which represents the scattered
intensity as function of the scattering angle θ for both cases. The light is incident from
angle θ = 0, positive x-axis.

Figure 2.5 represents the scattered light distribution only for one particle of one partic-
ular size. In our experiment a distribution of particles of many different sizes will scatter
light. The sum of all these intensities will resemble a shape close to the dotted circle or
to continuous curves plotted in figure 2.5 because each particle will scatter according eq.
2.8 or eq. 2.9 and the intensities from all particles can be added.

Figure 2.5: Polar plot of the intensity of scattered light from a single particle for Rayleigh
scattering, using a source of horizontally polarized light (continuous line) and vertically
polarized light (dashed line). X-axis is the optical axis, laser is incident from the right.

In figure 2.6 the Rayleigh scattering set-up is shown. The laser was a CW argon ion
laser (Coherent Innova 310), which produced up to 10W at 514nm (vertically polarized).
This beam was focused at the center of the gas jet using a 50 cm focal length lens. The
diameter of the focal spot was calculated using9

9www.mellesgriot.com/products/optics/gb 5.htm
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do =
λ f M2

πDb
(2.10)

where d0 is the focal spot diameter, λ the wavelength, f the focal length of the lens, M2

is the beam quality factor, and Db the diameter of the multimode beam at the lens10.
For our conditions d0 ∼ 0.04mm, λ = 514nm, f = 500mm, M = 1 due to the TEM00

(Gaussian) beam, and Db = 2mm. A diode was mounted at a distance of 25 cm from the
gas jet, in the plane of the figure, and it could be rotated over a large range 10 < θ < 170
degrees. In front of the diode a slit was mounted, the distance between the slit and diode
chosen such that scattered light from the entire jet could be measured. The acceptance
angle as observed by the diode was kept small to reduce stray light.

LASERLENS

DIODEBEAMDUMP

GAS JET

θ

Figure 2.6: Rayleigh scattering set-up.

10www.mellesgriot.com/products/optics/gb 3.htm
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2.3 Results jet characterization

2.3.1 X-ray backlighting results

Density profiles from small gas jets

Radial density profiles as function of the distance z from the nozzle exit are presented in
figure 2.7, in case of 20 bar reservoir pressure. Plotted is the dimensionless density, this
is the ratio between the local jet density and the reservoir density. The radial profile at
z/De = 1.2 represents the density profile corresponding to a distance of 0.49mm from
the nozzle exit, which is close to the position where laser radiation was focused in our
experiments. We note that the exit diameter De was 0.41mm. The highest density ratio
at z/De = 1.2 is 0.016, which corresponds to 1.7mg/cm3. We note that the density at
20 bar Xe is 108mg/cm3.

z/De = 0.2
z/De = 0.4
z/De = 0.6
z/De = 0.8
z/De = 1.0
z/De = 1.2
z/De = 1.4(ρ

/ρ
 ) ο

Figure 2.7: Radial density profiles in gas jets from the small nozzle. The dimensionless
density is plotted as function of the dimensionless distance from the jet axis. A reservoir
pressure of 20 bar Xe was used.

By integrating the density profile the total flow of mass follows. The total detected
mass per unit length, i.e. the integrated radial profile, decreases in each successive step
of z/De by 20%, except for z/De = 0.6 (possibly an artifact due a large pulse-to-pulse
variation).

The decrease in integrated density was mainly due to expansion of Xe to low density
zones, i.e. in a direction perpendicular to the nozzle axis. In these zones, which may
be partly outside the field of view, Xe could not be detected. A solution is to increase
the field of view, e.g. by using a larger detector, then the total detected mass would
have been larger. Furthermore the absorption in low density zones is close to zero, which
results in I(x)/Io(x) ∼ 1 (section 2.2.1, page 26). The density information in these low
density zones is lost because no decrease in transmission could be measured with sufficient
accuracy, it was within the noise level. A solution would be to use a different wavelength
for backlighting where absorption is stronger, then the total detected mass would have
been larger.
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Figure 2.8: Normalized density of the small gas jet as a function of the distance from
the nozzle exit for various reservoir pressures. The continuous curves represent the best
fit through the data of 10 and 30 bar. The filled half circles represent the density ratio
at the nozzle exit which was calculated assuming one-dimensional flow in the nozzle, and
taking into account boundary layers of 3 and 23.5µm thickness for the case of 10 and
30 bar respectively.

The axial density as a function of the distance from the nozzle exit for different reservoir
pressures is presented in figure 2.8. The profiles were obtained by extracting data at r = 0
from radial profiles. We note that in each radial station the maximum density of a radial
profile was equal to the density at r = 0.

One of the problems, which was initially not recognized is the influence of the boundary
layers on the flow, which in turn depends on the roughness of the walls of the nozzle. The
thickness of the boundary layer is known to be the largest at small velocities (Ashkenas
and Sherman in Ref. [81]). The roughness of the inner nozzle surface was not known. As
a first approximation we assume that it is comparable, i.e. within an order of magnitude,
to the roughness of a flat spark eroded RVS 304 surface, which is 0.25µm (see section
2.1.5). The thicker the boundary layers are, the less mass will flow through the nozzle.

The data from figure 2.8 were used to calculate an average boundary-layer thickness.
The continuous lines, which are drawn in figure 2.8 represent the best fit of a polynomial
curve through the data points for the cases of 10 and 30 bar. We have assumed that no
structures exist inside the flow. The density ratio at the nozzle exit was calculated by
extrapolating each fit. This extrapolated value is lower than what was calculated using
one-dimensional flow, from this difference an average boundary-layer thickness can be
calculated. In case of 10 bar, a thickness of 23.5µm was found, and in case of 30 bar a
thickness of 3µm. This procedure was performed for all other reservoir pressures. Figure
2.9 shows the calculated average boundary-layer thickness as function of the reservoir
pressure. We note that the boundary layer thickness calculated at a reservoir pressure of
30 bar is an order of magnitude higher than the 0.25µm roughness of a flat spark-eroded
surface.
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µ

Figure 2.9: The calculated boundary-layer thickness as function of the reservoir pressure.
The line is a best fit.

The observation that the exit plane density increases as a function of the reservoir
pressure can be understood by the concept of boundary layers. Condensation is another
process of which the effect depends on the reservoir pressure. Hagena and others observed
that condensation increases as function of the nozzle diameter, and reservoir pressure, see
section 2.2.2, and Ref. [10, 23]. Due to condensation heat is released, i.e. latent heat
of evaporation, this will decelerate the expansion, and as a result the local pressure and
density in the jet will increase. Which of both processes is the dominating one is not
known, this requires modelling or additional experimental data. In the next section on
Rayleigh scattering results we will show that condensation was not dominating (figure
2.16, page 39).

Density profiles from the large gas jet

Radial density profiles at different distances z from the nozzle exit are presented in figure
2.10, in the case of 20 bar Xe reservoir pressure. The radial profile at z/De = 0.4 represents
the density profile corresponding to a distance of 0.46mm from the nozzle exit. We note
that the exit diameter De was 1.14mm. The highest density ratio at z/De = 0.4 is 0.023,
which corresponds to 2.5mg/cm3. We note that the density at the axis is less than the
maximum density when z/De < 0.8, which is due to hollow density profiles.

It was carefully checked that the hollow density profiles were not due to any systematic
errors. Before the densities could be calculated, the jet axis needed to be defined in each
normalized backlighting image (Appendix C.5, page 116). When the jet axis was shifted in
a radial direction, hollow radial density profiles were obtained in all cases for z/De < 0.8.
The best position of the jet axis was selected by comparing two inversions. One inversion
requires data from the axis to the edge of the image, thus two inversions could be carried
out on each cross-section. As a result two density profiles were obtained, which were
compared. Evidently both profiles needed to be the same when the best position for the
symmetry axis was found, due to the axial symmetry of the jet. In the latter case still
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Figure 2.10: Radial density profiles in gas jets from the large nozzle. The dimensionless
density is plotted as function of the dimensionless distance from the nozzle exit, a reservoir
pressure of 20 bar Xe was used.

hollow density profiles were obtained.
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Figure 2.11: Normalized axial jet density of the large jet as a function of the distance for
different reservoir pressures. The lines are shown as a guide for the eyes.

It was verified that flat or hollow density profiles were not due to a saturation effect,
by checking that the transmission in the high density parts was still well above the noise
level of the image. We note that using other conditions images were produced having even
a lower transmission near the jet axis, which showed Gaussian-like radial density profiles.
In conclusion we expect that the hollow profiles are physical and are not artifacts of the
technique.

The density profiles were also integrated to determine the total detected mass per m
in axial direction. The integrated radial profile decreased in each cross-section by 4-7%,
e.g. between z/De = 0.6 and 0.8. We compared the absolute mass ’losses’ of the large gas
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jet with the absolute ’losses’ of mass in case of the small jet, and found that they were
nearly identical, while the relative ’losses’ of mass in case of the small jet were found to
be larger. This was due to the fact that the total detected mass in a cross-section of the
small jet was 4− 7 times smaller. We therefore conclude that the expansion in the radial
direction in the low density zones was comparable in the two cases.

The axial jet density as function of the distance from the nozzle exit is plotted in
figure 2.11. At distances where a hollow radial profile was observed, i.e. z/De < 0.8
a non-continuous trend was observed. Continuous lines have been drawn as a guide for
the eyes. However the scattering of the points is larger than the error in the density.
This implies that there are shocks and/or expansion fans inside the jet (see figure 2.2).
Apparently one-dimensional isentropic flow does not describe this flow.

Application of H2 as a co-flowing buffer gas

Hydrogen is the most EUV transparent gas, buffer gas selection is discussed in Chapter 4
(page 51). Radial density profiles obtained with H2 as a co-flowing buffer gas at a distance
of 0.5mm from the nozzle exit are shown in figure 2.12. Due to application of H2 the Xe
density increased, and the gradient in the low density tail became steeper. The amount of
detected mass was smallest when no buffer gas was applied, it increased 2.9 times in case
of 10 bar H2, while it reduced to 1.5 times the initial value at 20 bar H2. This illustrates
that it was possible to confine Xe in the high density zone by limiting the expansion (i.e.
confinement of Xe), and also to produce steeper target density gradients.

NO H

10 BAR H

20 BAR H2

2

2

(ρ
/ρ

 ) ο

Figure 2.12: Radial density profiles as function of the buffer gas pressure, at 0.5mm from
the nozzle exit, and a Xe reservoir pressure of 20 bar (small nozzle).

Axial density profiles as function of the buffer gas pressure are shown in figure 2.13.
The Xe density increased significantly at large distances from the nozzle exit in case of
10 bar H2. The density in case of 20 bar H2 increased significantly at most distances. In
the latter case, it was observed that the Xe jet became convergent, i.e. the jet cross-section
becomes smaller in axial direction, which resulted in higher axial Xe densities.
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Figure 2.13: Axial density profiles as function of the distance from the nozzle axis in case
of 20 bar reservoir pressure, the continuous lines are plotted as a guide for the eye. (small
nozzle)

The density at z/De = 1.8, corresponding to 0.74mm from the nozzle exit is 12.6mg/cm3.
The density of the Xe jet without buffer gas could not be determined at a distance larger
than z/De = 1.4 due the low density. The largest density increase due to the application
of H2 which was measured is 9 times, at z/De = 1.4. The increase in gas density was
visible as a narrowing of the jet which also can be observed in Figure 2.12.

Error analysis

The systematic errors in the absolute density are: the error in the average specific ab-
sorption coefficient Kav (Appendix C.4, page 116), and the intensity loss due to x-ray
scattering (section 2.2.2). The random errors are the noise in the images, and the pulse-
to-pulse variation of the source brightness. The resolution in the density distribution is
limited due to the finite size of the backlighting plasma, which causes blurring of the
projection of the gas jet on the detector.

The first error, the error in Kav, is due to variations in filter thickness, and spectral
characteristics of the source, was calculated to be ±5%. The error due to x-ray scatter-
ing was estimated to be negligible as compared to the absorption coefficient. This was
discussed in more detail in section 2.2.2.

Noise in the images was also found to be negligible, since it could be filtered out easily
on a proper length scale. The error due to pulse-to-pulse variations can be divided into
variation of the XUV yield from the backlighting source, and the variation of the jet
density. This is also a random error, and was determined to be ±9%.

The last error is due to the finite size of the plasma (∼ 50µm). This resulted in an
error of less than 0.05mm in the position of the corresponding density. The total error
in the density thus is ±10% and the spatial resolution is ±0.05mm.

It is commented that the Xe can be considered homogeneously distributed in the jet,
despite the fact that clusters are present. If all the Xe in the jet would be contained in
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the clusters, each spheroid volume in the jet with a diameter of 1µm then contains one
cluster, which has a diameter of ∼ 100nm (solid state density of Xe is ∼ 103 larger than
the gas density). The spatial resolution of the backlighting technique is comparable to
the size of the emitting plasma, which is about 50µm in diameter. This is several times
larger than the volume in which one cluster is contained. Therefore no individual clusters
can be ’observed’. Since for the absorption of the radiation passing through the jet it is
the total mass of Xe along the line of radiation that counts, the same absorption will be
measured as if the Xe in the jet is entirely in a gaseous state.

It is further noted that the lifetime of any excited states of the probed Xe is short
as compared to duration of the photon flux. The absorption coefficient can therefore be
considered constant during the x-ray pulse, and the backlighting technique will be fully
linear.

The last comment we like to present is on the lowest possible densities which could be
measured in the gas jet. The threshold below which no density could be detected with
sufficient accuracy was estimated to be of the order of 0.001mg/cm3. This value was
calculated from the gradient of the background in normalized images.

2.3.2 Rayleigh scattering results

Figure 2.14 shows the intensity of the scattered light as function of time, with t = 0 the
moment the valve was opened, with a duration of 3.5ms. The minimum time needed
to reach the maximum scattering intensity was 3ms. A similar time was found from
backlighting experiments to reach to the maximum density. The full width at half mean
of the scattering pulse is 3.9ms. We note that the diode response time is of a sub-µs time
scale.

Figure 2.14: Diode signal of scattered light (in arbitray units), measured at 0.5 mm
distance from the nozzle exit, at θ = 90 degrees, and 4 W laser power (20 bar reservoir
pressure).)

When hydrogen was used as target gas, no condensation could occur because the
maximum inversion temperature [95] (202K) was below room temperature. This means
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that cooling of hydrogen due to expansion at room temperature is not possible. In this
case i.e. when there were no clusters present in the gas jet, no intensity of scattered light
from gas or clusters was detected. The signal observed in figure 2.14 is therefore due to
scattering of light from clusters or micro-droplets.

The intensity of scattered light as a function of the distance from the nozzle exit is
shown in figure 2.15. It shows 2 regimes: until 1mm the intensity was relatively high and
above 1.0mm a continuously decreasing intensity was found. The dependence resembles
the trend observed in the axial density profile (see figure 2.11).

In an exploratory experiment the influence of cooling the target gas was investigated.
The intensity increased by a factor of 2 when the temperature of the gas decreased ap-
proximately by 30 − 50 degrees. This effect is attributed to the enhanced formation of
clusters in the jet.

Figure 2.15: Scattering intensity as function of distance between nozzle exit and focal
spot, and at θ = 90 degrees (20 bar reservoir pressure).

The intensity of the scattered light was measured also as function of the Xe reservoir
pressure (figure 2.16). Below 30 bar, a linear dependence was found, similar to results
from backlighting (figure 2.11). The increase in intensity of scattered light will have
been mainly due to increase in density. However, at higher pressures, 40 bar and higher,
a deviation from the linear dependence was observed. The deviation from the linear
dependence could be due to significant condensation in the jet, which would result in a
larger amount of heat, decelerating the flow. The extend of clustering scales with the
reservoir pressure, see section 2.2.2.

The angular distribution of scattered light is presented in figure 2.17. We found that
the intensity as a function of the observation angle was nearly constant. No significant
difference was observed between the angular scattering pattern presented in figure 2.5
and the angular scattering pattern presented in figure 2.17. The result presented in
figure 2.17 indicates that the clusters were much smaller than the wavelength of the laser
(514nm). We note that the shape of the angular dependence did not change when smaller
acceptance angles where used. In case when the particle size would have been comparable
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Figure 2.16: The intensity of scattered light as a function of the Xe reservoir pressure,
measured at 0.5mm, and θ = 90degrees.

Figure 2.17: The intensity of scattered light (polar plot), continuous line is the unit circle,
and dashed line is the scattered light, 20 bar Xe reservoir pressure, 0.5mm distance.

to the wavelength, lobes would have been observed and also a clear asymmetry in the
scattering intensity distribution [101, 91].

In conclusion, the scattered light which was measured was due to the presence of
clusters. The intensity of the scattered light was proportional to the density. No lobes of
scattered light were observed, and a close to spherical intensity distribution was observed
in the angular scattering experiment. The particles can therefore be considered being
several orders of magnitude smaller than the wavelength (514nm). The expansion time
of the clusters is much less than 1ns. This implies that the laser plasma can be considered
to be produced in a homogenous gas target.
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Chapter 3

Laser plasma XUV diagnostics

In this chapter an overview is given of the three main diagnostics utilized for the charac-
terization of the XUV emission properties of the plasmas The diagnostics are:

• a narrow band XUV system

• a pinhole camera

• and a XUV transmission grating spectrograph

All experiments were carried out in a stainless steel vacuum chamber, unless noted
otherwise. The base pressure of the system was typically pb = 10−5 mbar, which was
measured using a cold cathode ionization gauge. The pressures in the mTorr range (1.3×
10−3 mbar) were measured using a capacitive pressure gauge, which provided absolute,
and gas independent measurements. The accuracy of the pressures obtained with this
gauge was typically less than 1%1.

The two main lasers which have been used are: a Lambda Physik LPX 350 excimer
laser and a Continuum Powerlite 8010 Nd:YAG laser. The KrF laser produced a maxi-
mum pulse energy of 1 Joule of 27ns duration at FWHM, 248nm wavelength. It has a
multimode rectangular beam profile [30]. At the second harmonic the Nd:YAG laser pro-
duced a maximum pulse energy of 750mJ of 6ns (FWHM) at 532nm. It has a spatial,
and temporal Gaussian beam2.

3.1 Narrow band EUV diagnostic

A narrow-band diagnostic was used to measure the EUV yield and temporal shape of EUV
pulses in a narrow bandwidth by using a curved multilayer mirror optic, a matched filter,
and a semiconductor photodiode [59, 58]. This diagnostic also allowed us to monitor
the source reproducibility, by measuring pulse to pulse variations. The optics applied
were coated with 50 bi-layers of Mo/Si [46, 47]. The maximum reflection was at 13.5nm,
and the bandwidth of the stack was typically ∼ 0.5nm. The filters which were used are

1Balzers, Compact Capacitance Diaphragm Gauge CMR 274, www.balzers.com
2www.continuumlasers.com
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niobium coated silicon nitrate membranes, i.e. 100nm thick Nb on 50nm Si3N4.
3 The

diodes which were used are AXUV-100, and HS-5 diodes (IRD). The AXUV-100 was used
to measure the absolute yield, and the HS-5 was used to record the temporal shape. The
rise time of the HS-5 diodes was specified to be less than 2 − 3ns. The diode signals
were recorded using a digital storage oscilloscope (Tektronix type 680-B) having a 1GHz
bandwidth and 5Gs/s sampling rate.

3.2 XUV pinhole camera

A pinhole camera was used to image the plasma dimensions at XUV wavelengths. It
consisted of an aperture positioned at a distance Lsp from the source, and a detector at
a distance Lpd from the pinhole (figure 3.1). The ratio Lpd/Lsp was chosen such that a
magnification of about ten times was obtained, fitted to the detector size.

SOURCE

DETECTOR

PINHOLE

Lsp Lpd

Figure 3.1: Schematic drawing of the pinhole camera set-up.

In order to obtain a good signal to noise ratio several, typically 10 pulses were accu-
mulated for one image. A filter, which was installed in front of the aperture, was used as
a band-pass filter to select the desired XUV wavelengths. As detector a CCD camera or
time gated MCP was used. The pinhole images were recorded using a back-thinned CCD
camera (512× 512 pixels, 24× 24 µm2)4.

Nb coated Si3N4 substrates were used, or Zr filters with a Ni mesh support (20 lpi)
(Luxel). The transmission of these filters is shown in figure 3.25. The bandwidth of
transmission of the Nb filter ranges from 5.7 to 16.5nm (FWHM) and in case of the
zirconium Zr from 6.5 to 16.8nm.

High-energy pinhole apertures (Newport) were applied, consisting of 15µm thick
molybdenum foils in which pinholes were made using laser drilling techniques. The shape
of the pinholes and their dimensions where measured using a microscope.

The resolution of the pinhole camera was determined by diffraction at the pinhole,
and by the geometry of the set-up. The resolution due to diffraction is

3Fabrication Services & Technology Ltd, JBJ Business Park, Northampton Road, Blisworth,
Northampton, NN7 3DW England, tel + 44 1604 859996

4Reflex s.r.o., Novodvorska 994, CZ-142 21 Prague 4, Czech Republic
5www-cxro.lbl.gov/optical constants
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Zr

/NbSi  N 3    4

Figure 3.2: Transmission of XUV filters; 200 nm Zr (continuous), and 50 nm Si3N4 with
100 nm Nb overcoat (dashed).

xd = 0.61
Lspλ

r
(3.1)

where λ is the wavelength, and r the radius of the pinhole. Rd is equal to the full width
at half mean of the Airy pattern [86]. The resolution due to the geometry is

xg = 2r

(
Lsp

Lpd
+ 1

)
(3.2)

which follows from geometrical optics. The resolution of the pinhole camera is

xp =
√

x2
d + x2

g (3.3)

When using λ = 13.5nm, r = 25µm, and Lsp = 70mm, we find xd = 30µm, and for xg

we find 55µm using Lpd = 90 cm. The resolution in the images was typically ∼ 62µm,
which means that it is mainly determined by the diameter of the pinhole.

The images of the plasmas which have been recorded, show that the source shape was
in most cases ellipsoidal and spherical when a buffer gas was applied. The shapes of the
laser plasmas were known by comparing data from measurements using different pinhole
sizes, i.e. the radius was ranging from 7.5µm to 25µm.

The center of the plasma was determined by taking two cross-sections which were
perpendicular. One cross-section was taken always along the long axis of the plasma.
The point of peak intensity was the centre of the plasma.

We note that the error which can be calculated with equation 3.3 is an upper limit.
As mentioned above the shape of the plasmas was known therefore the position of the
plasma was measured with a smaller error that the error found using equation 3.3. The
error in the position will have been typically of the pixel size. In case the pinhole camera
observed the plasma under an oblique angle, a projection of the plasma was observed,
and in such a case a correction on the error is required.
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3.3 XUV transmission grating spectrograph

The XUV transmission grating spectrograph is based on the application of a transmission
grating as dispersive element. The grating was designed at AMOLF for a XUV spectro-
graph. This grating was the first XUV transmission grating produced by DIMES (Delft,
The Netherlands). The grating was not characterized in an XUV transmission grating
spectrograph, at the time we obtained it. Therefore an extended discussion is given on
the grating properties, and the performance of our spectrograph.

We start by presenting a brief summary of the recipe according which the grating was
produced. In section 3.3.1 an optical scheme of a transmission grating spectrograph is
presented. In section 3.3.2 the theoretical performance of the grating will be discussed,
i.e. the grating efficiency, and contributions for higher diffractions order. In the following
section 3.3.3 the performance of the spectrograph is discussed. And we conclude with
presenting an example of a spectrum in section 3.3.4.

Grating fabrication process
The grating was produced at DIMES, in a low-stress Si3N4 membrane of 300nm thickness
which is supported by a Si wafer. The processing of the Si3N4 membrane and Si wafer
were performed using well-known recipes which are described in detail below. These
recipes were not optimized. The grating pattern was generated with an e-beam writer.

Starting material is a 4” wafer p-type Si(100) 20Ωcm covered on both sides with
300 nm thick low-stress siliconnitride (Si3N4). Nitride windows are opened from the
back by photolithography and dry etching in CHF3/O2 (20:1) RIE plasma, subsequently
the Si is etched anisotropically in KOH solution (30wt%) at 85oC yielding pyrimidal
holes along the Si(111) planes, down to the 70µm square Si3N4 membrane. Next the
nitride membrane is treated from the front side by e-beam lithography and dry etching,
using multilayer mask approach with the imaging and actual masking function separated
in different layers. More specifically, a trilayer mask was used, consisting of a bottom
layer of 300nm photoresist (hard baked 200 oC), an intermediate layer of sputtered Ge
of about 20nm and on top 100nm PMMA (950 K) as the imaging layer. The grating
pattern itself consists of 1µm wide grating strips with 100nm period grating lines. In
between the grating strips 0.2µm wide support bars are left. After e-beam exposure
(100 kV , 1000µC/cm2) and development in IPA:MIBK (3:1) for 60 s and stopping in IPA
for 30 s, a short descum in O2 plasma was applied to clean the pattern thoroughly. Then
the pattern was transferred to the Ge layer by anisotropic etching in a RIE plasma of
SiCl4/Cl2/He (1:1:1). Subsequently the bottom AZ layer was anisotropically etched in
a low pressure O2 RIE plasma (at 2µbar). All plasma processes were controlled by laser
interferometry. The final anisotropic Si3N4 dry etch was achieved in a RIE plasma of
CHF3/O2 (20:1) at 50µbar. The fluorine and oxygen based plasma processes were run
in a leybold RIE Z400 setup, operating at 13.56MHz, equipped with a water cooled
quartz-electrode. The chlorine process was carried out in a Alcatel GIR300 RIE system
operating at the same frequency and equipped with a loadlock. A typical picture of a
grating detail is shown in figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: Scanning electron microscope image from the transmission grating. The slits
are visible as narrow black vertical lines. The horizontal black bars are due to the support
structure.

3.3.1 Spectrograph set-up

In figure 3.4 a transmission grating spectrograph layout is shown. A source is positioned
at a distance Lsg from the grating. The dimension of the source measured parallel to the
dispersion direction of the grating is S. At a distance Lgd from the grating a detector was
installed, having pixel of size dp. We note that the θ is used to indicate the diffraction
angle where d sin θ = mλ, m being the diffraction order [86].

SOURCE

DETECTOR

1st order

0th order

GRATING

Lsg Lgd

S θ

Figure 3.4: Schematical drawing of a transmission grating spectrograph.

3.3.2 Diffraction and transmission properties of the grating

The free standing transmission grating consists of 690 periods of 100nm (50nm bar and
50nm slit) aligned in the horizontal direction (figure 3.3). In the vertical direction there
was a support structure, acting as also a grating. The latter structure consisted of 69
periods, 1µm period (330nm bar and 670nm slit).

In general, the normalized intensity of a grating as a function of the diffraction angle
θ is described by

I(p) =
I(0)(p)

N2

[
sin (Nkdp/2)

sin(kdp/2)

]2

(3.4)
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where p = sin(θ) − sin(θo), with θo the angle between the incident radiation and the

grating normal (which is close to 0 in our case), I(0)(p) is the normalized intensity function
of a slit, N is the number of periods, k is the wavenumber, and d is the grating period.
[78]. I(0)(p) is the diffraction pattern of a single slit, and is described by

I(0)(p) =

[
sin(ksp/2)

ksp/2

]2

(3.5)

where s is the slit width. Equation 3.4 is plotted in figure 3.5. The first order for
θ = 13.5nm is found at θ = 0.135, the second order at θ = 0.270 and the third order at
θ = 0.405.

The intensity of the second order is about 7 orders of magnitude lower compared to
the first order, and in the fourth order the intensity is 8 times lower. All even orders have
a low intensity because the value of expression 3.5 becomes very small when expression
3.4 is maximum, which is due to the fact that the slit width equals half the period of the
grating.

Figure 3.5: Plot of equation 3.4 for λ= 13.5 nm.

In order to compare intensities at different wavelengths, the diffraction grating trans-
mission and quantum efficiency of the detector need to be taken into account. Intensities
in the first order spectra from the horizontal grating contain a (small) contribution from
the zeroth order of the vertical grating. The grating efficiency of the zeroth order is

n0(q)

N0(q)
=

(a

d

)2

+
(
1− a

d

)2

exp(−2qzk) + 2
a

d

(
1− a

d

)
exp(−qzk) cos(qzδ) (3.6)

and of the first order (m = 1) of the grating efficiency is

nm(q)

N0(q)
=

sin2(aπ/d)

π2m2
[1 + exp(−2qzk)− 2 exp(−qzk) cos(qzδ)] (3.7)

where, nm(q) and n1(q) are respectively the counting rates in the zeroth and first order
at photon wavenumber q, with q being E/�c, N0 = n0(q)(1− f), n0(q) the counting rate
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without grating, f the fraction of the grating obscured by the support structure, d is
the grating period, a the width of the grating wire/bar, z is the thickness of the grating
wire, k is the imaginary part of the refractive index, n = 1 − δ is the real part of the
refractive index[17]. Figure 3.6 shows the theoretical grating transmission for the first
order of the horizontal grating, and zeroth order of the vertical grating. This wavelength
range matches to the bandwidth of the XUV filters. The shape of the first order spectrum
is dominated by the SiL edge at 12.4nm and by XUV absorption just below the edge.
The change in optical properties of the substrate material as function of the wavelength
results in a different contrast between the bars and the slits. The contrast between bars
and slits can be made less wavelength dependent by adding an additional material on top
of the grating. A layer of gold or other heavy element would result in a flatter efficiency
curve and an even higher efficiency.

We note that the grating efficiency in case of the 3th order will be m2 = 9 times lower
compared to the first order, recall expression 3.7. The 8 times lower intensity due to
diffraction (figure 3.5) and the 9 times lower grating transmission (both with respect to
the first order) result in almost 2 orders of magnitude lower intensity on the detector in
the third order. It is expected that second, third, and higher order contributions can be
neglected. Experimentally was verified that higher orders from oxygen and carbon lines
in the wavelength range 2− 5nm could not observed, in the range between 10− 20nm.

Figure 3.6: Theoretical diffraction grating efficiency (transmission) resulting from the
first order of the horizontal grating and zeroth order of the vertical grating (the support
structure).

We conclude that intensities at different wavelengths cannot be compared, due to
the variation of the grating efficiency and the CCD detector efficiency with wavelength.
Contributions from higher diffraction orders will be absent, which makes identification of
spectra straightforward.
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3.3.3 Resolution of the spectrograph

The resolution of the transmission grating spectrograph is determined by the grating
itself, and by the geometry of the set-up. The latter includes the source size, the grating
dimensions, the spectrograph dimensions, and the pixel size of the CCD camera (or the
grain size of the photofilm). In general, the diffraction limited spectral resolution ∆λtg of
a transmission grating is

∆λtg =
λ

N m
(3.8)

where λ is the wavelength, N is the number of periods, and m the order. The geometrical
resolution is derived from the area on the detector over which the radiation from the
source is spread, and the radius x of this area is equal to

∆x =
Lgd

Lsg

(S + A) + A (3.9)

where S is the source size, A the grating width, Lsg the source-grating distance, and Lgd

the grating-detector distance. Using the grating equation for normal incidence d sin θ =
mλ and approximating sin θ with tan θ = x/Lgd we find

∆λ = ∆x
d

mLgd
(3.10)

When substituting this in the geometrical resolution ∆λgm can be expressed at

∆λgm =
d

m

[
S + A

Lsg
+

A

Lgd

]
(3.11)

where d is the grating period, m is the order, S is the source size, A the grating width,
Lsg the source-grating distance, and Lgd the grating-detector distance. The resolution
∆λd due to the acceptance angle of by the detector is obtained in a similar way.

∆λd = p
dp

Lgd
(3.12)

where dp is the pixel size. The total resolution of the transmission grating spectrograph
is thus composed of three contributions:

∆λtgs =
√
∆λ2

tg +∆λ2
gm +∆λ2

d (3.13)

Dimensions of spectrograph set-up
The dimensions of the spectrograph included a grating-detector distance Lgd between
4.5 and 9 cm, a source-grating distance Lsg between 65.4 and 60 cm, and a source-filter
distance of 40 cm (figure 3.4). A 210nm thick Zr filter supported by a 20 lpi Ni mesh
was used to select wavelengths between 6.5 − 16.8nm (FWHM). The dimensions of the
spectrograph were selected such that the wavelength range between 1−20nm fitted on the
detector, and that a limited number of shots was needed to record a spectrum (25−200).
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Lgd = 45 mm Lgd = 90 mm
measured calculated measured calculated

∆λtg 0.020 0.020
∆λgm 0.190 ± 0.02 0.116 ± 0.02
∆λdp 0.051 0.053 0.027 0.027
∆λ 0.21 0.20 ± 0.02 0.10 0.12 ± 0.02

Table 3.1: Calculated and measured resolutions.

The spectra have been recorded using a back-thinned CCD camera, the same as used for
the pinhole camera.

Dimensions of spectrograph set-up
Experiments have been carried out using two different grating-detector distances, namely
Lgd = 4.5 and 9.0 cm. The source-detector distance was fixed and as a result the source-
grating distance Lsg varied between 65.5− 61.0 cm. An example of a spectrum is shown
in figure 3.7, showing a result of accumulating 100 shots from a CO2 plasma generated in
a gas jet, using 60 bar reservoir pressure, and a KrF excimer laser. The plasma dimension
was 0.25mm (FWHM) in the dispersion direction.

The measured and calculated resolutions are listed in table 3.1, for the OVI emission
line at 13.0nm. In case of the measured errors, only the error due to the finite pixel
size and the total error from the FWHM line width could be measured. The measured
resolutions of the spectrograph (∆λ) correspond fairly well to the values calculated, when
taking the error bar into account. The total resolution of the spectrograph is dominated
by the geometrical resolution, which is an order of magnitude larger than the resolution
of the grating itself. A detailed discussion on the resolution is found in Ref. [79].

3.3.4 Wavelength calibration

Spectra from elements having a low atomic mass, were used to perform a wavelength
calibration of the spectrograph [90]. Figure 3.7 shows a spectrum using CO2 as target
gas, showing mainly lines from oxygen ions. Only a single line could be attributed to
carbon, at the given, relatively low plasma temperature. The high intensity below 11nm
is due to a recombination continuum of OV I.

All lines recorded could be identified, and no second and third orders were observed.
Identification is indicated in figure 3.7 for the main lines, i.e. the line at 16.8nm due
to OV (2p − 3p) and the line at 13.2nm due to OV I 2p − 4s. The spectrum was
calibrated using the brightest lines from OV I. Most of these lines are multiplets with
internal separations which are an order of magnitude smaller than the uncertainty in the
wavelength. Since the resolution was not high enough, the multiplets were considered as
a single line which position was calculated using published line intensities as weighting
factors. The errors indicated in table 3.1, in the Lgd = 45mm case are applicable here.
We note that the use of the Nd:YAG laser will have resulted in a smaller source size and
correspondingly in a slightly higher resolution.
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Figure 3.7: Spectrum from a laser plasma generated from CO2, corrected for Zr filter
transmission, but not for transmission grating efficiency, or detector quantum efficiency.
The reservoir pressure was 60 bar, and 100 shots were accumulated using a Nd:YAG laser
pulse at a wavelength of 532 nm, 6 ns duration, and 750mJ energy. It was focused to a
60 µm spot resulting in a power density of 1 × 1012W/cm2. The line of OV at 13.8 nm is
2p-5d, of OVI at 10.7 nm is 2p-7d, and of OVI at 9.7 nm is 2s-7p [90].

3.3.5 New developments

Based on the experience gained with the described, experimental grating set-up, a new
transmission grating spectrograph was designed and fabricated at Rijnhuizen (see figure
3.8). The system allows ’zooming’ of the wavelength range, from either overview spectra
from e.g. 7 to 20nm, or more detailed, high-resolution spectra in a narrow wavelength
band.

Figure 3.8: Novel slitless transmission grating spectrograph.
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Chapter 4

Absorption of EUV in plasmas
generated on Xe gas jets

4.1 Abstract

Laser plasmas have been produced using a Xe gas jet as a target. Spectra in the range of
5− 20nm were recorded using a transmission grating spectrograph. A quantitative spec-
tral analysis is given of two major effects determining the EUV source brightness around
13.5nm, namely the initial target gas density and EUV absorption in the outermost, low
density target zone.

4.2 Introduction

The past years, mainly two types of radiation sources are being considered for applica-
tion in Extreme UV lithography, namely plasmas generated by electrical discharges and
plasmas produced by pulsed laser systems. Having considerable emission around 13.5nm,
i.e. in the Extreme UV wavelength band, Xe is being predominantly explored as a work-
ing gas in both approaches. Part of the motivation originates by the virtual absence of
contamination of optical elements when the gas is expanded in vacuum at room temper-
ature. Nevertheless, the usage of Xe also has disadvantages due to a strong absorption of
EUV radiation by neutral Xe atoms, and ions of a low degree of ionization. This effect is
present in all Xe sources because the working gas occupies a volume, which is generally
much larger than the EUV emitting plasma.

In this paper we report on studies of soft x-ray emission generated by focusing laser
radiation onto a Xe jet expanding into vacuum from a convergent-divergent nozzle. With
the aim to increase EUV yield, two approaches have been explored: the increase in the
initial target gas density, and the reduction of EUV absorption by replacing the neutral,
and low ionized Xe by an EUV transparent gas. We discuss an analytical procedure, which
is used to distinguish and quantify these two effects: an increase in the EUV radiation
emitted from the core of the laser plasma, and a decrease of the total EUV yield due to
absorption in the outer layers of the jet.
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4.3 Experimental set-up
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Figure 4.1: Experimental set-up.

The experimental set-up and the diagnostics used are shown in figure 4.1. The gas jet
target is installed in the center of the vacuum chamber, with the pulsed nozzle produc-
ing a gas flow perpendicular to the optical axis of the laser beam, pinhole camera, and
spectrograph used.

The nozzle geometry consists of a convergent and divergent part, which results in
a supersonic expansion of the target gas out of the nozzle. Furthermore an annular
nozzle surrounding the central nozzle is used to apply a co-flowing buffer gas[41]. A
schematic drawing of this nozzle is shown in figure 4.1(b). The dimensions of the central
nozzle are: throat diameter (smallest diameter) 0.41mm, exit diameter 1.14mm, axial
length 11.4mm. The dimensions of the annular nozzle are: 2.0mm inner diameter,
0.2mm width. The nozzle has been designed at FOM, and was built at the Instrumentele
Groep Fysica (University Utrecht). The dimensions were selected in order to produce
low divergent gas jets of a small cross-section. The low divergence is essential to produce
a high density jet at a moderate Mach number (M = 4 − 5). The dimension of the jet
cross-section has been chosen to match the laser plasma dimensions in order to minimize
EUV absorption in the high density part of the central jet. Gas target densities were
measured using an x-ray backlighting technique.

For spectral analysis a spectrograph based on a free standing transmission grating has
been used. It was installed at an angle of 22.5o with respect to the incident laser beam.
The grating consisted of 700 periods of 100nm each. A 211.5nm zirconium filter was used
to select wavelengths between 6.5 and 16.8nm full width at half maximum (FWHM). The
spectra have been recorded using a back-thinned CCD camera1 (512×512 pixels).

An absolutely calibrated multilayer-based EUV diagnostic tool, the so-called Flying
Circus (FC) diagnostic [49], was used to measure the narrow-band EUV emission while
recording spectra. The FC diagnostic utilized a concave molybdenum/silicon multilayer
mirror, which was installed at an angle of ∼ 25o with respect to the incident laser beam,

1Reflex s.r.o, Novodvorska 994, CZ-142 21 Prague 4, Czech Republic
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directing the EUV radiation onto a filtered photodiode. The filter was used to suppress
visual and out-of-band VUV wavelengths and consisted of a silicon-nitrate membrane of
50nm thickness covered with 100nm of niobium. The diode signal was recorded using a
digital storage oscilloscope while using the diode in a reversed bias scheme. The Mo/Si
mirror consisted of a stack of 101 layers, and had a peak reflectivity of ∼ 68% at 13.5nm,
and a bandwidth of 0.5nm (FWHM). The mirrors were produced at FOM. The diodes
(type HS-5) are from IRD.

A third diagnostic consisted of a filtered pinhole camera, which produced an image of
the plasma in a broad EUV band (5.7 − 15.6nm FWHM). The diameter of the pinhole
used is 50µm the filter is similar to that used for the FC diagnostic. A 13 times magnified
image was recorded using the CCD camera described before. This diagnostic allowed us
to monitor plasma size and position, but also radiance in a broad wavelength range.

The plasmas were generated using a KrF laser (Lambda Physik LPX 350cc), which
produced 0.85 J in 27ns at 248nm. A spherical lens of 150−mm focal length was used to
focus the beam down to a spot of 60µm, resulting in a peak intensity of 1× 1012 W/cm2.
The focus was positioned on the axis of the jet at a distance of 0.5mm from the nozzle
exit. Nozzle erosion due to ablation by the plasma was found to be negligible at this
distance.

4.4 Experiments

4.4.1 Experiments with a sonic nozzle

Ar

He

H2

Figure 4.2: Narrow-band EUV-yield increase as a function of the buffer gas type, and the
buffer gas pressure relative to the case when no buffer gas is applied. The Xe reservoir
pressure was in all cases 15 bar.

As a first step experiments using a sonic jet are cited Bruijn et al. [44], followed in
section 4.4.2 by results obtained using a supersonic jet providing higher initial target den-
sities. The sonic nozzle with a central and an annular opening was used to produce the
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Xe gas jet. The central hole had a diameter 0.4mm, and the annular slit had internal and
external diameters of 0.7 and 1.5mm, correspondingly. It was developed and built at the
Institute of Opto-Electronics (Military University of Technology, Warsaw). The Xe pres-
sure in the volume before the nozzle (reservoir pressure) was 15 bar, and different buffer
gases were used: H2, He and Ar. Experimental conditions indentical to those described
in section 4.3. A considerable gain in intensity was found in the case of applying different
co-flowing buffer gasses. These data, recorded by narrow-band EUV diagnostics tuned at
13.0nm, are presented in figure 4.2. Using hydrogen at 4 bar as a buffer gas increased the
total narrow-band EUV yield almost 20 times compared with the case without buffer gas.
Usage of He at 6 bar showed a 3.5 times increase. At higher buffer gas pressures usage
of Ar and He lead to approximately the same EUV signal. This complicated dependence
might be a result of an interplay between different physical mechanisms: the elimination
of the strongly EUV-absorbing neutral-Xe low density zone, the shaping of the central
jet, and possibly the increase of the Xe density in the jet due to confinement of the Xe
by the co-flowing buffer gas.

The substantial gain of applying a buffer gas was believed to be partly enabled by the
low initial yield of the sonic Xe jet only having low initial density. In order to increase
the density, experiments using a supersonic nozzle were carried out.

4.4.2 Supersonic nozzle experiments. Change of gas jet density

Experiments have been performed for two different gas jet densities in order to observe
the dependence of the EUV intensity. The Xe pressure before the valve was 10 and
20 bar, with corresponding gas densities at the focal spot position of 5.2× 1018 and 1.1×
1019 atoms/cm3, respectively (measured using x-ray backlighting). Curve a) in figure 4.3
represents a spectrum recorded at 10 − bar reservoir pressure. Curve b) corresponds to
20 bar. These spectra were the result of the accumulation of 100 shots, and they have
been corrected for the zirconium filter absorption but not for the transmission-grating
spectral characteristics. The EUV absorption due to the small partial Xe pressure in the
vacuum system, was constant during the experiments. We have restricted the analysis to
the spectral range corresponding to the FWHM bandwidth of the zirconium filter (6.5 to
16.8nm).

Increasing more than twice the target gas density, we found that the main features in
the spectra shown in figure 4.3 remained the same, though the relative intensities of the
peaks changed. The intensity increased considerably in the range from 6.5 to 11.5nm,
and from 13.5 to 16.8nm, with almost no increase in the region from 11.5 to 13.5nm.
For further analysis the ratio of the two spectra (high to low jet density) was calculated.
This ratio is shown in figure 4.4 together with a scaled Xe transmission curve. The shape
of the spectral intensity ratio, shown in figure 4.4, matches well to the overall shape of a
transmission curve of neutral Xe calculated using data from the Centre for X-Ray Optics2.

In the first phase of our analysis we will assume that the increase of radiation intensity
is constant over the entire spectral range. That corresponds to the assumption that the
intensity changes due to a pure density effect (approximately proportional to ni in a low-
density optically thin plasma, ni being the ion density), while the electron temperature

2www-cxro.lbl.gov/optical constants
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b)

a)

Figure 4.3: Uncorrected spectra of Xe at a) 10-bar and at b) 20-bar reservoir pressure.

intensity ratio

xenon transmission characteristic

Figure 4.4: Intensity ratio of the Xe spectra recorded at 20-bar and at 10-bar reservoir
pressure, and a Xe transmission curve.

and hence the ionization balance did not change. We designate this increase by the
coefficient K. However, this intensity increase evidently was reduced due to an increased
EUV absorption in the surrounding gas layer that became more extended and/or dense.
The spectral intensity ratio shown in figure 4.5 can be described by:

I2

I1
= Ke−∆(Pd)·α(λ) (4.1)

where the exponent describes the change in the absorption in the layer surrounding the
EUV source volume, with spectral absorption coefficient α(λ). ∆(Pd) · α(λ) represents
an increase of the optical thickness of the neutral, and low ionized Xe in the outer regions
of the jet. This model will be referred to as the density-absorption model (D-A model).

Using a least-squares fitting routine, treating K and ∆(Pd) as independent variables,
the best match between calculated and experimental curve was found. Using this routine
we calculated a model curve for each K and ∆(Pd) value, which then was subtracted
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Figure 4.5: Result of integration after subtracting model curve from intensity ratio as a
function of ∆(Pd) and K, using the data from figure 4.4.

from the experimental intensity ratio. The remaining area was squared and integrated,
and this procedure was repeated until a global minimum was found. The output from this
minimization routine is shown in figure 4.5, in the K − ∆(Pd) plane. Using this fitting
procedure, the values we found for the global minimum were ∆(Pd) = 1.1 Torr cm, and
K = 4.35. The model curve corresponding to these values and the intensity ratio are
shown in 4.6, the black area representing the deviation from the model.

The Xe emission lines indicated on the graph are the brightest lines found in literature
[20, 53, 61]. The Xe IX lines seem to decrease slightly, while the XeX and XeXI lines
became brighter, and the XeXII lines showed no clear trend. The largest deviations were
found between 13 and 15nm, and were about 50− 75% of the best fit value. Taking into
account the slight intensity decrease of Xe IX and the significant increase of XeX and
XeXI between 13 and 15nm, we think that this indicates a small shift of the ionization
balance towards higher ionization states of Xe. This would also mean a small increase in
the electron temperature.

The density ratio of the two spectra considered in our calculations was 2.2. When
squared, this value matches the best-fit value found for K = 4.35, the small difference
being explained by errors in the density determination, and uncertainties about the plasma
position with respect to the jet axis. This similarity indicates that the plasma behavior
was according the corona model. If we assume that the ion plasma density was equal to
the initial gas density, and that the average charge of the ions was 10+, we obtain a too
high value of the electron density for the corona model to be still valid. We believe that
during the very first part of the laser pulse the density strongly decreased due to the fast
expansion of the plasma border at sound velocity outside the focal spot area.

Pinhole camera pictures of the plasma at different reservoir pressures, and laser pulse
energies showed no significant change in the dimensions of the radiating plasma. Similar
experiments performed using a frequency doubled Nd:YAG (532nm), 6ns, 0.65 J/pulse
resulted in the similar values found for K and ∆(Pd). These results will be discussed in
more detail in Chapter 5 (page 66 and further).
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Figure 4.6: The difference between the intensity ratio, and the best fit curve, in case of
∆(Pd) = 1.1Torr cm and K = 4.35

4.4.3 Reduction of EUV absorption by application of co-flowing
buffer gas

The results presented in the previous section demonstrated that the gain in the EUV
yield due to an increased plasma density is almost fully compensated in the region around
13.5nm by an increased EUV absorption in the region around the EUV emitting core. A
straightforward implication of these experiments was to reduce or even to eliminate the
EUV absorption by replacing neutral, and low ionized Xe by another gas with a higher
EUV transmission. Such a buffer gas was applied from an annular slit around the central
nozzle (see figure 4.1) [41, 50].

EUV absorption by neutral atoms or weakly ionized atoms is mainly due to bound-free
type of transitions (photo-ionization). Generally, the photo-ionization cross section has a
maximum at the ionization threshold and then decreases approximately as (ν/ν0)

3, where
ν is frequency of radiation and ν0 is frequency corresponding to the electron binding
energy. For light elements the binding energies of outer and even inner electrons are
small and hence photo-ionization cross sections in the VUV are also very small. In heavy
elements inner shell electrons can have a very high ν0 frequencies resulting in large photo-
absorption cross sections.

Suitable gases having a high EUV transmission are H2, He, Ne and Ar. Other
gases which contain carbon and oxygen have comparatively low absorption in EUV (e.g.
methane (CH4), silane (SiH4), carbondioxide (CO2)) were not considered here because
they might contaminate the multilayer optics by deposition of carbon and silicon, and
even react with the first layers of the mirror. In figure 4.7 the transmission curves of H2,
He, Ne, Ar and Xe are shown for Pd = 3Torr cm, a value we expect to be characteristic
for the buffer gas curtains we used3. The most transparent gas at EUV wavelengths is H2.

3www-cxro.lbl.gov/optical constants
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From figure 4.7 we conclude that by using Ar, He or H2 as a buffer gas we can considerably
decrease the EUV absorption.

HeAr
Ne

Xe

H2

Figure 4.7: Transmission curves of Xe, H2, He, Ar and Ne at Pd=3Torr cm.

4.4.4 H2 as a co-flowing buffer gas

The EUV yield from laser plasmas produced has been compared in three different gas jet
geometries using H2 as a buffer gas:

i Firstly, a Xe supersonic jet from the central nozzle (20−bar reservoir pressure),
used also in the experiments described earlier.

ii Secondly, a Xe central jet as in case i) simultaneously with a H2 jet from the
annular nozzle (10− bar H2 reservoir pressure).

iii Thirdly, the same geometry as in ii) but at a H2 reservoir pressure of 20 bar.

The two spectra, corresponding to case i) and ii) and shown in figure 4.8, were recorded
at the conditions described in section 4.3, and are a result of the accumulation of 100
shots. The spectrum corresponding to iii) fully overlaps to the spectrum of case ii). An
essential, almost double increase of the intensity between 11.0 and 14.0nm was detected
when using H2, while almost no difference between the spectra was detectable outside
that wavelength region.

An analysis similar to the one described in section 4.4.2 has been applied to case ii)
and iii) using case i) as reference (I1). The results of the best-fit are in the case ii) vs i)
∆(Pd) = −0.56Torr cm and K = 0.85, and the case iii) vs i) ∆(Pd) = −0.48Torr cm
andK = 0.80. A negative ∆(Pd) indicated that the transmission had increased. A ∆(Pd)
value of −0.48Torr cm corresponds to an increase in transmission 1.5 times at 13.5nm,
and a value of −0.56Torr cm to an increase of 1.6 times, which suggests that not much
was gained by going to H2 pressures higher than 10 bar. The similar values of K suggest
that the density in the central jet changed very little, which is understandable from the
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no H2 10 bar H2

Figure 4.8: Spectra from a 20-bar Xe central gas jet in two different cases: i) no buffer
gas, and ii) 10 bar H2 as a buffer gas

mass difference between the H2 molecule and the Xe atom. The deviation of experimental
data (ratio of the spectrum of case ii) and i)), from the best-fit model curve is shown
in figure 4.9. The largest deviations are found between 12 and 14nm, and indicate a
significant intensity decrease of the XeXI and XeXII lines, which can be understood
as a shift of the ionization balance towards higher ionization states of Xe. This could be
caused by enhanced absorption in the high density area of the target, but remains to be
studied in detail. The temperature change is connected to a decrease of the effective EUV
source size, which was measured to reduce about 40% along the optical axis.

XeIXXeIXXeIX

XeXXeXI
XeXII

XeXII XeXI
XeX

Figure 4.9: The difference between the intensity ratio, and the best fit curve, in case of
∆(Pd) = -0.56Torr cm and K = 0.85.
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4.4.5 Perspectives of using heavy buffer gases

The experiments described in section 4.4.1 have demonstrated that even using Ar as a
buffer gas, which has a low EUV transmission, leads to a higher EUV yield as compared
to the more transparent but less heavy He. The comparison between H2 and Ar in the
same experiments was not in favor of Ar, but the tendency does not have to be the same
when using supersonic nozzles. To check this, we have carried out density measurements
on Xe target jets using different buffer gases. The results are shown in figure 4.10. Heavy
buffer gases (molecular/atomic mass A = 40), e.g. CO2 or Ar lead to almost a doubled Xe
density in the central part of the jet. This result is a strong indication that the number
of EUV emitting ions could be increased about 4 times. The net effect on the EUV yield,
including possibly increased EUV absorption, remains to be studied.

low Z buffer gas

high Z buffer gas

Figure 4.10: Radial density profiles of Xe when using H2 (A=2), and carbondioxide
(A=44) as a buffer gas. The Xe reservoir pressure was 20 bar. The density profile was
measured at 0.5 mm from the nozzle exit.

4.5 Conclusions

We have demonstrated that an increase in Xe density of laser produced plasmas does
not necessarily lead to an increase of EUV yield in the region of 13.5nm. While the
number of excited ions was proportional to the density squared in the central part of the
gas jet, a stronger absorption in the outermost and larger neutral-Xe layers almost fully
canceled the increase of the yield by the density effect. Numerical analysis based on a
simple model provided a quantitative description for the changes in spectral intensities for
different initial target conditions. We have shown that it is possible to reduce the EUV
absorption by co-axially applying a zone of EUV transparent buffer gas. H2 was found
to be the most suitable for this. Residual absorption was explained by the fact that the
H2 is not able to remove all the neutral/weakly ionized target gas from the area around
the EUV emitting plasma core. Preliminary EUV-yield measurements using Ar as buffer
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gas indicate that there is a perspective to increase the EUV yield even further by using a
heavier buffer gas, which will more effectively confine the central jet.
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4.7 Addendum

In section 4.4.2 it was mentioned that the plasma could be at the edge of the regime which
can be described by the corona model. This will be checked using the limit required for
LTE, which states that the radiative decay rates should result in deviation of less than 10%
from LTE. Therefore the collisional rates must be at least about ten times the radiative
rates (expression 1.6, page 12). That is for all levels m and n

neXd,mn ≥ 10Amn (4.2)

The electron impact de-excitation coefficient Xd,mn was calculated using (expression A.7,
page 108)

Xd,mn =
N∗

n

N∗
m

Xnm =
gn
gm

exp(
∆Emn

Te

)Xnm (4.3)

where gn/gm ∼ 1, ∆mn = −92 eV , Te = 20 eV , and the electron impact excitation coeffi-
cient Xmn using (expression A.1, page 108)

Xmn = 1.6× 10−5fnm < g(m,n) >

∆mnT
1/2
e

exp(
−∆Emn

Te
) (cm3sec−1) (4.4)

where fmn, < g(m,n) >≈ 0.2, ∆mn = 92 eV , and Te = 20 eV . We find that Xd,mn =
8× 10−14 cm3/s. The radiative decay rate is calculated using expression A.3, page 107):

Amn = 0.43× 108 g(n)

g(m)
fmn∆E2

mn (sec−1) (4.5)

where g(n)/g(m) ≈ 1, fmn ≈ 0.1, and ∆Emn = 100 eV . We find that Amn = 4×1010 sec−1.
The neutral density was ≈ 1019 atoms/cm3, and the average degree of ionization was 10.
As a result we find that
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Amn � neXd,mn (4.6)

therefore the plasma was well within the regime, by 4 orders of magnitude, and as a result
the corona model description is valid.

The electron impact excitation rate is ≈ 109 sec−1, which is about an order of mag-
nitude smaller than the radiative decay rate. Most ions in the plasma will be in their
ground level which was required for the corona model description.

Now we will briefly estimate the optical thickness of the plasma using [83]

τ = C × 10−20 λ2

∆λ
fNiL (4.7)

where λ = 135 Å, ∆λ ≈ 0.1 Å, fmn = 0.1, C = 0.5, Ni = 5/3 × 1018 cm−3 taking into
account that about 1/3 of the ions are have the same ion charge, and L = 0.023 cm. Then
the optical thickness τ at 13.5 nm is 3.5. In case the line width is smaller which is likely
the optical thickness will be even higher.

The corona model assumes that the plasma is optically thin. Therefore it is necessary
to check in case of an optically thick plasma that the corona model description is not
violated. We will defined a corona parameter P ,

P =
Amn

neXd,mn
(4.8)

This parameter is much larger than one (it is about 104), and it represents the number
of times a photon is emitted before electron de-excitation of the excited state occurs. A
photon case can escape from the plasma, when it is absorbed and re-emitted less then
104 times. When taking into account the small plasma size and low density, a photon will
be absorbed less than 104 times. Thus the plasma can be still described with the corona
model, although it is not optically thin.

The shape of the plasma was in most cases elliptical, its long axis being parallel to
the optical axis of the laser beam. When the plasma would be observed at an angle close
to the long axis, the optical thickness increases. It is very well possible that at such
observation angles the corona model does not apply very well anymore.
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Chapter 5

Laser pulse duration dependence of
EUV emission from Xe plasmas

5.1 Abstract

A comparison is made between the Extreme UV emission of Xe plasmas generated by 6
and 27ns laser pulses. It is argued in this paper that many of the radiative properties
observed must be attributed to the comparatively long time scale needed to establish the
plasma conditions at which EUV is radiated, with respect to the laser pulse duration.

5.2 Introduction

Plasmas based on gaseous, or vapor target materials show considerable potential as high-
power short-wavelength light sources, e.g in Extreme UV lithography or X-ray microscopy.
In the optimization of the emission properties in certain wavelength ranges, a large number
of scaling laws of the different parameters of the plasma generator has been explored,
either an application-specific laser or an electrical discharge system. In the case of laser
plasmas, several empirical relations between the laser pulse length and the XUV emission
have been found. In previous work [64] for instance, the EUV yield was studied for plasmas
produced using a laser with a relatively long pulse (27ns). The observed dependencies
were interpreted in terms of three factors:

• a variation of the initial target gas density,

• absorption of EUV radiation by neutral atoms and ions of a low ionization stage in
the outer parts of a gas jet, and

• the effective volume of the radiating plasma.

The first two factors have been used as input parameters for the so-called density-
absorption model (D-A model) [64] which led to a good agreement with the experimental
data. In this paper we present results of similar experiments, but now using a shorter
laser pulse (6ns), though at comparable laser energy and power density on target. An
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attempt to apply the D-A model directly to these results was not successful, in contrast
to the results using the long laser pulse. Furthermore, we found that the EUV intensity
response on variation of laser pulse energy was drastically different for long and short
laser pulses. We will show that for the long pulse case the dependence could be explained
reasonably well in terms of the effective radiating volume, but not in case of the short
pulse. For short pulses, the response on variation of the laser pulse energy was up to an
order of magnitude larger.

All these observations strongly indicated that additional physical processes must be
taken into consideration. We will argue in this paper that many of the radiative properties
observed must be attributed to the comparatively long time scale needed to establish
the plasma conditions at which EUV is radiated. This primarily concerns the optical
breakdown of the gas target, i.e. the formation of the initial stage of ionization of the
plasma, and secondly the time needed to reach an ionization equilibrium. As we will see
below an increase of the power density of the laser radiation at a constant gas density,
or an increase of the gas density at a constant power density, results in a shortening of
the total breakdown process. In addition at a higher gas (plasma) density the ionization
equilibrium is reached also faster. Evidently, in case of the long laser pulse, when both
characteristic times are small compared to the laser pulse duration, their shortening does
not significantly change the time during which a plasma is in a steady-state condition and
emits EUV radiation.

We will be showing in this paper that the duration of the short laser pulse was com-
parable with the time needed for the optical breakdown and the time needed to reach
an ionization equilibrium. Shortening of these two characteristic times may essentially
increase the duration of the steady-state phase, and change the plasma characteristics.
We argue that at a given electron temperature but higher electron density, higher stages
of ionization could be reached in the plasma during a part of the laser pulse duration.
This is expected to manifest itself as a noticable shift of ionization stages in the time
integrated spectra.

5.3 Experimental set-up

The gas jet target was installed in the center of a vacuum chamber, with the pulsed nozzle
producing a gas flow perpendicular to the optical axis of the laser beam, pinhole camera,
and spectrograph used (figure 5.1). The nozzle geometry consisted of a convergent and
divergent part, which resulted in a expansion of the working gas to supersonic speed.

A spectrograph based on a free standing transmission grating has been used for spectral
analysis. It was installed at an angle of 22.5o with respect to the incident laser beam. The
grating consisted of 700 periods of 100nm each. A 211.5nm zirconium filter was used to
select wavelengths between 6.5 and 16.8nm full width at half maximum (FWHM). First
order spectra have been recorded using a back-thinned CCD.

An absolutely calibrated multilayer-based EUV diagnostic tool, the so-called Flying
Circus (FC) diagnostic [49], was used to measure the narrow-band EUV emission while
recording spectra. The FC diagnostic utilized a concave molybdenum/silicon multilayer
mirror, which was installed at an angle of ∼ 25o with respect to the incident laser beam,
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Figure 5.1: Experimental set-up

directing the EUV radiation onto a filtered photodiode. The filter was used to suppress
visual and out-of-band VUV wavelengths and consisted of a Si3N4 membrane of 50nm
thickness covered with 100nm of Nb. The diode signal was recorded using a digital
storage oscilloscope while using the diode in a reversed bias scheme. The Mo/Si mirror
consisted of a stack of 101 layers, and had a peak reflectivity of ∼ 68% at 13.5nm, and
a bandwidth of 0.5nm (FWHM). The mirror was produced at FOM. The diodes (type
HS-5) where obtained from IRD (US).

A third diagnostic consisted of a filtered pinhole camera, which produced an image of
the plasma in a broad EUV band (5.7 − 15.6nm FWHM). The diameter of the pinhole
is 50µm: the filter is similar to that used for the FC diagnostic. A 13-times magnified
image was recorded using the CCD camera described before. This diagnostic allowed us
to monitor plasma size and position, but also its emission in a broad wavelength range.

The short laser pulses were produced using a KrF laser (Lambda Physik LPX 350cc),
which delivered 0.85 J in 27ns at 248nm. A spherical lens of 150 − mm focal length
was used to focus the beam down to a spot of 60µm, resulting in a peak intensity of
1× 1012 W/cm2. The focus was positioned at a distance of 0.5mm from the nozzle exit.
The short pulses were produced using a frequency doubled Nd:YAG; maximum pulse
energy 0.75 J , pulse duration of 6ns FWHM, and wavelength of 532nm. The beam was
focused using a 15 cm focal length lens. The focal spot size was estimated to be ≥ 50µm
which resulted in a maximum power density on target of 6 × 1012 W/cm2. The focal
spot size was determined by using a metal target (Ta) and a laser beam at low energy.
Tantalum was selected as target material due to its low debris production. The focal spot
size was determined from low energy laser imprints measured with optical microscopy.
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5.4 Results

5.4.1 Dependence of spectral intensities on gas density

In figure 5.2(a) spectra are shown, which have been recorded using the long laser pulse
and two different target gas densities. The high intensity structures between 14− 16nm
are due to ions having an effective charge Z = 9, around 9nm due to Z = 8, and around
11nm due to Z = 10 (figure 1.2, page 6). The intensity ratio of these spectra, the 20 bar
case versus the 10 bar case, is presented in figure 5.2(b), which can be described by

I2

I1

= Ke−∆(Pd).α(λ) (5.1)

where the exponent describes the change in the absorption in the layer surrounding the
EUV source volume, with spectral absorption coefficient α(λ). ∆(Pd)α(λ) represents an
increase of the optical thickness of the neutral, and low ionized Xe in the outer regions
of the jet. To this model will be referred as the density-absorption model (D-A model)
[64]. This model was fitted to the intensity ratio, the fit parameters which were found are
∆(Pd) = 1.1 Torr cm and K = 4.35, and the continuous curve plotted in figure 5.2(b)
corresponds to these parameters. The value of parameter K is comparable to the density
ratio squared, which indicates that the plasma can be described with the coronal model.
The changes in intensity ratio around 8 and 10.5nm, indicate a small change in ionization
balance towards higher ionization stages (Z = 10− 12) [64].

20 bar Xe

10 bar Xe

(a)

ratio
fit D-A model

(b)

Figure 5.2: Figure (a) shows spectra of Xe at 10-bar and at 20-bar reservoir pressure using
the long laser pulse, and (b) the intensity ratio from the spectra shown in figure 5.2(a),
and the best fit having parameters ∆(Pd) = 1.1Torr cm and K = 4.35

In figure 5.3(a) spectra are shown, which have been recorded using the short laser pulse
with two different target gas densities. The high intensity structures between 6.5− 8nm,
and between 10.5−11.5nm are due to ions having an effective charge of mainly Z = 10−13
(figure 1.2, page 6). Figure 5.3(b) shows the intensity ratio of these spectra, the 20 bar case
versus the 10 bar case and the best fit of the D-A model to the intensity ratio (K = 6.3 and
∆(Pd) = 1.25Torr cm). The factor K is 1.5 times larger than the density ratio squared.
The deviations from the model curve are rather significant, i.e. the change in ionization
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balance is large compared to the long pulse case. The ratio indicates a strong shift of
ionization equilibrium between these two cases. The shift is evidently directed towards
higher ionization stages: the increase of the radiation intensity for ions with effective
charge Z ≥ 12 − 14 is between 5 and 10 times, while for lower Z ions (Z = 9 − 11) the
intensity increased only 2 to 4 times. The maximum intensity around 10.8nm shifts to
10.5 while the maximum intensity around 7.5nm shifts to 7nm (figure 1.2, page 6). The
differences between low (10 bar) and high (20 bar) pressures for the short laser pulse case
therefore cannot be explained straightforwardly by the D-A model only.

20 bar Xe

10 bar Xe

(a)

ratio

fit D-A model

(b)

Figure 5.3: Figure (a) shows spectra of Xe at 10-bar and at 20-bar reservoir pressure
using the short laser pulse, and figure (b) the intensity ratio from the spectra shown in
figure 5.3(a), and the best fit of the D-A model having parameters K = 6.3 and ∆(Pd)
= 1.25Torr cm.

5.4.2 Dependence of spectral intensity on laser pulse energy

In figure 5.4(a) spectra are shown, which have been recorded using the long laser pulse
and different laser pulse energies. The energy of the laser pulses was varied between 0.85
and 0.48 J . A comparison of these spectra shows that the overall spectral distribution of
the EUV radiation does not change noticeably while the intensity of the radiation showed
only a minor dependence on the laser pulse energy.

The ratios of the spectral intensities for laser pulse energies of 0.67, 0.78 and 0.85 J
compared to 0.48 J laser energy are shown in figure 5.4(b). These ratios are varying
smoothly around constant values which are approximately equal to the squared ratios
of the laser pulse energies. Pinhole EUV imaging has been done for similar laser pulse
energies using a sonic nozzle with approximately the same gas jet diameter as in this
experiment. These imaging results showed that the observed dimension of the radiating
plasma perpendicular to the optical axis was roughly proportional to the pulse energy,
thus indicating that the increase of EUV yield can be mainly explained by an increasing
plasma volume. No significant change in ionization balance was observed in the used
range of laser energies.

An absolutely different response of the EUV radiation on the laser pulse energy was
observed for short laser pulses. In this series of experiments, the laser pulse energies were
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a)

b)

c)

d)

(a)

a)

b)

c)

(b)

Figure 5.4: Figure (a) shows long pulse spectra recorded using different laser pulse ener-
gies; a) 0.85, b) 0.78, c) 0.67, and d) 0.48 J, and figure (b) the intensity ratio from the spec-
tra shown in figure 5.4(a); a) 0.85 vs 0.48, b) 0.78 vs 0.48, and c) 0.65 vs 0.48 J/pulse. The
horizontal lines correspond to the square of the ratios of the pulse energies; (0.85/0.48)2

= 3.1, 2.6, and 1.8.

a)

b)

c)

(a)

a)

b)

(b)

Figure 5.5: Figure (a) shows short pulse spectra recorded using different laser energies;
curve a) represents an energy of 0.124, b) 0.235, and c) 0.750 J/pulse, and figure (b) the
intensity ratio determined from the spectra shown in figure 5.5(a). The ratios of the
spectra for 0.750/0.235 is represented by curve a) while curve b) denotes 0.235/0.124.
The dashed line represents (0.235/0.124)2 ≈ 3.2, and the dotted-dashed line indicates
(0.750/0.235)2 ≈ 10.

chosen to be 0.124, 0.235 and 0.750 J , corresponding to power densities of 1×1012, 2×1012

and 6× 1012 W/cm2. Spectra for the three cases are presented in figure 5.5(a). The ratio
of these spectra, 0.750/0.235 and 0.235/0.124, are shown in figure 5.5(b). The dashed line
corresponds to the squared ratio of pulse energies (0.235/0.124)2 ≈ 3.2, and the dotted-
dashed line is denotes (0.750/0.235)2 ≈ 10. The experimental results approximately
correspond to the ’squared pulse energy’ dependence for 0.235/0.124 pulses, though with
strong deviations. For 0.750/0.235 pulses the experimental ratio changes drastically with
wavelength. For short wavelengths, the spectral ratio exceeds the level of the squared
laser energy (E2) by more than 10 times, while for longer wavelengths the ratio is below
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the E2 level, which indicates a strong shift towards higher stages of plasma ionization.
Evidently, these observations for short laser pulses can not be described in terms of a
change of the effective volume of the radiating plasma, as was the case for long laser
pulses.

5.5 Discussion

The experimentally observed phenomena can be summarized as follows:

• The dependence of the EUV intensities on the target densities for the long laser
pulses changed following coronal plasma kinetics which state that the intensity is
proportional to the plasma density squared. Thus the parameter K in the D-A
model mainly reflects the density effect, and was indeed found to match the density
ratio squared while the observed deviations in ionization balance were small. There-
fore it was concluded that the EUV intensity changed following steady state coronal
plasma kinetics, assuming that the plasma volume did not change significantly, the
latter being confirmed by EUV pinhole images. In the case of a short laser pulse,
the K value was found to be significantly larger than expected. We also observed
that the ionization balance changed noticeably, being shifted to higher ionization
stages.

• The EUV intensity dependence on the laser pulse energy could be described well by
an observed increase in the EUV emitting plasma volume, in the case of the long
laser pulses. In case of the short laser pulses, the intensity changed significantly,
more than what could be expected by the change in EUV emitting plasma volume.
The spectra showed also that the ionization balance changed dramatically. The
steady-state model applied so far assumes that the relaxation time needed to reach
the steady state was small compared to the long laser pulse. Generally speaking,
this condition is not necessarily valid for the long pulses but especially questionable
for the short laser pulses. Two characteristic times must be considered: the time
needed for laser induced breakdown and heating, and ionization of the plasma.

For coronal plasmas, the relaxation time can be estimated using (section 1.2.7, page
15) [87]):

ne × τ = 1011 − 1012s/cm3 (5.2)

The initial gas density is in the range 1 to 2mg/cm3 corresponding to an atomic density
of 5× 1018 to 1× 1019 atom/cm3 (section 2.3, page 31). The average ion charge Z that is
reached in the ionization process is equal to about 10, and as a result the electron density
ne will be about 5 × 1019 to 1 × 1020 /cm3. Using expression 5.2, we can determine the
characteristic time to establish the ionization equilibrium τ , resulting in about 1 to 10ns.
This estimate shows that even for long laser pulses, the plasma under consideration is
just on the edge of a steady state explaining some of the spectral deviations from the D-A
model.
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Characterization of the laser-induced optical breakdown (OBD) is a more complicated
task. The general description of the phenomenon was given in section 1.2.2 (page 8).
Below we will explore some quantitative characteristics of the breakdown process, and
will try to show that some observed features of the EUV signals are due to the fact that
the OBD time scale is comparable with the plasma life time.

theory

Figure 5.6: Experimental and theoretical breakdown thresholds in Ar at a pressure of
1 atm as a function of pulse duration. The laser wavelength was 0.35µm. Adapted from
[21].

The breakdown threshold as a function of the laser pulse duration was studied by
Weyl et al [75] and reproduced in figure 5.6. According to this data, at 1012 W/cm2 the
breakdown time scale is of the order 1ns. It is noted that figure 5.6 is valid for Ar at 1 atm,
and laser radiation at 0.35µm, while in our case Xe was used at typically 0.2 atm, and
a laser wavelength of 0.53µm. The main difference will be due to the lower gas density,
which will result in a longer breakdown time scale [21], which at our densities is expected
to be 5− 10ns. This value may be considered as comparatively small in the case of the
long pulse. However, in case of the short pulse, even a short variation of the breakdown
time scale may drastically change the plasma heating and ionization dynamics.

Experimental results on OBD in Xe and Ar are described by Rosen et al [21], who
represents the OBD as a function of pressure (target density) and laser pulse length.
They also modeled OBD by following the growth of the electron density, including the
effects of both multiphoton ionization (MPI) and cascade ionization. At visible and UV
wavelengths, highly excited states can be readily photo-ionized over times much shorter
than the laser pulse length.

At 0.53µm the breakdown threshold for Xe is about 10% higher due to the fact that
the MPI is less important [21]. Nevertheless, the breakdown timescale of several ns, as
found from figure 5.6, can be considered representative for our conditions, and is close to
the duration of the short laser pulse.

A calculation of the process of the electron growth as a function of time and laser
intensity is shown in figure 5.7 [21]. The figure shows that a 30% change in power density
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results in an order of magnitude difference of the electron density at a fixed pulse duration.
It is noted that the growth of the electron density with power density will be even stronger
if the contributions by MPI in figure 5.7 are excluded (in the case of Xe, MPI is expected
to be less important).

3.5x1011

2.5x1011

3.0x1011

Figure 5.7: The electron density as a function of time in N2 at a pressure of 1 atm
and a laser wavelength of 0.53µm, assuming ionization is due to MPI and inverse
bremsstrahlung. The solid line represents the electron density, the dashed line indicates
the intensity of the laser pulse. Adapted from [21].

Figure 5.7 shows that the change in power density of the factor of four applied in this
work, leads to a considerably increased electron density allowing a much quicker further
heating and ionization of the plasma by inverse bremsstrahlung.

We showed that the EUV intensity dependence on the target density was found to vary
less strong. This could be understood by the results shown in figure 5.8, which shows the
breakdown threshold as a function of the target pressure, with a linear dependence. This
means that the electron growth rate, and the resulting electron density were less sensitive
for changes in target density than for changes in the power density. Nevertheless, in the
case when optical breakdown lasts during almost the entire laser pulse duration, even
a moderate shortening may strongly increase the duration of the EUV emission phase,
leading to ’non-linear’ intensity effects.

The observed changes in EUV intensity, which were measured as a function of laser
pulse energy and target density, are in agreement with the experimental results and the
theory reported by Rosen et al [21]. This leads to the conclusion that primarily the laser-
induced breakdown process causes the changes in the spectral emission with laser pulse
length.

5.6 Summary

A comparison of the spectral emission of Xe laser plasmas was done, using two different
laser pulse lengths: 6 and 27ns. The EUV emission was measured as a function of the
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Figure 5.8: The breakdown threshold as a function of the Xe target pressure, using a laser
at 0.53µm and 15ns duration. The dashed line represents results which were obtained
using a laser with 30ns pulses. Adapted from [21].

laser energy and the target density. Changes in plasma EUV emission could be described
well in the case of the relatively long laser pulses using a model in which both the initial
target gas density and the absorption in the expanded, low density part of the target are
taken into account, the D-A model. In the case of the relatively short laser pulse, the
changes observed in the EUV emission could not be described in terms of this model. It
is concluded that the model is valid only for steady-state plasmas, and our analysis has
shown that there are two main phases in plasma development before it reaches equilibrium
conditions. The first is optical breakdown of the neutral gas and the second consists of
plasma heating and establishing of the ionization equilibrium. Estimates showed also that
the characteristic time scales for both processes are of the order of the short laser pulse
duration (6ns). This is shown schematically in figure 5.9, which shows the laser pulse
duration, the typical timescale for breakdown and the characteristic time of establishing of
the ionization equilibrium. The phase of the EUV pulse, which starts when an appropriate
ionization state is reached in the plasma, is also shown. The process of ionization is shown
as an evolution of different ionization stages, the degree of ionization increases with time.
In case of the 27ns pulse there are only a few curves which represent a low average degree
of ionization.

For both long and short laser pulses two cases are presented: ’low’ (case a) and
’high’ (case b) laser power density. For a long laser pulse, the time for breakdown and for
ionization are small compared to the laser pulse duration. As a result the EUV pulse lasts
almost the full laser pulse duration. For short laser pulses, the characteristic ’breakdown’
and ’ionization’ times can last almost as long as the laser pulse, and the character and
intensity of EUV radiation will drastically depend on specific values of the characteristic
times.

This qualitative reasoning suggests that the optical breakdown processes and the pro-
cess to establish the proper ionization equilibrium, may not be completed fully during the
short laser pulse at low power density (case a). Increasing the power density will shorten
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Figure 5.9: Schematical drawing of the timescales of the main processes relative to the
laser pulse duration for three cases; the difference being a higher power density in case b)
compared to case a), and a higher target density in case c) compared to case a)

the breakdown phase thus giving more time for ionization (case b). This explains a strong
change of the ionization equilibrium in the spectra (figure 5.5(a)). A similar effect can be
seen when increasing the plasma density. The product of density and time, ne×τ , needed
for reaching the equilibrium can be reached for shorter time τ at higher density (case c).

Summarizing, in the case of the long pulse, the increase in EUV pulse duration re-
sulting from higher laser energy or higher plasma density is small compared to its full
duration. Therefore the observed change in the EUV spectrum will be small, and also
the change in ionization balance will be small. In the case of the short pulse duration,
a shorter breakdown time results in a significant increase in EUV pulse duration and
its spectral characteristics. The average degree of ionization is now dependent on the
breakdown-ionization timescales, and therefore spectra show a strong shift in ionization
balance.
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Chapter 6

Enhancement of plasma EUV
emission by application of pre-pulses

6.1 Shockwave-plasma interaction using ns pre-pulses

6.1.1 Abstract

Laser plasmas have been produced using a xenon gas jet as a target and a pre/main pulse
heating scheme in which the two laser foci are separated in space. EUV intensities around
13.5nm and in the range 5 − 20nm have been recorded, and an up to 5-fold increase in
intensity has been measured. The gain in intensity is explained by the interaction of the
shockwave produced by the pre-pulse with the xenon in the focus of the main pulse.

6.1.2 Introduction

In recent years, two types of extreme ultraviolet (EUV) radiation sources for lithography
are being widely investigated, namely plasmas generated by electrical discharges and
plasmas produced by pulsed laser systems. In both approaches predominantly xenon
was explored to create the plasma, which is to emit at 13.5nm, the wavelength selected
for EUV lithography. The use of xenon has been motivated by the virtual absence of
contamination by plasma debris and ions, and the suitable spectral characteristics with
considerable emission at 13.5nm.

However, there are essential drawbacks on the use of gaseous targets in general, as
compared to solid targets. The emitting volume is often smaller than the total volume
into which the gas has expanded. This results in a loss of EUV yield in the expanded,
low-density target area due to absorption in neutral xenon and xenon with a low degree
of ionization. Another disadvantage of gaseous targets is the low initial density in the
focal volume, and, as a consequence, also the low EUV yield.

In previous work we have shown that the EUV source brightness can be increased
by increasing the initial target density, although the EUV absorption in the outer target
area may increase as well [64]. It was demonstrated though, that the EUV absorption
could be reduced by applying an EUV transparent buffer gas [64]. In the current letter
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Figure 6.1: Schematic drawing of the set-up. BS1 and BS2 represent beam-splitters, A is
an attenuator, and M1, M2 are high reflectance mirrors. L is the path length to set the
delay between pre- and main pulse.

we discuss a new technique to produce a higher target gas density without affecting the
density in the outer target area, namely the use of two consecutive laser pulses, which are
focused with several tens of µms spacing in between. We have observed an up to 5-fold
increase in yield when delaying the main pulse several ns with respect to the pre-pulse,
an effect which we argue to be caused by the interaction of the shockwave produced by
the pre-pulse with the gas in the focal volume of the main pulse.

6.1.3 Experimental set-up

The supersonic gas jet target was created by a pulsed nozzle positioned in the center of a
vacuum chamber, with the xenon flow perpendicular to the optical axis of the laser beam,
an XUV pinhole camera, and a transmission grating spectrograph (TGS) (figure 6.1(a)).

The dimension of the jet cross-section, produced by the nozzle, was chosen to match
the laser plasma dimensions in order to minimize EUV absorption in the high density
part of the jet. The jet diameter was 0.41mm at the nozzle exit, corresponding to plasma
dimensions typical for the case of frequency doubled Nd:YAG ns laser pulses.

Gas jet images were obtained using an x-ray backlighting technique. The density was
then calculated from the images using an Abel inversion method. The xenon density
could be approximated by a linear distribution as a function of the jet radius, and ranged
from ∼ 2mg/cm3 (corresponding to 20 bar reservoir pressure) on axis at the position of
the focal spot, to ∼ 2.6× 10−5 mg/cm3 at a distance of about 0.25mm from the jet axis,
at 0.5mm from the nozzle exit. The gas jet velocity at the position of the focal spot was
calculated to amount 300− 400m/s using one-dimensional isentropic flow [94].

For spectral analysis, a spectrograph based on a free standing transmission grating
(10.000 l/mm) has been used to record the EUV emission in the 7 − 17nm band [64].
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The spectrograph was installed at an angle of 22.5 degrees with respect to the incident
laser beam. A multilayer-based EUV diagnostic, the so-called Flying Circus (FC) [59, 58],
was used at a similar angle to measure the narrow-band EUV emission (∆λ ∼ 0.5nm,
λ = 13.5nm). The FC system allowed few ns temporal resolution1.

The plasmas were generated using the second harmonic beam of a Nd:YAG laser,
which produced 0.140 Joule on target per pulse at 532nm in 6.7ns. A spherical lens
of 200mm focal length was used to focus the beam to a spot of 50 µm, resulting in a
peak intensity of 1× 1012 W/cm2. The dimensions of the focal spots were measured from
craters produced on a Ta test strip using low laser pulse energies.

Two 50%/50% beam-splitters and an attenuator were used to obtain a pre- and main
pulse with equal energies (figure 6.1(b)). The foci were positioned at a distance of 0.5mm
from the nozzle exit. Nozzle erosion due to ablation by the plasma was found to be
negligible at this distance. The focal spot size of the pre-pulse beam was measured to be
50µm while the focal spot of the main beam was 60µm. The spatial separation between
the focal spots was varied.

The time delay between the pre and the main laser pulse was fixed at 7ns. At this
delay the peak intensity of the two-pulse structure did not exceed the peak intensity of
a single pulse. Such an increase of the peak intensity would create a faster breakdown
avalanche and therefore not directly comparable conditions [21].

6.1.4 Results and discussion

VJET

BEAM WAIST
MAIN PULSE 

SHOCK WAVES 

PLASMA'S 

BEAM WAIST 
PRE PULSE

t3

t2

t1

Figure 6.2: Schematic drawing of the interaction of the shockwave generated by the
pre-pulse with the plasma generated by the main laser pulse. Positions of shockwaves
generated by the pre-pulse are shown for different moments in time. The highest density
in the beam waist of the main pulse, due to interaction of the shockwave with the gas jet,
is reached at t3.

1International Radiation Detectors Inc, www.ird-inc.com, diode type HS-5 (low capacitance version)
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The mechanism assumed for shockwave/plasma interaction is shown in figure 6.2.
This figure schematically shows the shockwaves, created by the pre-pulse, at the moment
the main pulse arrives. The black circles represent the normal shockwaves at the jet
axis (high density area), while the gray circles indicate the waves at the edges of the
jet (low density area). The plasma expands quasi-cylindrically due to its homogenous
electron temperature (section 6.2.5). The resulting density distribution just in front of
the shockwave is a superposition of the initial density profile and the cylindrical shockwave
density profile.

τ

(a) (b)

Figure 6.3: Figure (a) shows the main laser pulse (dashed curve) and corresponding EUV
pulse (continuous curve), with τ representing the delay between the laser and the EUV
pulse, and figure (b) double laser pulse (dashed curve) and corresponding EUV pulse
(continuous curve).

Figure 6.3(a) shows the laser and EUV time characteristics in the case of using the
main laser pulse only. The EUV pulse (narrow-band) is notably shorter (4.7 ± 0.1ns
vs. 6.7± 0.1ns at FWHM). The relative position of the EUV pulse with respect to the
laser pulse was not known, though the emission of EUV is believed to be delayed with
respect to the laser pulse. This delay is caused by the time needed for breakdown to
fully develop in the xenon, a process taking of the order of few ns [21]. A lower limit
for the breakdown time can be measured when comparing the EUV and laser pulse.
By normalizing the peaks of the curves and matching the downward slopes, an offset of
2.4 ± 0.1ns between the two upward slopes was found at half the top values. Here we
assumed that the recombination timescale of the ionized plasma was shorter than a ns
and that the decreasing laser intensity, at the end of the laser pulse, did not increase the
recombination time.

Figure 6.3(b) shows the laser intensity of both the pre and main laser pulse (dashed
line). The solid line in this figure represents the corresponding EUV pulse, which has the
same duration as in the case of the single-pulse generated plasma. The EUV pulse in the
latter case corresponds well with the shape and intensity of the first EUV peak of the
pre-pulse/main pulse plasma (figure 6.3(b)). The use of the pre-pulse is found to result in
a 4 times larger yield compared to the use of the main pulse only. The time between the
peaks of the two EUV pulses is 1.5± 0.1ns longer than the time delay between the pre-
and main laser pulse. These additional 1.5± 0.1ns thought to be caused by a difference
in breakdown timescale or recombination timescale of the two cases.
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Figure 6.4: Xenon spectra recorded using a single and double laser pulse, corresponding
to respectively the dashed curve and continuous curve.

In figure 6.4 spectra are shown, recorded using the main pulse only, and the pre/main
pulse heating scheme. These spectra show a similar increase at wavelengths shorter than
∼ 12nm (up to 5 times) and ∼ 3 times increase at wavelengths longer than ∼ 14nm.
The spectra are the result of accumulating 100 shots and are not corrected for grating or
CCD efficiency [20, 53, 61].

The significant increase of both broad band and narrow band EUV emission can be
explained by the interaction of the shockwave produced by the pre-pulse and the gas
in the focal volume of the main pulse. The velocity of the shockwave produced by the
pre-pulse is approximately equal to the ionic sound velocity vexp = (kbZTe/mi)

1/2 with
Z the average degree of ionization equal to ∼ 10, k = 1.38× 10−23 J/K, Te the electron
temperature ∼ 30 eV (= (3.5 ± 0.8) × 105 K), m = 132 atomic units (= 2.2 × 10−25 kg)
[88]. Under these conditions, a velocity of (1.5±0.5)×104 m/s was found. It is noted that
the error in v is mainly determined by the error in Te. The values for the average degree
of ionization and electron temperature are based on spectral analysis (6.4) [20, 53, 61].

Due to the breakdown time delay, the time during which the shockwave propagated
towards the focus of the main pulse was shorter than the delay between the two laser
pulses: (7−2.4 =) 4.6±0.2ns, using the breakdown time delay of 2.4ns found above. The
corresponding shockwave propagation length is 4.6ns×(1.5±0.5)×104 m/s = 69±23µm.
It is likely that the shockwave started from a position close to the center of the focus of
the pre-pulse (in the plane perpendicular to the laser beam). The path length from this
point to the centre of the focus of the main pulse was then about 70− 80µm. This value
matches well with the calculated value of 69 ± 23µm. The proposed model has been
confirmed by additional experiments using a smaller distance between the two pulses,
namely 55µm. The intensity increase was found to be much less profound, namely only a
factor of two. This allows a first estimate of the width of the shockwave, considering the
difference between the shockwave path length with 80µm spot separation and the path
in the case of 55µm separation. This would give a shockwave width of less than 25µm.

From analyzing the EUV yield measurements (figure 6.3(a) and 6.3(b)), we find that
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the EUV yield increased by 4 times at 13.5nm. The absorption in neutral xenon and
xenon with a low degree of ionization is maximal at 13.5nm and minimal below ∼ 12nm
within this wavelength range2. The fact that the measured increase in EUV intensity
is similar in both wavelength regions, indicates that the change in EUV absorption was
negligible.

In a previous paper, we reported that the intensity increase was found to be propor-
tional to the density squared [64]. From the intensity increase found, a factor of 4 at
13.5nm, a 2-fold increase in density across the shock could be expected. In general, and
under ideal conditions, the maximum density increase in the case of very large shockwave
velocities is (γ+1)/(γ−1) [94] (result from the Rankine-Hugoniot equation for large Mach
numbers). Using γ = 5/3 for neutral xenon would lead to a maximum density increase
of 4. In our case, however, the shockwave is not ideal due to energy dissipation, partial
ionization of the gas, and some uncertainty on the exact position of the shockwave with
respect to the main beam waist. The measured increase of the EUV yield thus is in good
agreement with our hypothesis on density enhancement by shockwave formation.

It is evident, that the laser pre-pulse does not necessarily need to be of similar duration
and intensity as the main pulse. A shockwave might also be produced using a low energy
laser pulse of short duration. The advantage of this is that the pre-pulse will not produce
a radiating plasma, but only a propagating shockwave, to be discussed in the second part
in of the chapter.

In conclusion, we have observed a strong increase of the EUV yield from laser plasmas
generated by a pre-pulse/main-pulse heating scheme with spatial separation of the pre-
and main-beam focus. The increase in EUV yield, as compared to plasmas created by a
single pulse, amounted a factor of 4 at 13.5nm and a factor of up to 5 for wavelengths
below 12nm. The gain in yield is explained by a target gas density enhancement caused
by the interaction of a shockwave, created by the pre-pulse, with the gas in the focus of
the main pulse. EUV absorption in neutral xenon and xenon at a low degree of ionization,
surrounding the emitting zone of the plasma, was found to be negligible. The increase
was in agreement with calculations based on isotropic and asymptotic plasma expansion.
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6.2 Shockwave-laser interaction using ps pre-pulses

6.2.1 Abstract

A new, double laser pulse heating scheme has been applied to generate plasmas with
enhanced emission in the Extreme UV. The plasmas were produced by focusing of two
laser beams (pre- and main pulses) with small spatial separation between the foci on
a xenon gas jet as a target. Pre-pulses with ps-duration were applied to obtain high
shockwave densities, following indications of earlier results obtained using ns-pre-pulses
[63]. EUV intensities around 13.5nm and in the range 5 − 20nm were recorded, and a
maximum increase in intensity exceeding 2 was measured at an optimal delay of 140ns
between pre- and main pulse. The gain in intensity is explained by the interaction of the
shockwave produced by the pre-pulse with the xenon in the beam waist of the main pulse.
Extensive simulation was done using the radiative magneto-hydrodynamic code (RMHD)
code Z∗.

6.2.2 Introduction

In recent years, two types of extreme ultraviolet (EUV) radiation sources for lithography
have been widely investigated, namely plasmas generated by electrical discharges and
plasmas produced by pulsed laser systems. Initially, efforts were focused on the use of
xenon as a target material. This was motivated by the virtual absence of contamination
by plasma debris and ions, and the suitable spectral characteristics with considerable
emission at 13.5nm, the wavelength selected for EUV lithography.

However, there are essential drawbacks on the use of gaseous targets in general as
compared to solid targets. The gas usually expands into a volume much larger than the
EUV emitting plasma, and this low density zone of neutral or partially recombined ions
leads to significant absorption of EUV radiation. Another disadvantage of gaseous targets
is the low initial density in the focal volume, and, as a consequence, also the low EUV
yield.

In previous work [64] we have shown that increasing the initial target density can
enhance the EUV source brightness, although EUV absorption in the outer target area
may increase as well. It was demonstrated though, that the EUV absorption could be
reduced by applying an EUV transparent buffer gas surrounding the plasma, especially
the EUV emitting part of the plasma [64].

In a recently published letter [63] we discussed a new technique to produce a higher
target gas density without affecting the density in the outer target area, namely the use of
two consecutive, identical laser pulses, which were focused with several tens of µm spacing
in between. An up to 5-fold increase in yield was observed when delaying the main pulse
several nanoseconds with respect to the pre-pulse, an effect which we argued to be caused
by the interaction of the shockwave produced by the pre-pulse with the gas in the focal
volume of the main-pulse.

In the current paper we explore this technique in considerably greater detail and
generalize the phenomenon to a larger parameter range than in Ref. [63]. Instead of a ns
pre-pulse a ps pre-pulse was used, since it was expected that a higher power density may
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lead to a larger shockwave velocity and as a result a higher gas density at the shockwave.
Due to the larger delay between the two pulses, typically tens of ns, the plasma

created by the ps pre-pulse will have fully recombined by the time the main pulse arrives.
The density effect can be studied independent of possible contributions due to enhanced
heating, because the absorption of laser light in an ionized gas is much higher than in a
neutral gas. This is different from the experiment published in Ref. [63]. Other extensions
to the previous experiment [63] consist of a variation of the delay time between the pre-
and main pulses and a monitoring of the position of the EUV emitting part of the plasma.

Results from measurements are compared with results from extensive modeling of the
pre- and main-pulse interaction with the gas jet. The modeling was performed by using
the radiative magneto-hydrodynamic (RMHD) code Z∗, which allows one to calculate the
emission in narrow bandwidths e.g. the EUV band. This is the first time that results
on laser plasma modeling with the code Z∗ are published. The experimental technique
described in this paper is generally applicable to laser- and discharge-produced plasmas,
and it does not depend on the target material.

6.2.3 Experimental set-up

The experiments were performed at X-ray laboratory of CCLRC Rutherford Appleton
Laboratory (Didcot, UK). A top view of the experimental setup is shown in figure 6.5.

PRE-PULSE
MAIN PULSE

MLM BASED
DIAGNOSTIC

PHOTODIODE

GAS JET

PINHOLE
CAMERA

Figure 6.5: Schematic drawing of the set-up (top view).

Laser operation and positioning
Plasmas were generated in the gas jets using two different laser beams, shown in figure
6.5. The pre-pulse was generated in a custom built oscillator, and amplified in an excimer
laser (KrF) [42] to 5.6mJ in a 4 ps pulse at 248nm. The resulting power density was
4 × 1014 W/cm2. The pulse length was measured with an autocorrelator. A ps pulse
was selected in order to generate a shockwave with a relatively high density. During the
experiment the maximum pulse energy was selected.

The pre-pulse contained amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) pulse with 12ns du-
ration 6.6, and an energy of 26mJ . This ASE produced a maximum power density of
about 109 W/cm2, which is 5 orders of magnitude lower than the ps pulse. The main
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Figure 6.6: Pre-pulse (KrF) and main pulse (Nd:YAG) at a delay of 50 ns.

(a) overview (b) side view (c) top view

Figure 6.7: Schematical drawing of the beam waist geometry inside the gas jet. The dark
beam waist represents the pre-pulse, the light gray beam the main pulse. The gas flow
direction in 6.7(a) and 6.7(b) is from bottom to top, and in 6.7(c) out of the plane of the
paper. Both laser beams are incident from the left.

pulse was generated using a frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser with 6 ns duration at full
width half mean (FWHM), a wavelength of 532nm, and a pulse energy of 316mJ . These
pulse properties are the same as for the main pulse used in Ref. [63] except for the pulse
energy, which is lower in this experiment. A high-speed vacuum photodiode (ITL type
TF1850UV) was used to measure the delay between pre- and main pulses. These diodes
have a typical rise time of 0.1ns.

The pre-pulse was focused into the jet using a 10 cm focal length lens, while a 15 cm lens
was used for the main pulse. The power density in case of the pre-pulse was 4×1014 W/cm2

(20µm waist diameter), and for the main pulse it was about 7×1012 W/cm2 (and assuming
a smallest waist diameter of 30µm). Laser beams were aligned in two parallel planes
perpendicular to the axis of the nozzle with an angle of 22 degrees between the two
beams. The distance between the two planes was 40 − 45µm with the main pulse focus
closest to the nozzle exit and at 0.5mm distance from the nozzle exit. This distance was
used in order to minimize ablation of the nozzle by the plasma. A schematic drawing of
the beam paths is shown in figure 6.7.
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Gas jet target
Gas jets were produced using a pulsed nozzle, which was installed in the centre of the
vessel, perpendicular to the plane of the drawing. The conical divergent-convergent nozzle
was designed to produce low divergent gas jets of a small cross-section. The low divergence
was essential to produce high density jets, which is only possible at a moderate Mach
number (M = 3− 4) [94]. The time the valve was opened was chosen such that a steady
state flow was reached before the laser beams were focused into the gas jet. In all cases
xenon was used as target gas. The dimensions of the nozzle are: throat diameter 0.13mm,
exit diameter 0.25mm, and a half top angle of 2 degrees. The valve which was used to
control the gas flow is a series 99 valve from General Valve.

Gas jet images were obtained using an x-ray backlighting technique [52]. The density
was then calculated from the images using an Abel inversion method [22]. The xenon
density could be approximated by a linear distribution as a function of the jet radius,
and ranged from ∼ 1mg/cm3 (when the reservoir pressure is set to 10 bar) on axis at the
position of the focal spot, to ∼ 2.6× 10−5 mg/cm3 at a distance of about 0.18mm from
the jet axis, at 0.5mm from the nozzle exit. The gas jet velocity at the position of the
focal spot was calculated, and amounted 300m/s using one-dimensional isentropic flow
[94]. The radial and axial density profiles obtained of the jets are shown in figure 6.8.

Figure 6.8: Measured radial (continuous), and axial (squares) density. The radial profile
is taken at 0.5mm from the nozzle exit.

Laser plasma diagnostics
A filtered pinhole camera was used to record an image of the plasma. The filter, which was
used to select the wavelength range, consisted of a Si3N4 membrane of 50nm thickness
coated with 100nm niobium with a total transmission spectral range between 5.7−15.6nm
(FWHM). The pinhole diameter was 50µm resulting at the used distance in a resolution
of 62µm. The image, 10.8 times magnified, was recorded using a back-thinned CCD
camera.

A multilayer mirror based EUV diagnostic, the so-called Flying Circus (FC) diagnostic
[59, 58], was used to measure narrow-band EUV emission. This diagnostic, which was
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installed at an angle of 45 degrees with respect to the pre-pulse beam, utilized a concave
Mo/Si multilayer mirror directing the EUV radiation onto a filtered photodiode (figure
6.5). The filter was similar to the one used for the pinhole camera. The diode signal
was recorded using a digital storage oscilloscope while using the diode in a reversed bias
scheme. The Mo/Si mirror had a peak reflectivity of ∼ 68% at 13.5nm, and a bandwidth
of 0.5nm (FWHM). The mirrors were produced at FOM [46, 47]. The diodes (IRD, type
HS-5) had a short, few ns rise time.

6.2.4 Experimental results

The EUV radiation of the plasmas was measured as a function of the delay between pre-
and main pulse. EUV yield ratios in figure 6.9 represent the ratio of the yield with pre-
pulse versus the yield without pre-pulse. ’Zero delay’ in this graph corresponds to the
case when no pre-pulse was applied. The narrow band EUV signals (13.5 ± 0.25nm at
FWHM) demonstrated a significant increase of the yield with increasing delay, starting at
50ns. A maximum increase exceeding 2 was reached at approximately 140ns. At longer
delays the EUV signal decreased. Broad band EUV signals (5.7 − 15.6nm at FWHM),
recorded by the spectrograph, showed a similar behavior with a maximum increase of 1.8
times at 160ns delay and also a more significant decrease at longer delays. We note that
application of the ps pulse only did not result in any detectable narrow band or broad
band EUV signal, and that the error bar is ± 10%.

Figure 6.9: Ratio of the narrow band (squares) and the broad band (triangles) emission,
i.e. ratio of the yield with and without pre-pulse, as a function of the delay between pre-
and main pulse, in case of a xenon reservoir pressure of 10 bar. The curve shown is a
guide for the eyes.

The EUV source position was then measured using the pinhole camera. It was found
that the position of the plasma varied as function of the delay between pre- and main
pulse. This shift in position was observed only in the plane perpendicular to the gas flow
i.e. parallel to the laser beams. We assumed that the radiating plasma was always located
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TOWARDS FOCUSING LENS
OF THE MAIN BEAM

µ

Figure 6.10: Measured plasma position at half of the peak intensity (squares), and at
peak intensity (triangles) as a function of the delay between pre and main-pulse. The
curve is shown as a guide for the eye.

along the optical axis of the main laser beam. With this assumption, the real shift in
plasma position along the axis of the laser beam has been calculated (figure 6.10). The
EUV radiating part of the plasma did not show any significant shift before approximately
100ns delay. After 100ns the position did shift towards the focusing lens (figure 6.10).
The maximum shift measured amounted to 210µm, for a delay of 250ns. We note that
the error bar in position of the plasma is ±10%.

6.2.5 Modelling results and discussion

Modeling of the laser plasma dynamics was performed at European Pulsed Power Re-
search Applications Society par Actions Simplifiee (EPPRA SAS (Courtaboef, France)).
The radiation magneto-hydrodynamics (RMHD) code Z∗ was developed on the basis of
the code ZETA for the complete simulation of 2-D axially symmetric plasmas [29, 36, 40]
usually generated by electrical discharges. The code Z∗ was developed to perform calcu-
lations with ’cold start’ ionization processes (i.e. starting from neutral gas) and radiation
transfer in a non-equilibrium regime (to simulate low density plasmas) [60]. To model
the relevant processes in laser produced plasmas, as required for this work, several other
physical processes were added to the code. These additions included absorption and re-
flection of laser light, and calculating the radiation transport in selected, narrow bands,
i.e. for wavelengths around 13.5 nm, along a trajectory that can be selected without fur-
ther constraints. Absorption processes which are included, are bound-bound absorption,
multi-photon ionization, inverse bremsstrahlung, and resonant absorption [82]. Collisional
processes provide dissipation of the absorbed laser energy from exited and accelerated elec-
trons to the plasma. The following processes were neglected: nonlinear effects of laser
energy absorption [82], ponderomotive acceleration of electrons, refraction and scattering.
This was allowed because at the conditions of this experiment the xenon density was low,
and the power density of the main pulse was low. In the addendum, a description of
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Figure 6.11: Initial conditions for the target density, cross-section through a cylindrical
geometry a), i.e. in a horizontal plane, b) slab geometry, i.e. in a vertical plane. Black
represents the maximum xenon density (1.02 ± 0.02mg/cm3), white is vacuum; each gray
scale step corresponds to a change in density of 0.04mg/cm3.

the code is presented with a detailed discussion of the most important physics issues of
coupling laser radiation into a low density (gas) target.

The experimental conditions as described before were used as input for modeling. To
study the plasma dynamics due to the pre-pulse interaction in a plane perpendicular to
the jet axis, i.e. in the x − y plane, the cylindrical geometry presented in figure 6.11(a)
was used. For modeling of the shockwave propagation along the jet axis, we consider
a slab geometry with a thickness equal to the jet diameter (figure 6.11(b)), i.e. a cross-
section of a cylinder taken along its axis (x−z plane). Distributions of plasma parameters
resulting from interaction of the pre-pulse with the gas jet at corresponding time delay
(τ = 0− 200ns) were used as initial plasma parameters for modeling of interaction with
the main pulse. To take into account the different incident angles of pre- and main-
pulse laser beam, the results obtained after the pre-pulse interaction were rotated over 22
degrees and shifted over a distance H = Ho+vj ·τ , where Ho corresponds to the distance
measured between parallel planes of the two laser beams and vj - the gas jet velocity.
The simulated geometry was projected on a mesh (50× 100) with minimal cell size about
1µm.

The ps pulse shape was approximated by a triangle with 1.4GW as peak power,
4 ps duration (FWHM). The diameter of the ASE beam at the most narrow position was
100µm. As the beam waist diameter of the ps pulse could not be measured with sufficient
accuracy we have done calculations for different values of which results for a beam waist
diameter of 50µm gave the best match with experimental data. The temporal shapes of
the ns ASE pulse and ns main pulse were taken from experimental data (figure 6.6), and
fitted to a Gaussian profile.
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Figure 6.12: Cross-sections of the Xe jets showing the density after 20 ns in the case of a)
cylindrical geometry, i.e. in a horizontal plane, b) slab geometry (the ps pulse started at
t = 0 ns). The density ranges again from 1.02 ± 0.02mg/cm3 to vacuum, with steps of
0.04mg/cm3.

Pre-pulse - gas jet interaction

The shockwave produced by the pre-pulse is dominated by the ps pulse, the effects due
to the ns ASE pulse are minor, and are observed during only the first 20 − 30ns. We
note that is necessary to include the ASE pulse into the modeling because the total pulse
energy is about ∼ 5 times the ps pulse energy, in spite of the fact that the power density
is about 5 orders of magnitude smaller. The ASE pulse heats the xenon and creates the
first shockwave, which propagates with comparatively low velocity. The ps pulse starts
at t = 0ns, 15.2ns later than the ns ASE pulse, due to its higher power density it ionizes
and heats the xenon to higher temperatures which results in faster shockwaves compared
to the shockwaves produced by the ASE pulse. The shockwaves from the ASE and ps
pulse have merged after about 25ns. The dynamics of the plasma expansion depends
strongly on the focal spot size of the pre-pulse. As an example, the computed shockwaves
from the ASE and ps pulse are shown in figure 6.12 in case of the slab geometry, at 5ns
after the start of the ps pulse, and using a diameter of 25µm for the smallest part of
the beam waist of the ps pulse. The effective electron temperature after the pre-pulse
exceeds 1.45 eV near the jet center. The total absorbed energy due the pre-pulse was
about 15− 19µJ , which is less than 0.1% of the total pre-pulse energy. It is noted that
the absorbed fraction is in reasonable agreement with experimental data [34].

We now give an overview of the modeling results. Firstly, the shockwaves propagate
predominantly along the jet axis (z-axis), where the initial density is higher. In the case
presented in figure 6.12(b) (slab geometry) the density in the peak of the shockwave along
the jet axis is 1.6mg/cm3. We note that the modeling was performed in two different 2-D
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target geometries, in order to be able to extrapolate to the 3-D case.
Secondly, the expansion geometry of the shockwaves was found to be approximately

the same for cylindrical and slab target geometries, namely in both cases cylindrical
along the laser beam axis producing a plasma channel. This symmetry is explained
by the homogeneity of the electron temperature distribution. It varies from 1.45 eV at
the center to 1.2 eV at the jet edge. The velocity of the shockwave in the case of the
cylindrical and slab geometry simulated cases are nearly identical (figure 6.13). Thirdly,
the expansion velocity decreases if we assume a larger focal spot. The lower power density
of the laser radiation would lead to a lower plasma temperature in the channel and as a
consequence the shockwave velocity would also be lower.

PS SHOCKWAVE

NS ASE SHOCKWAVE

Figure 6.13: The average velocity of the shockwaves for slab (squares) and cylindrical
geometry (triangles). The curve shown is a guide for the eye.

Summarizing, the geometry of the shockwaves produced by the pre-pulse are basically
of a cylindrical geometry. Nevertheless, the density just in front of the shockwave is
significantly varying along the beam path having maxima in the plane perpendicular to
the laser beam and parallel to the jet axis. Behind the shockwave the expanding plasma
is distributed homogeneously in the shockwave cylinder and it cooled down due to the
expansion. The velocity of the shockwave expansion in the case of a 50µm focal spot
for the pre-pulse is shown in figure 6.13. The initial velocity due to the ps pulse is
3.1× 103 m/s, which drops to 1.2× 103 m/s at 150ns.

Main-pulse - gas jet interaction

Interaction of the main laser beam with the pre-pulse modified density distribution in the
gas jet was modeled using the results described above for the gas density distribution and
thermodynamic parameters. Calculations were done at a distance H from the pre-pulse
beam plane along the jet axis (H = Ho + vj · τ , where Ho = 40 − 45µm (= spacing
between focal planes, and vj · τ the additional displacement due to the gas jet flow)) and
rotated over 22 degrees around the jet axis, corresponding to the geometry used in the
experiment.
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Figure 6.14: Geometry of the radiating plasma (shaded area A) at several time delays.
Hi represents the distance between the optical planes of the pre-pulse (upper plane Ppre)
and the main-pulse (lower plane Pmain) at time delay τi, and D represents the distance
between the projections of the beam waists in the optical plane of the main laser pulse.
The distance needed to travel by the cylindrical shockwave at time delay τi in order to
interact with the main laser pulse is ((vj ·τi+H0)

2+D2
i )

1/2. The shaded area A represents
the radiating plasma. Plane Ppre moves upward due to the velocity of the jet.

Simulations were performed again in cylindrical and slab geometries to obtain plasma
parameters along and perpendicular to the jet axis. In the case when no pre-pulse is
applied, the absorbed laser energy is about 0.7mJ , corresponding to 0.2% of the total
laser pulse energy, This is about 30 times more than the energy absorbed during the
pre-pulse. The plasma is heated up to a maximal electron temperature of Te,max = 22 eV .

A general scenario of the interaction of the main laser pulse with the pre-pulse modified
density distribution of the gas jet target is shown in figure 6.14. Without the pre-pulse or
at a very small time delay the main pulse creates an optical breakdown, initially at the
position where gas density is maximal, i.e. close to the jet axis. Even when the xenon
along the beam path is ionized and heated, towards the front and rear sides of the jet,
the most intense radiation still originates from the central part of the jet. This area is
designated as A on a figure 6.14(a).

At a larger delay between the laser pulses the shockwave produced by the pre-pulse
reaches the plane of the main laser beam (figure 6.14(b)). Due to the geometry of the
two beams (their projections cross in between the jet axis and the rear side of the jet)
the shockwave firstly intersects with the main laser beam path behind the jet axis. The
shockwave path at this moment is indicated as L1 and equal to L1 ≈ H1 = Ho + vj · τ1.
At this moment some increase of the intensity in the rear part of the laser plasma occurs
which was observed, and in some occasions also a shift of the plasma away from the
incident laser beam i.e. in the direction of the rear of the gas jet.

Somewhat later (at the delay time τ2) the high density shockwave arrives at the posi-
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tion where the main laser beam is closest to the jet axis, (figure 6.14(c)). The correspond-
ing shockwave path is indicated as L2 and can be presented as L2 ≈ (H2

2 + d2
2)

1/2 using
H2 = Ho + vj · τ2. By d2 we denote a corresponding distance between the projections of
the beam paths (figure 6.14(c)). From the modeling work is found that the density in the
shockwave is approximately 1.6 times higher than in the unconditioned jet. According
to previously reported results [64], the EUV intensity rises proportional to the density
squared and therefore a 2− 2.5 times increase of EUV radiation is expected.

From experimental results we observe that during the first 100ns delay no significant
shift in plasma position occurs. This can be explained by the time which is needed for
the shockwave to travel through the main-pulse focus. However during this ’dead time’
an intensity increase is observed, being 2− 2.5 times at 100ns measured with the narrow
band EUV diagnostic. This is in accordance with the results from the modeling which
showed a density increase of 1.6 times. We note that no change in radiating plasma
position means no change in EUV absorption.

Resuming the modeling results, at even longer delay (τ3) when the shockwave has
passed position L2 and it reaches a position where the gas density near the jet axis in a
plane of main laser beam is low (figure 6.14(d)). The density of the shockwave in position
L3 is not as high as it is in position L2. The corresponding intensity of the EUV radiation
produced is low as well. Nevertheless due to the fact that the plasma at L3 is much closer
to the edge of the jet, the radiation does not experience essential absorption in neutral
xenon and xenon with a low degree of ionization.

The EUV absorption effect, described in the previous paragraph, is taken into account
in a post-processing procedure by means of a recalculation of the optical depth along the
trajectory of detection of narrow band EUV radiation (13− 14nm, and 67o with respect
to the main laser beam see figure 6.5). The transmission changes from the neutral jet
transmission 0.35 to 0.19 at 12ns (due to the propagating shockwave) and increases up to
0.81 due to the plasma expansion (figure 6.15). Note that the change of the transmission
is about a factor 2. From measurements is found that the detected intensity at the delay
τ3 is comparable or does exceed even slightly total radiation at the delay τ2. The dip
around 12ns in figure 6.15 is not experimentally observed while the delay step size is
taken small enough.

The experimental results allow us to interpret the narrow and broad band measure-
ments. After 100ns the plasma position changes as a function of the delay and shifts
towards the incident main laser beam. The maximum in yield is found at 140ns (narrow
band) and 160ns (broad band). Due to the shift in position, the plasma is produced at a
lower density. We note that the plasma is produced at the position where the density is
the highest i.e. along its path where laser induced breakdown is initiated. This reduced
density results in reduced intensity.

However, this reduced EUV intensity to some extent is counter balanced by a reduced
absorption: due to the large shift in plasma position, the plasma is effectively created
nearer to the jet edge, so that the optical path to the detector becomes more transparent.
The net observed EUV yield with respect to 140 − 160ns is therefore still considerable,
being comparable to the yield observed at shorter time delays. It is noted that the nar-
row band EUV diagnostic monitored the wavelength region where xenon absorption is
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Figure 6.15: Calculated xenon transmission between 13−14 nm as a function of the delay,
for an observation angle close to the main laser beam (Nd:YAG).

the strongest3, therefore being more sensitive to EUV absorption than the broad band
EUV diagnostic. The increase in narrow band EUV yield is found to be larger than the
increase in broad band EUV yield at all delays (figure 6.9). At larger time delays the
shockwave reaches parts of the gas jet with a lower density, and the plasmas produced at
those positions consequently result in a lower EUV intensity.

In order to compare the experimental data with results from calculations quantita-
tively, the path length L was calculated for both cases. We recall briefly, it represents
the distance to be traveled by the shockwave in order to interact with the main pulse.
To estimate the path length L in case of the experimental results we use as input the gas
jet velocity, and that the expansion of the shockwave is cylindrically symmetric. Because
the plasma has a finite dimension, a range of L values was used, representing the laser-
shockwave interaction zone. This is indicated by the gray area in figure 6.16. The width
of the range is given by the FWHM of the plasma perpendicular to the optical axis of the
laser beam. In case of the modeling results the path length (figure 6.16) was calculated
for 25 and 50µm as values for the beam waist diameter (for ps pulse). Results of path
length L in case of modeling and experiment are shown in figure 6.16.

In case of a small beam waist diameter (25µm) for the ps pulse, i.e. a higher power
density and thus a higher shockwave velocity, a small time window was expected during
which a strong interaction of the shockwave with the main pulse can occur. Figure 6.16
also shows that in case of a larger, i.e. 50µm beam waist diameter, the interaction of
the shockwave with main pulse was possible over a large range of about 80ns, starting at
about 140ns. From EUV yield measurements (figure 6.9) we conclude that at 140ns the
maximum increase was found, at this time the plasma position started to change (figure
6.10). We conclude that the strongest interaction occurs around 140ns. In case of a
50µm beam waist diameter the time for strongest laser-shockwave interaction is about

3www-cxro.lbl.gov/optical constants
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µ

Figure 6.16: Time dependence of distance L, i.e. the distance needed for the shockwave
to travel to the focal area of the main pulse. Experimental data is represented by the grey
area. The triangles and squares represent results of calculations when using respectively
25 and 50µm focal spot diameters for the pre-pulse. The curve is shown as a guide for
the eye.

170µm, which is about 20% larger. The beam waist diameter of the ps pulse will have
been slightly smaller, we estimate it to be about 40−45µm. We note that this difference
in beam waist diameter falls well within the accuracy with which the beam waist was
characterized. Therefore we can conclude that the modeling data matches the experimen-
tal data also quantitatively.

We briefly compare the results presented in this paper with results of experiments
published earlier, for which pre-pulses of ns-duration were used [63]. In the latter case,
we found a higher increase of the yield at 13.5nm, namely up to a factor of five. Several
physical effects can be responsible for this.

Firstly, in the ns pre-pulse experiment, the generation and propagation of a shockwave
was continuously supported by the pre-pulse during the full time delay, thus causing a
higher shockwave velocity and hence a higher density. In addition, the focal planes of pre-
and main pulses were interchanged in the ns-pre-pulse experiment so that the jet flow
direction led to a much smaller effective spatial separation of the propagating shockwave
and the focal plane of main pulse, and consequently a much smaller optimal delay was
obtained (7 versus 140 ns in the ps pre-pulse case, see e.g. Fig 6.9).

The third important difference is due to ionization conditions in the propagating shock-
wave. In the ps experiment, the gas jet is completely neutral after 150ns of shockwave
propagation, while in the case the ns pre-pulses after 7 ns the shockwave is still at least
partially ionized. That may essentially facilitate an optical breakdown in the ns-pre-pulse
experiment and influence the efficiency of coupling of the main laser pulse into plasma
ionization and heating. It is noted that a more precise comparison of the ps- and ns-pre-
pulse effects would require also a variation of the spacing between the beam waists, as
well as the jet flow direction.
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6.2.6 Summary

We have applied a pre- and main-pulse heating technique to enhance the EUV emission of
laser plasmas created on gaseous targets. A ps pre-pulse was used to generate a shockwave
which resulted in a zone of enhanced target density. This area was then used to create
an EUV emitting plasma by the main laser pulse. The narrow and broad band EUV
yield were measured as a function of the delay between the pre- and main pulse. A
maximum increase in EUV yield, exceeding a factor of 2, was measured at a delay of 140
ns. We found that this increase was due to the increased target density and decreased
EUV absorption. The shockwave also caused a shift in plasma position. The observations
are in good qualitative agreement with the results obtained with the radiative magneto-
hydrodynamic code (RMHD) code Z∗, and could be explained by interaction of the main
pulse laser with the pre-pulse-produced shockwave. A comparison is made with results
obtained from the use of ns-pre-pulses. The latter case gave a higher gain in EUV yield,
though the smaller effective spatial separation led to much shorter optimal delays (7 versus
140 ns).
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6.2.8 Addendum

The code Z∗ is designed on the basis of the RMHD code ZETA including magnetohy-
drodynamic equations of multi-charged ion plasmas in a 2-D axially symmetric geometry
with radiation transport in Euler-Lagrange fully conservative scheme [29, 36, 40]. Plasma
radiation properties, ionization and equation of state, plasma kinetic coefficients, viscosity
and ion-electron energy exchange are recalculated from tables prepared in both LTE, and
transparent non-LTE limits by means of the code THERMOS[76]. The common non-LTE
case is modeled by means of analytical interpolation [36, 40] between these two limits.
Beyond the region of the tables, an extrapolation by Saha or Thomas-Fermi models is
applied. To simulate laser plasmas the coupling of laser radiation with the plasma is
implemented into a special version of the code Z∗ with zero electromagnetic field.

The energy transfer from the laser radiation into the plasma is calculated by means
of simplified two pass transfer model taking into account absorption and reflection along
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arbitrary given trajectory
→
s (r, z), i.e.

∂Ψ+

∂
→
s

= −(κl + rl)Ψ+ (6.1)

∂Ψ−
∂

→
s

= −κlΨ− + rlΨ+ (6.2)

where Ψ+, Ψ− are flux densities of direct and reflected laser light correspondently; rl is
the coefficient of reflection from the critical density zone (ω2

pe−ω2
l ) (Noting that ωpe being

the angular plasma frequency, ωl the angular frequency of the laser radiation, and c the
velocity of light.)

rl =

√
ω2

pe − ω2
l

c
(6.3)

κl = κst + κr + κbi + γκbb is the absorption coefficient including interaction of radiation
with electrons, ions and neutral atoms, i.e.:

κst collisional (inverse-bremsstrahlung) absorption with plasma dispersion properties
(critical density effect) (Noting that νei is the electron ion collision frequency)
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κr resonant absorption (due to plasma oscillation resonant excitation)[82]
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l ν
2
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(6.6)

κ′
bb the effective bond-bond excitation calculated from spectral tables at laser quantum

energy �ωl with taking into account the induced de-excitation,
κbi one or multi-quantum (if laser quantum energy is lower of ground state ionization
energy) ionization calculated from spectral tables too.

The parameter γ is introduced to take into account the probability of dissipation of
absorbed in bound-bound electron excitation laser energy to thermal one if laser quantum
energy is lower of ground state ionization energy.

The γ factor is different for ps and ns time scales. In the ps pulse case, the relaxation
time of the ion is much longer then the pulse duration. The laser quantum energy is not
sufficient for direct ionization from the ground state (in our case laser the photon energy
is 5 eV , but the ionization potential of Xe is 12 eV ). However ionization is possible when 3
quanta are absorbed successively (multi-photon ionization), i.e. the first quantum excites
the atom in the ground state, the second produce a higher excited state, and the third
ionizes the atom. In general, the kinetics of these kind of processes are very difficult to
compute, but these are simplified under the condition that the cross-sections of the second
and the third step are (much) larger compared to the first step. It can easily be shown
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that the effective rate of the whole process is defined by the first bound-bound excitation.
In this case the γ factor ∼ 1.

When a sufficiently large degree of ionization is reached the inverse-bremsstrahlung
channel becomes important for coupling laser energy into the plasma. When the ps pulse
is finished and ns pulse starts, multi-photon ionization becomes much less probable due to
the lower intensity and the longer wavelength. Laser energy which has been absorbed by
plasma, is accumulated in excited states via electron-ion collisions. These excited states
can produce EUV photons via spontaneous decay. However at large densities collisional
de-excitation could become important. Therefore the parameter γ is defined by a ratio
of a probability of non-radiating de-excitations (ω3b) to the sum of non-radiating and
spontaneous emission probabilities, i.e.

γ ≈ ω3b

ω3b + ωse
(6.7)

which are calculated from spectral tables. In this approximation we neglect scattering of
light. Also, other nonlinear effects of laser light absorption, ponderomotive acceleration
of electrons, reflection[82] and scattering are neglected under the assumption of a not
sufficient high enough laser intensity and plasma density. Thus, in these approximations,
laser heating is

∇ →
Le= κl(Ψ+ +Ψ−) (6.8)

Special attention in Z∗ is paid to radiation transport simulation in narrow wavelengths
bands, which might be of interest. For example the intensities around 13.5nm wavelength
are calculated in quasi-stationary multi-group semi-analytical self-consistent model with
detailed spectral coefficients i.e. (→

Ω ∇
)
Iω = jω − kωIω (6.9)

where the spectral absorption coefficient kω and emissivity jω are calculated from
spectral tables.
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Chapter 7

Foil trap technique to eliminate
atomic and small particulate debris

7.1 Abstract

A novel method of filtering out atoms and small particulates, emitted from a laser plasma
EUV radiation source, has been developed and experimentally characterized. The method
consists of elimination of debris species by an optically transparent assembly of foils posi-
tioned in a buffer gas environment near the source. A high trapping efficiency is achieved
due to retardation and scattering of particles in the gas and subsequent deposition on
the foils. The method imposes no limitations of the radiation acceptance angle. The foil
trap technique, a debris suppression method universally applicable for different EUVL
radiation sources, has been investigated in combination with a fast rotating laser plasma
target. A target unit with a disk edge velocity of up to 500m/s enabling nearly full
elimination of large particulates, served as a source of different debris components for ex-
periments on foil trapping atoms and sub-micron particulates. An integrated suppression
coefficient of 500 has been measured for debris with sizes of up to a micrometer using a
pilot trap cooled down to −90oC. Extrapolation of this data to conditions when debris
of sub-micron size only is produced, resulted in a suppression coefficient of 2× 103.

7.2 Introduction

To date, all source concepts pursued for application in Extreme UV Lithography are based
on hot plasmas, generated either by laser systems or electrical discharges. An inherent
side effect of the EUV emission of such plasmas is generation of erosion residues or plasma
debris, which lead to contamination of EUV optics. Different laser target concepts, or
discharge electrode systems, are being investigated to reduce the plasma debris production
[32, 35, 39], though it is widely accepted that drastic additional mitigation methods are
required to meet the demands of the lithography application.

The method investigated in this paper consists of trapping debris particulates on
surfaces of a system of appropriate foils located in a buffer gas near the plasma source.
The principle consists of retardation and thermalization of the debris by the plasma
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surrounding buffer gas, followed by adsorption of the slowed down particles at the foil
surfaces. The foils are positioned in radial directions with respect to the source, providing
a high geometrical transparency for the plasma radiation. An example of a trap geometry
is shown in figure 7.1. Thin foil leaflets with a longitudinal size L are separated by gaps
of a width d at the source side. The lateral size of the leaflets, i.e. the width of the
proximal side, determines the radiation acceptance angle, as required for the application.
The method does not impose limitations on both number of leaflets or their lateral size,
i.e. on the total radiation acceptance angle.

plasma

d

L

Figure 7.1: Principle of trapping plasma debris by an optically transparent system of foils
positioned in a buffer gas environment.

A pilot experiment was performed using a thermal, evaporation source of fast atoms.
Atoms emitted from a heated, liquid aluminum droplet (M = 27) were entering a trap
positioned at 2 cm distance. The trap was made of 200µm thick, 6 cm long foils, spaced
by 2 mm at the source side. The source chamber was filled with argon or xenon at a
pressure of 10mTorr. A 1µm thick mylar film was positioned close to the trap exit to
monitor the deposition. After evaporation of the droplet the masses deposited on the
mylar film were determined using soft x-ray transmission measurements and compared to
samples exposed without trap. The trap was kept at room temperature. A suppression
coefficient of 40 was found for argon (M = 40), while xenon (M = 131) resulted in a factor
of 200, in agreement with the higher scattering cross-section of xenon. It should be noted
that these numbers were already obtained using a buffer gas pressure much lower than
that allowable for laser plasma EUV applications (∼ 100mTorr). Additional experiments
were performed with trap walls consisting of glass to observe the longitudinal distribution
of the trapped material. It was found that the walls were coated over a length of 1 to
2 cm and remained practically clean at larger distances from the source. This indicates
a possibility of using more compact designs for atomic debris than used for the data
presented here.

Due to multiple collisions of a debris particle with buffer gas atoms, the probability
of the atom to collide with the foil surface is very high, approaching 100% at an optimal
aspect ratio L/d and sufficient gas pressure. The total trapping efficiency depends also on
the probability for a slow atom to remain on the surface after its collision. The residence
time of an atom on the surface (the interval between deposition and re-evaporation) is
defined as tr = (1/ν) exp(Ea/T ), where ν is the vibration frequency of a surface atom
(typically 10−14 − 10−12 s), Ea the free activation energy in a desorption process, and T
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the surface temperature [93]. For metals Ea is of the order of a few eV , whereas T is a few
hundredths eV . Thus, the theoretical value for the residence time of a thermalized debris
atom on a metallic surface appears to be practically infinite even at room temperature.
Cooling the trap down to a low temperature can help to ensure the desirable effect also
for larger debris particles than atoms or a possibly incomplete thermalization of atoms.

7.3 Experimental set-up

A laser plasma produced on a fast rotating disc was used to experimentally study the
debris mitigation [31]. In a rotating disc target, a vector summation of the debris partic-
ulate velocity, and the target velocity results in a declination of the particulate trajectory,
see figure 7.2. A particle-free acceptance angle is created, for those particles that have a
velocity smaller then or equal to the velocity of the disc at the focal spot [31, 30]. The fast
rotating target unit achieved velocities at the disc edge of up to 500m/s. This target was
demonstrated earlier to be effective in the elimination of particulates larger than ∼ 1µm,
though with reduced effect on sub-micron and atomic particulates, which normally have
higher average velocities. The rotating target served as a source of atoms and particulates
with variable size and velocity, enabling a quasi-selective characterization of the foil trap
method with respect to different debris species.

initial angular 
distribution

angular distribution at 
fast rotation

ω

R

vp

vf

Figure 7.2: Schematical drawing of debris trajectories with and without rotation of the
target. The parameter vp is the intial velocity distribution at the laser focus, while vf

represents the distribution during disc rotation

The foil traps were made of 200µm copper foil elements of 5 to 10 cm length, spaced
by 1mm at the source side and covering an acceptance angle of 50o. No special treatment
of the foil surface was done to increase the roughness, the roughness being on the scale
of a few micrometers. The geometrical transparency of the foil system for the radiation
can be at least as high as 80− 90% for a typical source size of 0.1mm at a realistic foil
thickness of 0.1mm. The traps were positioned at 2 cm distance from the source and were
kept at a temperature of either +20 or −90oC.

The experiments were performed with a niobium rotating disc at a krypton pressure
ranging from 0.1mTorr to 3Torr, a laser-pulse energy of 0.7 J at 248nm and a repetition
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rate of up to 50Hz. The laser beam was focused to a spot of 90µm, which resulted in
a power density of 4 × 1011 W/cm2 (figure 7.3). Niobium was used as the disc target
material because of its high tensile strength, and high melting temperature which results
in a moderate debris production rate. This tensile strength was required to withstand the
forces generated in the disc at high rotation frequencies.

Figure 7.3: Schematical drawing of the set-up. The laser beam is incident from the left,
the plasma is produced near the edge of the clockwise rotating disc, while the foil trap is
installed at the acceptance angle having reduced debris emission.

A high-sensitivity, quartz-crystal mass deposition technique (Intellemetrics IL820),
dark-field optical microscopy and SEM microscopy have been used for, partly on-line,
debris deposition rate measurements. Also a precision micro-balance was used for size-
integrated measurements of the total ablated mass by weighing specially prepared, small
targets. Reflectivity measurements of Mo/Si multilayer mirrors at 13.5nm, before and
after multi-shot exposures, served for determination of the ultimate contamination rate
of the foil trap, and were used to verify the quartz-crystal measurements. Interpretation
of spectrophotometry measurements was found to be ambiguous due to a large variation
of the debris sizes.

7.4 Results

Despite the different character of motion of particulates as compared to atoms, small
particulates are still expected to be partially trapped at an appropriate foil aspect ratio
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and buffer gas pressure. The slowing-down process of particulates with initial debris
velocities of up to 1000m/s in krypton has been calculated (figure 7.4), using the drag
coefficient Cd of spheres in rarefied flows [16]. The force F exerted on a spherical particle
corresponds to F = 1

2
Cdρv

2σ, where ρ is the gas density, v the velocity of the particle, and
σ the cross-section of the particle (πr2). The figure shows that high-speed debris particles
of ∼ 0.1µm, a realistic upper limit in debris size at that velocity, can be thermalized
in ∼ 10 cm. The velocity distribution of particles measured at similar powerdensities as
in our case, was published by Schulz in [26]. They found velocities of 450m/s (0.5µm
diameter) which decreased until 150m/s (5µm).

0.10 µm
0.15 µm
0.20 µm
0.25 µm
0.30 µm

Figure 7.4: Deceleration for Nb particulates in a Kr atmosphere of 2 Torr close to the
laser plasma.

Witness plates have been used to collect the particulates, and were examined using
optical dark-field microscopy. In figure 7.5 results on reduction of the particle deposition
rate at different pressures are shown. It can be seen that the trapping effect takes place
for all debris categories detected, however at a lower degree for the larger particulates.
This is in qualitative agreement with the calculations on the particulate motion in buffer
gas (figure 7.4), but the picture is influenced by a higher average initial velocity of the
smallest species (< 0.5µm). Still, the observed reduction at 0.5 Torr by a factor of 2
to 3 is low as compared to the factor of 100 for the mass deposition rate (figure 7.6,
300m/s), measured under the same conditions. We believe that the main contribution
in this mass reduction factor is caused by trapping debris atoms and small clusters. The
absolute deposition rate values may contain a small systematic error because of the effect
of scattering of particulates from the sample surfaces. The detection angle amounted to
40 degrees with respect to the target surface.

Figure 7.6 shows the mass deposition rate at different rotation velocities, buffer gas
pressures, and foil trap temperatures. The mass was measured used the quartz-crystal
diagnostic at a distance of 10 cm from the source, at the trap exit. The detection angle
amounted to 40o with respect to the target surface. Line a) represents the maximal
deposition rate in vacuum, estimated from target micro-balance measurements of the
total mass emitted by the plasma. Curve b) represents the deposited mass as measured at
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Figure 7.5: Mitigation of debris particulates deposited on witness plates as a function of
the buffer gas pressure. Squares represent particles with dimension d < 0.5 µm, triangles
0.5 < d < 1.1 µm, asterisks 1.1 < d < 2.3 µm, and diamonds 2.3 < d < 3.4 µm. No
particles were observed having d > 3.4 µm.

a pressure of about 0.1mTorr. The mean free path of the niobium atoms at this pressure
is larger than the distance from the focal spot to the quartz crystal. As a result only a
few collisions will occur, and the niobium atoms will not be thermalized. Curve c) and
d) correspond to increased pressures, respectively 20mTorr Kr (mean free path ∼ mm)
and 0.5 Torr Kr (mean free path � mm).

b)

a)

c)

d)

e)

Figure 7.6: Mass deposition rate at different rotation velocities, buffer gas pressures, and
foil trap temperatures. Curve b) 1 mTorr, traps at room temperature, c) 20 mTorr Kr,
room temperature, d) 0.5 Torr Kr, room temperature, e) 0.5 Torr Kr, traps at -90oC
(value at 300 m/s extrapolated using measurements at 150 m/s).

The variation of the rotation speed caused a gradual change of the particle size dis-
tribution at the trap entrance, with an amount of particulates smaller than 0.3− 0.5µm
dominating at 300m/s. At this speed the observed decrease of the deposition rate at
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a krypton pressure of 0.5 Torr, as compared to the corresponding value in vacuum, is a
factor of 100. This factor represents the integrated effect of foil trapping on both the
atomic component and small (< 0.3− 0.5µm) particulates.

Extrapolation of the value obtained with a trap at room-temperature (and an FRT
at 300m/s) to a temperature of −90oC, line e), results in a factor of 2000 for the foil
trapping efficiency. For this extrapolation we assume at least the same effect of cooling as
observed in experiments at 150m/s, i.e. with a larger contribution of larger particulates.
This extrapolated value of the trapping efficiency corresponds to a residual deposition
rate of 0.01ng/sr.shot, a total decontamination effect of FRT and foil trap applied at an
initial source debris production of about 1µg/shot. This, relatively high, value results
from the specific target irradiation conditions used in these experiments, notably the long
(27ns) laser pulse duration [38].

Obviously, the effect of possible damage to e.g. multilayer EUV optics is not taken into
account by measuring the mass deposited. Damage of the multilayer structure, erosion or
mixing of the top layers due to collisions of particles may result in a drop of the reflectivity
of the exposed multilayer mirror. To test a possible damage, Mo/Si multilayer optics were
positioned at 10 cm from the target, and exposed to plasma debris in a series of 2 × 105

and 4× 105 shots. The reflectivity of the exposed multilayer mirrors was measured, and
is presented in figure 7.7. The mirrors were positioned in the plane of the laser beam and
the tangent to the disc at the focal spot, at a slightly smaller angle than the 40o used for
the witness plates.

Figure 7.7: Reflectivity loss of multilayer mirrors exposed during respectively 2 ×105

(squares) and 4 ×105 shots (triangles).

The deposited mass estimated from the drop of the EUV reflectivity of these multilayer
mirrors was compared with the mass measured using the quartz crystal. From such an
analysis an estimate of the form of the deposited material can be made. In case the debris
consists mainly of atoms, a homogeneous layer would be deposited on the surface, while
in the case the debris consists of thick particles just the reflective area would be reduced.
The latter is expected to be the most probable because the trapping efficiency of the foil
trap is much larger for atomic debris.
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From SEM pictures the average particle size was calculated. The measured decrease
in reflectivity was found to match fairly well with the calculated drop in reflectivity when
assuming deposition takes place primarily by particles. The match was best when semi-
transparent particles were assumed. It is noted that the drop in reflectivity towards larger
angles can be explained by the changing particle distribution with angle, caused by the
angle dependent efficiency of the FRT.

7.5 Summary

A novel method for filtering out debris atoms and small particulates emitted by a laser
plasma radiation source - a foil trap technique - has been developed and demonstrated.
Characterization of the technique with a fast rotating laser plasma target, used as a source
of debris particulates with variable size and velocity distributions, enabled first results on
suppression coefficients for different debris species.

The trapping efficiency was measured at different foil temperatures and buffer gas
pressures. An integrated suppression coefficient of 500 for debris, including µm-size par-
ticles, was measured with a foil trap cooled down to −90oC. An integrated suppression
coefficient of 100 for debris, including only sub-µm-size particulates, was measured with
a trap at room temperature. Extrapolation of this last value to −90oC resulted in a
trapping coefficient of 2000, using the effect of cooling measured separately for a category
containing more of the larger particulates.

At a total debris emittance of 1µg/shot, using the existing FRT device, an initial
deposition rate of 10−20ng/sr.shot was measured; this was reduced to 0.1−0.2ng/sr.shot
with a foil trap at a room temperature, while an extrapolation to−90oC leads to a residual
deposition rate of 0.01ng/sr.shot.

The foil trapping technique can be considered as a universal debris suppression method,
applicable to different types of EUV micro-plasma sources for lithography: laser plasmas
and gas discharges. The method does not have limitations on the radiation acceptance
angle. Further developments include optimization of trap geometry, reduction of dimen-
sions, application of textured surfaces, as well as optimization of buffer gas parameters for
certain source characteristics and EUV condenser optics. Of interest is also the applica-
tion of the foil trap method to gas jet target systems which are inherently clean of larger
debris particulates. Residual contamination by these sources is likely caused by atomic
particles, a category for which the foil trap method is found to be especially effective.
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Appendix A

A.1 Formulas to estimate rates of atomic processes

The formulas listed here can be used to estimate which processes will dominate. In case
exact numbers are needed for plasma parameters, modeling of the plasma is required.
There also exist more accurate versions of these formula’s but these required more detailed
input [96, 85, 97]. The equations below will give values which are correct within an order
of magnitude.

Collisional ionization

Ionization from the ground state, averaged over a Maxwellian electron distribution, for
0.02 < 1/η < 100 using η = X(Z, g)/Te results in a approximation for the collisional
ionization coefficient McWirther in [87] and [11], unit cm3/s

S(Te, Z + 1, g) =
9× 10−6

X(Z, g)3/2
ξz

η−1/2

4.88 + 1/η
exp (−η) (A.1)

where ξz is the number of electrons in the outmost layer corresponding to the state of
charge Z, X(Z, g) is the ionization potential of the ion N(Z, z, g) in eV , and Te is the
electron temperature, also in eV . N(Z, g) represents an ion density of charge Z, and in
quantum level g (g being the ground level).

Radiative recombination

Electron-ion radiative recombination coefficient for Te/Z
2 = 400 eV [11, 6, 3], unit cm3/s

αr(Te, Z − 1, g) = 5.2× 10−14Zη−1/2

[
0.429 +

1

2
ln η +

0.469

η1/2

]
(A.2)

using η = X(Z, g)/Te.

Radiative decay

The rate of radiative decay (Einstein coefficient A) for m → n is calculated from its
relationship with the corresponding absorption oscillator strength, it can be expressed as
[6], unit sec−1

Amn = 0.43× 108 g(n)

g(m)
fmn∆E2

mn (A.3)
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where g(m) and g(n) are the statistical weights of the upper and lower levels respectively,
fmn is the oscillator strength, and ∆Emn = En − Em (in eV ).

The intensity emitted per unit volume from the transition m → n (unit W/cm3) is

Imn = 1.6× 10−19AmnNm∆mn (A.4)

where Nm is the number of ions in excited level m in (cm−3). This is valid for optically
thin plasma’s only.

Electron impact excitation coefficient

The electron impact excitation coefficient averaged over a Maxwellian electron velocity
distribution, Xmn =< σmnυ > (McWirther in [87]), unit cm3/s

Xmn = 1.6× 10−5fmn < g(m,n) >

∆EmnT
1/2
e

exp

(
−∆Emn

Te

)
(A.5)

where < g(m,n) > denotes the thermal averaged Gaunt factor (generally ∼ 1 for atoms,
and ∼ 0.2 for ions. Energies and temperatures are in eV . Evidently the electron excita-
tion rate is NeXmn.

Another, often used approximation for the excitation coefficient was derived by van Rege-
morter [96, 97], unit cm3/sec

Xmn = 3.2× 10−7

(
13.6

Te

)3/2
exp(y)

y
fnmG(y) (A.6)

Electron impact de-excitation coefficient

The electron de-excitation coefficient can be calculated using

Xd,mn =
N∗

n

N∗
m

Xnm =
gn
gm

exp

(
∆Emn

Te

)
Xmn (A.7)

where gm and gn are the gaunt factors, ∆Emn the de-excitation energy, and Te the
electron energy (McWirther in [87]).

Time-dependent corona model

When considering a plasma very close to its steady state, the rate at which the last ion to
be found (of charge zs) is formed is determined by the rate of ionization (recombination)
from the previous ion, and its own rate of recombination (ionization) to give the previous
ion. Thus approximately for an ionizing plasma, McWirther in [87]:

dn(zs)

dt
= nen(zs − 1)S(zs − 1)− nen(zs)αr(zs) (A.8)
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and n(zs−1)+n(zs) = constant, where S(zs−1) is the ionization coefficient of ion having
charge zs − 1, and αr is the radiative recombination coefficient of ion having charge zs.
These equations have a solution

n(zs) =
[n(zs − 1) + n(zs)]S(zs − 1)

S(zs − 1) + αr(zs)
(1− exp [−ne (S(zs − 1) + αr(zs)) t]) (A.9)

so that the intrinsic relaxation time (τ) characteristic of the final approach to the steady
state is given by:

neτ =
1

S(zs − 1) + αr(zs)
(A.10)
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B.1 Abel inversion in case of absorption

In this appendix Abell inversion is discussed which is used to reconstruct density profiles.
Projections of density profiles were obtained using backlighting which was discussed in
briefly section 2.2.1 (page 26). Absorption a neutral gas leads to attenuation of radiation
passing through the jet, according to:

dI(λ)

dy
= −ka(λ)I(λ) (B.1)

with I(λ) being the (spectral) intensity of the radiation propagating in the y-direction and
ka(λ) the absorption coefficient. This absorption coefficient depends on the mass density
of the gas by ka = κ(λ)ρ with begin and ρ being with κ(λ) m2kg−1 the specific absorption
coefficient of the gas, which is only dependent on the wavelength of the radiation.

 I (x)
O

O

 I(x)

x

X

Yy

R

Figure B.1: Definition of variables in a cross-section of the gas jet.

Assuming a radially symmetric mass density in the jet, ρ(r), the intensity I(x) of
monochromatic radiation passed through the jet at position x, figure B.1, is given by:
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I(x) = Io(x) exp

(
2

∫ yo

y=0

κ(λ)ρ(r)dy

)
(B.2)

with Io(x) the initial intensity at position x. For κ the value at the specific wavelength
of the monochromatic radiation has to be taken. Using x2 + y2 = r2 and x2 + y2

o = R2,
where R is the radius of the jet (figure B.1), the integral in equation B.2 can be rewritten

ln

(
I(x)

I0(x)

)
= 2

∫ R

r=x

κ(λ)ρ(r)rdr√
r2 − x2

(B.3)

Defining P (x) as

P (x) = ln

(
I(x)

Io(x)

)
(B.4)

which was introduced previously in section 2.2.1 (figure 2.4, page 26). The density ρ(r)
can be found by using the inverse Abel transform [1]:

ρ(r) =
−1
πκ

∫ R

x=r

dP (x)/dx√
x2 − r2

dx (B.5)

Direct evaluation of the integration of equation B.5 is not possible due to the singularity
at x = 0. The density profile ρ(r) can be found using several numerical techniques (e.g.
Dasch [25]).

B.2 ’Onion peeling’

The numerical evaluation of equation B.5 was done with so-called ’onion peeling’ decon-
volution as proposed by Dasch[25]. This is a fast and easy method but sensitive to noise.
Therefore the data was filtered before it was inverted. The density is calculated using

ρ(ri) =
1

∆r κ

n∑
j=0

DijP (rj) (B.6)

where ρ is the density, ri is i×∆r the distance from the center of the jet, ∆r is the data
spacing, κ is the specific absorption coefficient, and P (rj) is the projection as defined in
equation B.4. The matrix Dij is independent of the data spacing, it is calculated from
the inverse of the matrix Wij

j < i Wij = 0 (B.7)

j = i Wij = [(2j + 1)2 − 4i2]1/2 (B.8)

j > i Wij = [(2j + 1)2 − 4i2]1/2 − [(2j − 1)2 − 4i2]1/2 (B.9)

The inverse of the matrix was calculated using a routine from Numerical Recipes. The
code was verified using known Abell inversions of analytical functions.[80]
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C.1 Backlighting set-up

The set-up which was used is shown in figure C.1. A plasma, which was created on a
copper target, was used as a source of x-rays. The nozzle was positioned between the
detector (CCD camera), and the plasma. The Be/Al filter in front of the CCD camera
was used to select the wavelength range. The resulting intensity was recorded with a
back-thinned CCD camera (512 × 512 pixels, 24 × 24µm2 pixel1). The distances from
source to jet, and from jet to CCD where chosen such that jet was magnified onto the
detector.

laser beam

CCD camera
plasma

target

lens

filter
nozzle

Figure C.1: Schematic drawing of a backlighting set-up.

The source was selected after taking into account the expected transmission through
the gas jet and the filter transmission. Figure C.2 shows the transmission through xenon
for typical gas jet conditions, i.e. the transmission to be expected in case of the large
nozzle, taking the optical path along its diameter, and a reservoir pressure of 20 bar xenon.
The gas jet conditions were calculated using one-dimensional isentropic flow e.g. [94]. In
order to obtain single shot images, wavelengths below 2nm were selected where the xenon

1Reflex s.r.o., Novodvorska 994, CZ-142 21 Prague 4, Czech Republic
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transmission was the highest. Single shot images would enable us to quantify any pulse
to pulse variations in the jet density. First we discuss the x-ray source briefly, and then
the filter.

Figure C.2: Transmission through xenon of 2mg/cm3, in case of the large nozzle at 0.5mm
distance from the nozzle exit.

C.2 X-ray source

Preliminary experiments showed that the highest yield was obtained using Cu as target
material together with the Be/Al filter presented in the next section. On a solid target a
frequency double Nd:YAG beam was focused, its properties are pulse energy 0.75 J , pulse
duration 6ns and a wavelength of 532nm. Using a 15 cm focal length lens the beam was
focused until a spot of ∼ 50µm, resulting in a power density of 6 × 1012 W/cm2. The
dimensions of the focal spots were measured from craters produced on a Ta test strip
using low laser pulse energies. No spectrum of our source was recorded. A spectrum
recorded at a comparable power density is shown in figure C.3, which was published by
Bijkerk et al [28]. Lines of CuXX (Ne-like Cu) are indicated.

We note that as a single line source could be used, a laser plasma produced on a
Mg target. The plasma would mainly radiate between 0.8 − 0.9nm due to MgXI and
MgXII (He and H-like Mg) [90].

C.3 Be/Al filter

A filter for the wavelength range 0.8− 1.2nm was made by stacking a 20 µm thick foil of
Be with a 0.8µm thick foil of Al. The transmission curve of the filter is shown in figure
C.4. The purpose of the Be foil was to block all wavelengths above 1.5nm until visible
wavelengths. The purpose of the Al foil was to cut the lower part of the spectrum, due to
the Al K edge at 0.79nm (1559 eV ). At shorter wavelengths, where the Al transmission
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µ

Figure C.3: Spectrum of a copper laser plasma [28], the filled circles represent lines of Cu
XX [9]

increases strongly, relative low radiation intensity from the plasma was expected only due
to bremsstrahlung and recombination radiation.

The transmission above 2.0nm is less than 10−4 and decreases strongly as function
of the wavelength. The transmission below 0.5nm is high but due to the low intensity
of the plasma the contribution of the wavelengths to the total transmitted intensity is
negligible.

Figure C.4: Transmission of a filter consisting of 20 µm Be and 0.8 µm Al.

The Cu spectrum, the filter transmission, and xenon transmission were used to calcu-
late the specific absorption coefficient. This coefficient is needed to calculate the absolute
density using the Abel inversion method.
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C.4 Average specific absorption coefficient

Using a source spectrum, a Xe transmission and filter transmission the average specific
absorption coefficient can be calculated. This done by averaging the photo-absorption
cross-section using the filter transmission, and the source spectrum

κav =

∫
TBe/Al(λ)ICu(λ)κ(λ)dλ∫

TBe/Al(λ)ICu(λ)dλ
(C.1)

We note that the photo-absorption cross-section can be calculated from the data shown
in figure C.2 by calculating: − ln(T )/ρL = κ where T is the transmission, ρ the density
and L the path length, or from atomic data using [77]

κ(λ) =
f2λreNa

MW
(C.2)

where κ is in m2/kg, f2 is the atomic scattering factor2 (per atom), λ the wavelength
(m), re the classical electron radius (m), Na is Avogadro constant (atom/mol) and MW
the molecular weight (kg/mol).

The average specific absorption coefficient is required in order to calculate absolute
densities. When using the experimental spectrum from reference [28], a value of 646m2/kg
was found, and when using only lines of CuXX 700m2/kg as found from reference
[9]. The densities presented in Chapter 2.3 (page 31) have been calculated using the
646m2/kg, which represents our conditions best.

By measuring the transmission of Xe with the backlighting set-up as function of the
gas density the K value was found to be 700 ± 300m2/kg. Unfortunately there was a
large uncertainty due to the inhomogeneous pressure distribution in the vacuum vessel,
because the pressure could not be controlled precisely enough.

C.5 Density profile reconstruction procedure

In this part the individual steps are described which were needed to reconstruct a density
profile. The three different pictures were recorded at identical conditions: dark image Id,
flat field image Io, and shadow image I. All images were taken using the same exposure
time. The dark image was an image, which was recorded without exposing the detector
to x-rays. The flat field was an image recorded by exposing the detector to x-rays but
no gas jet was generated. The shadow image contains a projection of the gas jet. The
dark image is subtracted from the other two images: I ′ = I − Id and I ′o = Io − Id. Then
the normalized image In was calculated by dividing the corrected shadow image I ′ by
the corrected flat field I ′o. An example is shown in figure C.5, the darker the image the
larger the absorption. The normalized image contains data on the transmission which
was observed, and from each cross-section perpendicular to the nozzle axis the function
P (x) was calculated.

The Abel inversion procedure was carried out using a normalized In image. For each
horizontal cross-section of the image in figure C.5 we now can calculate the function P (x)

2www-cxro.lbl.gov/optical constants
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NOZZLE EXIT

GAS FLOW

Figure C.5: Normalized backlighting image from the small gas jet using 30 bar xenon as
target gas and 30 bar carbondioxide as buffer gas.

(=ln(In)), which was shown in figure 2.4 (page 26). Applying Abel inversion on a part
of P (x), i.e. from the nozzle axis to the edge of the image, will give us ρ(r). Note that
from one cross-section, two density profiles are calculated, i.e. the left and right side.
When assuming a perfectly cylindrically symmetric gas jet, these two profiles need to be
the same. In case they are not the same, the symmetry axis needs to be shifted in radial
direction until both profiles are the same. A density profile reconstructed from figure C.5
using a P (x) taken at 0.5mm from the nozzle exit is shown in C.6.

Figure C.6: Radial density profile from the small nozzle, 30 bar xenon and 30 bar carbon-
dioxide 30, 0.5mm from the nozzle exit.
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Summary

The thesis addresses several methods to characterize as well as enhance the Extreme UV
emission of laser produced plasmas generated from gaseous targets. Xenon was selected
as the target material due to the presence of a spectral peak near 13.5 nm in Xe plasma
radiation and the absence of debris particles and contamination by the plasma EUV
source. In principle some of the methods developed are also valid for plasmas generated
from other gaseous systems including discharge produced plasmas.

Generally, the EUV yield of plasmas generated from gaseous targets dramatically
depends on the target density profile, i.e. the geometry of the target system including
the expansion of target material. Several methods have been applied to increase the EUV
yield. These included the increase of the target gas density, the use of (super)sonic nozzles
with collimated jets, the application of a concentric flow of transparent buffer gas around
the target, and the generation of shock-waves in the plasma.

Increased target densities did increase the EUV production but also led to stronger
EUV absorption in the outer parts of the gaseous target. Applying an EUV transparent
buffer gas from an annular, concentric nozzle did reduce that EUV absorption significantly.
Thirdly, shockwaves were shown to lead to a local increase of the gas density resulting in a
considerable (up to a factor of five) increase of the EUV yield. The different mechanisms
causing these effects, are discussed. Finally, the relation between EUV emission and the
duration of the laser pulse was investigated, indicating that critical processes to create
the relevant ionization stages take place on a time scale of the order of relatively short
laser pulses (few ns).

A number of XUV diagnostics were constructed and applied to characterize the plasma
and it’s emission properties. X-ray backlighting was used to record X-ray shadowgraphs
of the gas jet. By using Abel inversion, the density profiles were reconstructed. Raleigh
scattering was used to determine the change in average particle size, which was used to
determine the degree of condensation. Characterization of the XUV emission properties of
the plasmas was performed using an XUV spectrograph based on a transmission grating,
a narrow-band XUV diagnostic based on the use of a multilayer mirror, and an XUV
pinhole camera.

In addition to the selection of different target geometries, several debris mitigation
techniques have been applied in order to mitigate any residual contamination from the
plasmas. The foil trap technique, which is based on adsorption of thermalized atoms from
the source at the surface of radially positioned foils, was characterized, using a fast rotating
target as a source of debris of different composition. The diagnostics included collection
of debris on witness plates studied by optical microscopy and SEM, oscillating quartz
crystals to measure the deposited mass, and monitoring of the reflectivity of exposed
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multilayer mirrors. The mechanisms active in the mitigation of the debris were analyzed,
and relations were found between debris composition and suppression techniques.
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Samenvatting

In dit proefschrift worden een aantal methoden beschreven welke zijn ontwikkeld om de
emissie van Extreem Ultraviolet straling (golflengte 13,5 nm) van laserplasma′s te ver-
hogen. Xenon is gebruikt om de EUV emissie te genereren, een keuze welke is ingegeven
door de relatief hoge emissie van XeXI (10+) rond 13,5 nm, en de afwezigheid van vervuil-
ing door plasmadeeltjes. Een aantal methoden zijn ook bruikbaar bij plasma′s welke wor-
den geproduceerd d.m.v. andere gas-achtige systemen zoals bijvoorbeeld ontladingsplasma′s.

De EUV opbrengst van plasma′s welke worden opgewekt van gasachtige bronmateri-
alen, hangt in zeer sterke mate af van het dichtheidsprofiel van het materiaal, met name
de geometrie van het injectiesysteem van het materiaal en de ruimtelijke expansie ervan.
De opbrengst van het EUV kon worden verhoogd door het toepassen van - nozzles met een
supersone uitstroom, - een voor EUV straling transparant buffergas, en - het opwekken
van schokgolven in het bronmateriaal. Het verhogen van de dichtheid leidde slechts tot een
geringe toename van de EUV opbrengst door toegenomen absorptieverliezen. Door het
toepassen van een EUV-transparant buffergas uit een ringvormige, concentrische open-
ing was het mogelijk om de absorptie van EUV sterk te verminderen. Het opwekken
van schokgolven met behulp van separate laserpulsen, leidde tot lokaal sterk verhoogde
dichtheden, resulterend in een tot vijf maal hogere EUV opbrengst. De verschillende
fysische mechanismen achter deze effecten zijn in detail geanalyseerd en worden hier be-
sproken. Ten slotte is de relatie tussen de EUV-emissie en de duur van de laserpuls
onderzocht. De tijdsschaal welke nodig is om de gewenste aangeslagen toestanden van
de ionen te genereren, bleek vergelijkbaar met de duur van de kortste van de toegepaste
laserpulsen (enkele ns).

Er zijn een aantal, deels nieuwe, diagnostieken voor de plasma-emissie ontwikkeld
en toegepast voor de karakterisatie van het plasma wat betreft afmeting, temperatuur,
dichtheid en spectrale intensiteiten in het XUV golflengtegebied (∼ 3-30 nm). Röntgen-
schaduwafbeelding is toegepast voor het vastleggen van de uitstroomgeometrie van de gas-
jet. Met behulp van Abel-inversie zijn daarmee de dichtheidsprofielen berekend. Rayleigh
verstrooïıng is gebruikt om de verandering in de gemiddelde deeltjesgrootte als gevolg van
condensatie in het expanderende gas te meten. Karakterisatie van het plasma bij XUV
golflengtes is verder uitgevoerd met behulp van een spectrograaf met een transmissietralie
als dispersief element. Tenslotte is een smalbandige XUV diagnostiek, gebaseerd op re-
flectie aan een Mo/Si multilaag, toegepast en een XUV pinhole camera.

Een aantal nieuwe technieken zijn onderzocht om resterende vervuiling door plas-
madeeltjes, i.e. clusters, ionen en atomen, te onderdrukken. De belangrijkste daarvan,
de folie-techniek, is gebaseerd op adsorptie van tot thermische snelheden afgeremde deelt-
jes aan het oppervlak van metalen folieën. Deze folieën werden radieel gepositioneerd
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t.o.v. de bron. Als bron van plasmadeeltjes werd een ultrasnel roterende schijf gebruikt,
waarmee de samenstelling van de deeltjes kon worden bëınvloed door een variatie van
de snelheid van de schijf. Als diagnostieken werden gebruikt: - optische microscopie van
aan de bron blootgestelde oppervlakken, - massaregistratie m.b.v. quarts kristallen, en
de verandering van de reflectiviteit van multilagen. De belangrijkste mechanismen ve-
rantwoordelijk voor de onderdrukking van debris zijn onderzocht en relaties tussen de
samenstelling van de vervuiling en de onderdrukkingstechnieken zijn gevonden.
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